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Abstract

This study has examined and documented issues in secondary school

organization posed by declining enrolments, government legislation,

collective agreements and attendant cultural, economic and social fac-

tors. To do this, information was gathered and analyzed from ques-

tionnaires returned by 312 secondary school principals. In-depth

interviews were conducted with 30 of this number. As well, relevant

legislation, regulations, and the series of H.S.1 circulars from 1972.

to 1980 were reviewed. Finally, documents from the Education-
_---

aelations Commission of Ontario were used to compile a synopsis of

constraints placed upon school organization and timetabling by clauses

in collective agreements.

The data show that size of school is clearly related to school

program Small schools have traditionally offered a fundamentally

academic program with few technical, vocational or commercial subjects.

The necessity of providing core courses at various levels of difficulty

-further limits the number of options small schools can offer. But the

policy change to compulsory subjects in Grades 9 and 10 has probably had

little effect on them, in view of the limitations under which these

schools have always had to operate. Effects of that policy will un-

doubtedly be felt more severely in schools with present enrolments of from

600 to 1,500, because they have made the most visible attempts to provide

a wide range of course options.

Declining enrolments have created conditions 'under which great

numbers of teachers have been declared surplus or redundant. Conse-

1

quently, many schools lack the staff with qualifications necessary to
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maintain a full range of courses and programs. As the percentage of

Ontario secondary schools in the under-400 category rises during this

decade the present plight of small schools will'be experienced by

ever increasing numbers of schools. The impact of collective agree-

ments upon program varies from school to school and from board to

board, but-the general effect has been to_restrict the extent
_

of program flexibility which schools once enjoyed.

Principals interviewed during the course of the study suggested

that many traditional senior level academic courses will giveway to

newer courses such as Man in Society and People and Politics. Prob-

lems in offering a choice of difficulty levels will likely result in

a re ction of basic and modified level programs and in the increasing

use f the educationally undesirable "open" level courses. The

prin ipals-ilso indicated that collective agreements may possibly

shape the nature of school programs to an even greater extent than

do student needs. Ministry regulations and priorities were perceived

by approximately one-quarter of the principals as having a negative

effect upon the range of optional course offerings.

The study concludes that secondary school organization will be

affected by the interaction of decline, teacher-negotiated restrictions,

and by societal expectations expressed in Ministry policy and regula-

- tions. UnlesS the organization and delivery of secondary school pro-

grams change, the end result will be a reduction in the nature and

kinds of educational opportunities offered to young people. To try

to offset this outcome, several kinds of program alternatives are

suggested for consideration at the school, system, and Ministry levels.

Some of these involve use of recent technological discoveries.

Others depend upon the formulation of new education policies. All

demand creative thinking and a large measure of cooperation

iv



amongst the various institutions involved. Indeed, "creativity"

and "cooperation" may well be the watchwords of educationists in the

decade ahead.
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Introduction: Scope;Procedures and Organization
of the Report

Probably at no time during this century has the task of the sec-

ondary school principal been so Herculean in scope. During the 1970's,

schools were confronted very visibly with challenges associated with

changes in the social, economic, and cultural milieu. Many of the

challenges came in the format of shifting curricular and scheduling

requirements issued to schools by the Government and its Ministry of

Education. The current expectations require a school organization

capable of providing an array of courses at different levels of

difficulty in order to accommodate various levels of ability. Moreover,

these courses are to be provided in four different areas of study and

must include nine required courses. They are to be designed with

regard for the cultural, economic, and social setting of the school

and.should permit each student's program to reflect his or her state

of development and expectations of achievement. In the recent past,

school administrators have also been called upon to adjust to staffing

formulae and other restrictions specified in collective agreements.

For small high schools, and especially for those in isolated communities,

these continuous challenges have posed enormous difficulties.

Secondary schools, during the decade of the 1980's, not only must

meet new requirements set by the Government and the Ministry in res-

ponse to changes in societal expectations and concerns and adjust to

staffing and workload formulae that are negotiated, but the schools

must also cope with a factor that exacerbates the impact of the

others--that of declining enrolments. Over the next five years or so,



secondary schools will have to adapt not only to changes in student

enrolments but also to the accompanying declines in material resources,

in personnel, in facilities, in morale, and in program. Paradoxically,

one important factor is not in decline--the expectations that parents

and the public hold for secondary education. Ontario residents have

been justifiably proud of the quality of their secondary education

system. As those responsible for shaping secondary education grapple

with the difficulties of the 1980's, they need to be guided by a full

awareness of the various factors and issues impinging on program

organization and program delivery. It is to the delineation of those

issues that this study is addressed.

Scope of the Study

In 1979, the Minister of Education contracted with The. Ontario

Institute for Studies in Education to examine and document issues in

secondary school organization posed by declining enrolments, govern-

ment legislation, collective agreements, and attendant cultural, economic,

and social factors. According to the terms of reference, the study

was to:

(1) examine and document legislation and regulations

which govern the managerial role of the Ontario

secondary school principal and affect program

organization;

(2) examine and make a synopsis of collective agree-,

ments which affect th'e program organization rf

Ontario secondary schools;

(3) survey all Ontario secondary schools in order to

gather' information about:

(a) changes in organizational patterns brought

-2-15



about by declining enrolmentS

(b), alternatiVe approaches to program organization
within both the school and the system

(c) the effects upon program of legislation and
regulations

(a) the effects upon program of Ministry policy
statements (contained in numbered memoranda)
as perceived by school officials

(e) the effects upon program of collective agree-
ments;

(4) where appropriate, gather similar information from

other-jurisdictions; and

(5) prepare a handbook of information and suggestions

based upon the data.collected through items (1)

through,(4) above, differentiating between the

prograM issues of large and'small secondary schools.

Research Procedures

A variety of data-gathering techniques was used in order to meet

, the terms of reference for the study. Relevant legislation, regula-

tions, and the series of H.S.1 circulars from 1972 to 1980

were reviewed from the standpoint of constraints placed upon secondary

school administration and program organization. From infor-

mation and documents supplied by the Edutation Relations Commission

of Ontario, a synopsis was made of constraints placed on school organi-

zation and timetabling by .clauses in collective. agreements.

A short questionnaire was developed for a survey of secondary

school principals. (15, copy of the questionnaire appears in Appendix A).

The questionnaire sought background information about schoOl'program,

language of instruction, enrolment across five years, and the like.

As well, principals were asked to provide infOiMation about courses

in,which enrolment was declining, about effects on their school of



government legislation and regulations and collective agreements,

about actual or anticipated changes in their school organization,

and about alternative ways of meeting the challenges of declining

resources and enrolments.

A copy of the questionnaire was sent to the chief executive

officer for each of 175 school boards in Ontario. Their permission

was requested for the research team to send the questionnaire to the

high school principals in their jurisdictions. Permission was

received from nearly all of the boards, and questionnaires were

mailed to high school. principals.

Principals from .66 school boards in the province returned the

kmestionnaire. Table 1 shows the distribution, by region, of school

boards and the number and percentage of boards from which responses

;were received from secondary school principals.

On the whole, the response rate is far higher, than what one

usually expects, from a mailed questionnaire., The returns from the

Midnorthern and Northeastern regions are considerably,lower than

those from the other regions,. which suggests that the responses may

not be completely. .representatiVe of provincial school boards. How-

ever, .they are representative of the provincial secondary schools,

as we shall see.

-4- 8



Table 1

Survey Participation of School Boards by Region

Region
Number of
Boards

Number of
Boards with

Secondary Schools

Number of
Boards

Participating

Percentage
of boards a

Participating

Central 45 28 26 93%

Eastern 20 10 9 90%

Midnorthern \\26 9 5 56%

Northeastern 28 11 6 I 55%
,

Northwestern \ 35 9 9 100%

\

Western 2l 12 11 92%

TOTALS 175 79 66' 84%

-

a
Thatis, BoardS with secondary schools:

b
Percentages are rounded.

From among the participating boards, a total of 312 secondary

school principals returned the questionnaires by the due-date. (A

'few- responses were received after the deadline, but the analyses in

this report are based upon the 312). Table 2'reports the number of

secondary schools in the province, by region,and the number and per-

centage of.schools from which questionnaire responses were received.,,



Table 2

Survey Participation of Secondary Schools by Region

Region

Number of
Secondarya \
Schools \

Number of
Schools

Participating

Percentage of
Schools

Participating

Central 287 1 176 61%

Eastern 78 i 39 50%

Midnorthern 33 17 52%

Northeastern 27 12 44%

Northwestern 24 18 75%

Western 93 50 54%

TOTALS 542 312 85h.

a
Excludes junior high schools and some special schools.

Percentages are rounded.

It iSclearrfrom Table2-that more than half of all Ontario,
,

secondary schools are located in: the Central Region of the province.

- The number.of secondary schools from each region that participated

in'the survey roughly parallels their proportion across the province.
.11

,Further, responses were received from at least half of.the high school

principals in five of the six regions. Thus, we are confident.that

the sample_for the-questionnaire survey is representative ! the

province's secondary schools.

, Provincial secondary schools were classified by size into three

categories. ,Small high schools were defined as those with student\

enrolments up:to 599 students;' Schools having a student enrolment of

from 600 tio1499 were classified a being of medium size. Large Schools

wererdesignated as those with a student enrolment of 1500 or more.

As Table 3 shoWs, questionnaire responseSwere received from over half



thg schools in each size category. Small schools were slightly over-

represented; this may be explained by their greater concern with a

.study,examining constraints on program organization and delivery.

Because. the number of schools, classified as of medium size was quite

large, this category was further divided into Medium Small and Medium

Large_for purposes of many of the analyses reported in Chapter 3.

Table 3

Survey Participation cf Secondary Schools

;?,

by,Size of School

TOTAL

Size cf School
Small

(up to 599)
Medium , Large

(600-1499) (1500 or more)

Number of Schools
in .the province 87 389 66 542

Number ofSchoals
participating 63' 211 38 .312

Percentage'of'Schools
participating 54% 58% 58%

In'responding to-the questionnairgs, principals were asked. if
4

they would be willing,to participate in f011ow-up Studies of schools

..,

facing dealining enrolment or program restraints due to school size.
i .

, 1

The names of schools from which the principal had agreed 'to participate. v ,

further were\ first sorted according to-provincial regionS. Further

sortings were done with respect tosize of school (i.e. student

enrolment) and extent of decline.
\. ., ......,,

Thirty pncipals were selected to meet in small groups for
-

interviews. Three of the group interviews were held. in-Toronto, two

were held-in London, and the others were'conducted in Kingston, Thunder
,

Bay, and St. Catharines: The interviews allowed' principals.to speak

/ more fully about the.issues addressed in the questionnaire4 to describe

other,probleMsinot identifiedAn the questionnaire, and to share their

20
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ideas about alternative solutions to the problems. The discussion in

Chapters 3 and 5 include our analyses of the interview data.

One of the principal investigators, Dr. John Davis, corresponded

with provincial curriculum officials in several other provinces and

made site visits to some provinces: These contacts yielded useful

information and ideas about secondary school program organization

and delivery in the-context.of already small schools and those facing

declining enrolmentS.

Finally, Dr. Davis served on a team charged with conducting a

study of the secondary school& in the Lake Superior Board of Education.

Their in4depth study of the problems faced by this Northern board

provided invaluable sensitivity to the problems of small, geographi-
.

cally isolated high schools.as well as a testing-ground for the

feasibility of ,solutions to/-theseproblems
.

1
Q" , Organization. of the Report

The focus of Chapter'2 is a discussion of Governmentregulations

and guidelines and of, collective as they relate to the'
,

concerns of secondary schoOl program adriiinistration.' The'chapter sets

the stage for understanding the impact of these factorsan impact

that has already been felt by schools during the f970's, and that will

be felt even more strongly during the 1980's as schools enter the_era

of declining enrolment. Chapter presents information about second-
-

0

ary school situations, changes in organization and program, and changes

in course enrblments during the recent' past: Decline itself will

occur unevenly among the province's secondary schools. Further, the

schools already differ in characteristics such as size, organization,

;

type--of program, and type of community served. Thus, Chapter 3 pro-

`E2

vides contextual information by means of which one may anticipate the

-8-
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variation in impact that decline will pose for different schools.

Chapter 4 describes the types of changes in organization and

program that secondary school principals anticipate because of the

interaction of declining enrolments, collective agreements, Government

regulations and societal priorities for secondary education in the

1980's. The chapter draws heavily from information collected during

interviews with principals. For schools now experiencing decline,

the impacts described are already being felt; for others, they are

anticipated during the next few years. Chapter 5 addresses possible

solutions to the problems of Ontario secondary schools in decline. It

presents a discussion of alternatives and innovations being tried in

other jurisdictions, and a case study of the secondary schools within

one schOO1 board. The implications of the study for the provincial

Government and its Ministiy of Education, for school board trustees

and officials and for secondary school prinCipals and staffs are

discussed in Chapter 6'.



Constraints on Secondary School Program Organization

Within the last decade, many organizational changes have taken

place in the secondary schOOIP of Ontario. In 1972, all high schools

were required by the provincial Ministry of Education to shift to a

credit system with subject rather than grade promotion. An important

aspect of the new system was the absence of required subjects. Schools

were exp6cted to introduce individualized timetables so that, with the

approval of parents, students could select their own programs, choosing

courses from four broad areas of study. Throughout the 1970's, the

Ministry's H.S.1 Circulars (which outline diploma requirements) encouraged'

secondary school principals and teachers to provide an array-of courses

at different levels of difficulty to accommodate differences in student

interests and abilities. In response, many schools began to experiment

with innovative forma, of-organization and to address the expectation for

variety:in curricular, offerings. (See the monographs,in the H.S.1. Series,

The Individualized System, such as Ryan (1974) and Leithwood (1974), for

documentation.)

Ministry regulations reflect sOCietal expectations, societal concerns-

and political, expediencies. Ap these contextual factors change,.the regu- ..
. .--

.

.

.

lations are modified accordingly. When the .public became concerned about

the quality of secondary educationjn a totally individualiZed structure,

theMinistry moved-in the.late, 1970'sto require high school graduates

to earn credits in each of several core subject areas: English, mathematics°,

science, Canadian history and Canadian geography.

The return to required credits created problems for some schools,

that had adopted innovative organizations (see Ryan, in'press,fOr,

-10-
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a case study of the Hillcrest High School experiences). At the same

time that secondary schools had to ensure that their organizational

structures. provided opportunities for students to meet graduation

requirements, the schools were still expected to meet individual

student needs in terms of breadth and depth of program offerings.

Currently, schools are being encouraged to expand their vocational

and technical programs and to develop co-operative education programs

in order to create more viable linkages from. school to work. There

is also an emerging priority for increases in special education

programs.

The decade of the 1970's brought additional challenges to the

province's secondary schools. Teachers gained the right to strike,

and, collective agreements began to define and delimit theteacher.

workload.: Negotiated workloads and staffing,formulae are now placing

constraints on school timetabling'and programMing. As the era of

declining enrolments, approached, collective *eements,began to

include clauses or policies related to teacher surplusand'redundancy:-

Since the - procedures are largely to be based upoh seniority, there

are.iMplicatiOns.for sbhool program.
/'

The changes that have occurred during the'
/

197p,§ in Government

and Ministry requirements tor. secondary sOhOOls are described in the-

first section of this chapter. The discussion.exaMines course and

credit requirements for high school graduation; curriculum' guidelines

(including'the 'provision' of special. programs such as co-operative,

ducation training credits,or linkage, occupationS, and spebial

education), and procedures for course and textbobk approval. Govern-

ment legislation and regulations are examined in the Second section,

with special'a.ttentionpaid tb. Regulation 704. ,Fina current

teacher-board coilective'a4reemefits are analyzed As-they relate to

-11-



pUpil-wteacher ratios, instruction41 workload, cid s size, .and-teacher

surplus or redundancy. -The discussions in this ch pter, then,- provide

a contextual background. for'Understanding the full mpact of decline

as a factor that makes it even moie difficult far s hools to respond

to societal and profesSional:expectations.. The imp ct of these factors

during a decade of declining enrolments will be examined in Chapter 4.

Circular H.S.1

Government requirements for.the awarding of diplomas to secondary,

school students aregiven in Circular H.S.1, which is issued periodi-

cally. In the interim betweep the issuance of one circular, and a new

.1

one, changeS are speCified in numbered memoranda sent from the' Minister

,

to, school. official. Circular H.S.1 is the` secondary school principal's

guidebook. Not onlydoes :the' document impinge on school organization',

) . -z .
\---

,,

Jut it also.provideS restrictions related to curricular content, course

. .,

development,: textbook approval, and speCiai situations (e,g--occupa-
,,

tiOns programs, French-language schools, 6c1 Co-operative educatiOn
, -

4

programs).

Course and Credit Requirements
forSeCondary School Graduation

The:Deginning of'the credit system in Ontario Secondary schools

was prescribe y Circular H.S.1: 1972-73. This document required
.,..--

changes-in student timetabling and scheduling and.in.diStribution

of courses into four broad areas of'studies CommunicatiOns, social
:-

and environmental studies, pure and applied sciences, and arts). .

,
AileyonA meeting_the requirements, 'schools were encouraged to introduce

many more far-reaching charges (see,Ryan, 1974). The document stated

that students could be awarded the Secondary School Graduation Diploma'

(SSGD) by successfully, .darning at least one credit from,;each



of the four areas of study in each of the student's first two years
4

-in a secondary schOol (8 credits), at least one further credit after

the first two years from each of the four areas of study (4 credits),

and a further 15 credits. Students in French-language schoolsi-however,

were required-to take English or Anglais (according to Section56 of

the Secondary Schools and Boards of Bducation Act, 1970). To be

awarded the Secondary Schobl Honour Graduation Diploma (SSHGD), the

student must earn 6 credits in courses approved for study in Grade 13.

A credit was normally granted to a student who successfully

completed a course for which a minimum of 110 hours had been.Scheduied.

This had definite implications for secondary school organizatiOn. Re-

Cognizing that certain. Organizational patterns such as semester or tri=

mester or summer sohool systems might create units of work which equal

less:than a full:credit,. H.S;l: 1972-73 stated that courses leading to

-Ah^eISSGD' Might' carry less,than a'full credit. In order "to ensure a

minimal depth of study in Honour Diploma Work"' (p.0, hoWeVer,'the

.document stated that no fraCtional creditless than one would,be aCcepted_

for courses. leading to the SSHGD.

These requirements'were modified only slightly in Circular

P .

;.9737,4- The restriction on credit earnings during the first

two years in Secondary.school was removed. To earn the SSGP, students

simply had.to complete.at least three credits from' each of the four
.

areas of study' (12 credits) and a further 15 credits. The discussion

on credit values was expanded to include the suggestion that no

course hgve a value of.lesS than '1/3 credit (meaning that school

A
organizations'have class periods allowing around 40 hours of in-

Struction over the term or school year). , For courses leading'to the,

SSHGD, the circular stated.that courses might -'carry more than one

credit but the additional should "extend in time and content one-third'



or more beyond a single credit" (p.7).

AmemorAdum issued on November 30, 1973, repeated the Minister's

statement to the Legislature on November 15 that "It is not to be left

to chance that students acquire a deeper understanding and appreciation

of the English language and of Canada itself." The memorandum advised

school officials that, beginning in September of 1974, each student

entering year one of a secondary school program would be required to

complete successfully at least four credits in English studies and

at least two credits in Canadian studies in order to be eligible for

the SSGD. While students who had already begun secondary school under

the previous requirements were excused from the new stipulations,

principals were urged to encourage these students to include English

studies and Canadian studies in their programs.

Circular H.S.1: 1974-75 incorporated the new requirements for

English studies and Canadian studies. Schools were again strongly

encouraged to modify organizational structures and curricular

offerings to meet individual student needs, abilities, and interests.

For courses leading to the SSGD, principals could still offer courses

having less than one full credit's value. For'the SSHGD, credit

value greater than one could still be assigned to course's that met

special requirements.

Although the Minister of Education had moved to place at least

a limited stipulation on student choice of program, no specific

courses were required. There was some flexibility for the school

principal and staff in, classifying courses as being Canadian studies

or English studies and in developing the content of such courses. A

memorandum of January 31, 1975, informed school principals that

emphasis in English studies should be placed on functional use of the

language rather than on theoretical application of rules. A basic
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component of such courses, according to the memorandum, would be

sufficient praCtice in writing and assistance from the teacher "to

encourage all students to develop the competence in expression of

which they are capable." Courses in Canadian literature could be

designated both as English studies and Canadian studies, but a student

would be able to count the credit for only one of the two requirements.

These stipulations have remained in effect through the various H.S.1

documents since 1975.

During the period 1972-76, the Minister was under pressure both

from lay persons and from secondary school teachers to introduce

required subjects as a condition for the granting of the SSGD. (See

Ryan, 1977, for a summary of the "rise and demise" of the individualized

system). Accordingly, in memoranda of October 20 and November 8, 1976,

r-
the Minister gave advance notice of the significant changes that were

incorporated subsequently in H.S. 1: 1977-78. All students entering

a secondary school program on or after September 1, 1977, "shall,

within their program during the first two years, include courses in

required subjects" as follows:

English--2 credits

Mathematics--2 credits

Science--1 credit

Canadian History (1 credit) and Canadian Geography (1 credit)

or Canadian History--2 credits

Students were still required to take an additional two credits in

English studies, making the total required credits to be nine. A

footnote explained that principals were required to ensure that

Canadian Geography was available to students as an option.

The 1977-78 circular noted that "It is expected that each

required subject will be offered at different levels of difficulty

-15-
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to accommodate the varying needs and abilities of the students in each

school." The nine required credits were to be earned as part of the

restriction of at least three credits from each of the four areas of

study and a further 15 credits from any of the four areas of study.

The definition of a credit remained unchanged.

On December 22, 19W,>.3the Minister of Education issued a

memorandum stating that Circular H.S.1: 1977-78 would remain in effect

for the 1978-79 school year with one major change. Students entering

a secondary school program on or after September 1, 1978, were to be

required to earn one credit in Canadian History and one credit in

Canadian Geography as two of the requirements in the core curriculum

program. The option of taking a second history course in lieu of a

course in Canadian Geography was removed.

The SSGD graduation requirements were changed again in Circular

H.S.1: 1979-81. The requirement for two credits in English studies

was replaced by a requirement that students earn an additional two

Senior Division credits in English. The SSHGD requirements were

changed so that students who began to enrol in Grade 13 courses after

September 1, 1979, could receive a restricted number of credits in

each subject. The circular listed (the credit restrictions. The new

requirements of 1979.were subsequently extended to include the 1981-

82 school year.

The 1979-81 circular recommended that the various secondary

school courses be offered at one or more of the following levels of

difficulty: modified (e.g. skills-oriented courses), basic (e.g.

basic knowledge and skills and remedial work), general (including

technical and business courses)., and advanced (including enriched.

work). The circular recognized that schools might offer many courses

at only one level, but schools were especially encouraged to offer

-16-



the required subjects at two or more levels, since their successful

completion was necessary to earn a diploma. A later memorandum

(September 24, 1979) clarified that the four levels had been recom-

mended to provide uniform nomenclature across the province, but added

that the adoption of these names for levels was optional and that

open level courses might be offered where desirable.

The 1979-81 circular also recognized that constraints imposed

by numbers of students, financial considerations, and availability

of staff might require schools to offer some multi-level classes,

in which some students might earn credits at one level and others

might earn credits at an adjacent level of difficulty. It was re-

commended that such classes not involve more than two levels in the

same grade and in the same subject.

In summary, there have been at least five major changes in

requirements for the granting of secondary school graduation diplomas

during the decade of the 1970's. The following table summarizes

four of these changes, each of which was made after the initial, most

far-reaching change in 1972 to the credit system itself and-to the

absence, at that time, of compulsory subjects. Table 4 illustrates

how important it is for schools to keep an accounting of the entry

date of each student, since the graduation requirements that apply to

each student vary with date of entry into a secondary school program.

There are also special considerations to be taken into account for

students in occupations programs (r.;!e discussion in the next section).

Despite the shifts leading from no compulsory subjects to a

total of nine required credits, the basic philosophy of the government

regarding secondary education has been relatively consistent throughout

the 1970's. This philosophy, as expressed in the most recent H.S.1

-17-
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circular (1979-81) is as follows:

In so far as it is consistent. With the financial and
human resources available in a school, secondary school
organization should allow each student to pursue a
program suited to his or her individual needs and
aspirations. The organization of a secondary school
curriculum that permits individualized progress for
students requires time, energy, and. dedication.
Various organizational patterns, which may have dis-
tinct advantages in particular situations, may also
impose special demands'on principals, teachers, and
students. If many individual differences are to be
accommodated within courses, there must be careful
and perceptive adaptation of curriculum guidelines,
a constant awareness of standards, a flexible organi-
zational.structure, and, for exceptional students,
supportive special education services. (p. 4)

Table 4

Requirements for the Secondary School Graduation

Diploma, 1974-1981

(Source: Circular H.S.1: 1979-81)

Minimum nuMber,
of credits

for an SSGD including,
within this total,
the following:
from each area of study
from English studies
from Canadian-studies
in required subjects:
Intermediate Division.

English (or Anglais)
Mathematics
Science
Canadian History
Canadian Geography
Canadian History

OR
Canadian History. and
Canadian Geography

Senior Division
English (or Anglais)

School year in which the student began or will
begin the first year of a secondary school program
1974-75
1975-76
1976-77

1977-78 1978-79 1979-80
1980-81

27 27 27 27

3 3 3 3

4 2 2

2

2 2 2

2 2 2

1 1 1

1 1

1 1

2

OR
1 each

2
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The new push towards business and technological education is

evident in a section of H.S.1: 1979-81. Secondary schools are

encouraged to provide courses that would enable students who plan to

enter the work force directly after leaving high scho61 to acquire

applicable skills in these areas and a good vocational perspective.

As well, secondary schools are encouraged to provide courses to

prepare students who wish to specializein business and technological

programs at a college of applied arts and technology or other post-

secondary institutions. Thus, business and technological programs

are supposed to offer diversity in content, function, and approach.

These are among many changes in recommendations that are

coming .forth as Ontario secondary schools enter the 1980's. Another

emerging priority seems to be in the area of co-operative education,

which is discussed later. The H.S.1 circular (1979-81) also states

that it is inappr6priate for any school to deny access to a course

or a program solely on the basis of the sex of the student. While

mixed classes of males and females are not obligatory, students of

either sex must be free to partiCipate in courses in all available

subject areas. A final major change is approaching in the area of

special education (see the discussion below).

Studies following the introduction of the credit system in

1972 had shown that most Ontario secondary school students continued

to enrol in "core" courses prior to the Minister's decision to make

these compulsory (see the H.S.1 Studies published by OISE; alSo see

Ryan, 1975). Thus, the 1977 change in diploma requirements would not

have caused undue difficulties in program accommodation in most schools.

However, some schools had introduced innovative scheduling organizations

(e.g. varying period lengths) which would make it unlikely for students

to complete the required credits. in the first two years, even though

. -19 -
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they would have taken-the required,courges.(see Ryan, in press).

Further, the recommendation to Offer the required courses at various

levels of difficulty has caused some problems as schools are con-

fronted with declining enrolments. The new push towards business

and technological programs, the new,legislation,regarding special

education,' and the new emphasis on co- operative education will place

demands on schools for program accommodation. These effects are

disCussed in Chapter. 3.

Curriciulum Guidelines

The early 1970's was not only a time in which secondary schools

were encouraged to experiment with flexible scheduling organizations,

but it was also a time in which local curriculum development was

stressed. Circular H.S.1: 1972-73, for example, stated that "Curricu-
\

lum guidelines issued by the (then) Department provide the framework

within-which chourses of study are to be developed at the'local level

to meet the needs, interests, and aptitudes of the students." Further

clarification was offered in H.S.1: 1974-75 by the statement that

there were no restrictions on the ;lumber of courses leading to the

SSGD that could be developed from any one guideline, "as long as all

courses reflect the intent and balance described in the guideline's

from which they are developed." For many school boards and secondary

schools, course development was the order of the day.

There were more restrictions placed on the development of

courses leading to the- SSHGD. Because these courses provide a basis

for university level education, the Ministry required the maintenance

of "depth of study and intellectual demands" in them. Thus, the

content of most honour graduation guidelines was more specifically
NN

described, and the credit value was fixed within more definite limits.
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Limitations were placed also on.-the number of such: courses that could

N.
be developed from a particular guideline, with approval by the Ministry

:.. . \

required for any deviations. Honour graduation courses for a'single

credit could be developed from 11 guidelines, 1
while courses for. a

maximum of two credits could be developed from 10 guidelines in the

area of languages (Anglais, English, Franpis, Frenth, German, Greek,

Italian, Latin and Greek, Russian and Spanish). In mathematics, a

,maximum of four credits (one for each) could be developed for relations

and functions, calculus, algebra, and mathematics of investment.

The government continued to emphasize local curriculum develop-

ment-through the early years of the 1970's. A memorandum of August*

22, 1975, for example, specified aspects of the Ministry's general

curriculum policy. Local curriculum, development must involve as many

practising teachers and principals as possible. The development.

classroom application, supervision and evaluation of curriculum are

responsibilities of,supervisory:officers. "While the Ministry strongly

endorses the wide-spread involvement of principals and teachers in

local curriculum development, their involvement, as in the ca.Se

their other professional duties, is under the authority of local

supervisory officers."

The tide had turned by late 1976, .both in terms of provincial

specification of a required core of subjects and in terms of a more

centralized-role in curricular development. A memorandum of January

19, 1977, stated:

1
The guidelines for single credit included accountancy, art, biology,

chemistry, economic reasoning, geography, history, home economics,
music, physics, and secretarial practice.
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It is recognized that, over the past several years,
many schodl boards and many educators have'invetted
a great deal of time and money in local curriculum
,deVelopment activities. Much good work has.been done,
whichis a great credit to all ,of those concerned.

However, in our deCision to take a firmer hand in
curriculum development, we felt that the Ministry
of Ediacation should assist to a greater degree in
this endeavour, in order to avoid inconsistencies'
and variations in-standard and content. Therefore,
the curriculum materials that will be produced at
the provincial level.will'henceforth be more pre- .

.scriptive and descriptive, and provide a solid base
upon which local development can .build..

The memorandum noted that the five Intermediate Division guide-

lines 'which were then being re-written and expanded .(for English,

history, geography, science and mathematics); could serve as examples.

Each guideline was to contain a core of common elements which must

be included in all courses. However, appropriate allowances were to

be made so that courses of varying levels of difficulty could be

offered "to acicommodate the varying needs and abilities of all the

students in each school."

A policy statement issued as a supplement to Circular H.S.1:

1977-78,and now incorporated into that document, provides guidelines

for the planning of credit courses that involve out- of3school learning

components.. Courses taught or studied outs a the frameWork of a cur-

riCulum guideline were to require approval. In.caset where the out-

of-school component takes the form of.a practical application of in- school

learning (as opposed to independent study), the in-school component must

forM. at least one -third of the course (or approximately 40 hours of each

credit assigned to the course). It was recommended that the number of

credits involving out-of-school time should not be/restricted. However, in

the case.of co-operative work experience and comRiunity involvement programs

containing extensive outof-School work components, students should be

adv,sed to limit their involvement to one school year, with two



years being the absolute maximum. Finally, any credit that was to

have an out-of7school component must be based on local outlines of

criteria approved by the school board or must be given special approval

by the supeivisory officer.

. Special Programs

Cooperative Education. An entire section of Circular H.S4:

' 1979-81 was devoted to Co-operative Education which allows students

to obtain credits through courses that combine in-school and out-of-

school components. The demands that Co-operative Education courses

place on secondary schools is illustrated by the following statements

in the circular:

The structure of both the in-school and out-of-school
compdnents is the responsibility of the teacher. There-
fore, it must be recognized. that any course or set of
courses in co-operative education can make considerable
demands on the. time of the teacher as well as on that of
the out-of-school supervisor or employer.

The proposed learning must be outlined and approved, the
resources identified, and all of the evaluative criteria
co-operatively determined in advance and subsequently
'monitored. These are legitimate demands on a teacher's
time and need to be-accommodated in the organization of
the school program.

Courses having an out-of-school componentJare to be
based on a curriculum guideline or treated as experi-
mental courses for which Ministry approval is required.

In order that a co-operative edUcation course be eligible
for credit, the out-of school work must be very closely
related to the in-school studies.and must reflect co-
operative planning between outside instructors and in-
school staff. Such courses must be carefully monitored
by the school if they are to remain eligible for credit.

A teacher on the school staff, knowledgeable in the area
under study, must: (a) identify the objectives for the
out-of-school component and approve the learning strategies
planned to achieve them; (b) work co-operatively with out-
side supervisors in planning and'evaluating student learn-
ing and in orienting the student to work situations; (c)

visit and monitor the out-of-school activities to ensure
that course expectations are met; and (d) evaluate the
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student's perfOrmance and the worth of out-of-
school activities.

Advisorlz committees (consisting of representatives
from community groups, parents, employers, repre
sentatives fr6m labour and educators) should be
established to maintain the linksrequired between
the school and the community and should be'involved
in planning and evaluation of programs. (pp. 18-19)

It is easy to, see how secondary school principals have difficulty

scheduling teacher time to accomplish all these tasks with reference

to as few as one student. Staff reductions due to declining enrolments,

, coupled with workload clauses in collective agreements, provide real

constraints within which principals must meet the provisions for co-

operative education prograMs. The principals' views on this issue

I

are presented in Chapter 3.

Training Credits (Linkage Program). A memorandum of July 2, .

1980, announced that courses leading to training credits had been

initiated in 140 secondary-schools during,the 1979-80 school year.

Over 15,000 secondary school students are now participating in courses

related to one of eight trade areas that were identified ih the original

program announcement (Memorandum 1978-79:34). The July 1980 memorandum

announced the addition of a ninth trade area, that of Motor Vehicle

Mechanic.

The Training Credit Program (often called the Linkage Program)

is jointly sponsored by the Ministry of Education and the Ministry of

C011eges and pniversities. The objectives are to provide secondary

school studentt with appropriate skills to enter a trade and to

minimize overlaps in training Tor those who do. The program- enabie6

students to acquire, in their secondary school courses, the same skills

and knowledge normally..covered in the-initial in-school course of the

provincial apprenticeship or modular training program. Training pro-

files list ir, detail the performance objectives for each trade. When
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theI objectives,listed for any in-school course associated with the

trades are achieved, the'student acquires, a training credit that is

recognized when he or she enters that trade.

..Occupations Programs. According to Circular H.S.:1: 1912-73,

occupationsprograms leading to a Certificate of Training should normally

have a 50750 balance of general and practical courses, with exceptions

in individual cases. The document cautioned that students in such

programs Ilust have the opportunity to select their programs from the

full range of offerings available at the school. Selection of courses

should not be restrictive toward either sex, but dependent mainly upon

student interest and ability.

When required subjects were specified in- 1 .S.1: 1977-78 for the

awarding of the SSGD, a memorandum was issued on March 11, 1977, with

regard to occupations programs, leading either to a Certificate of

Training or to the SSGD. For those programs, the required subjects,

.policy was modified as follows: (1) a minimum of 4 credits in the

required subjects, two'of which must be in English, must be included

during Grades 9 and 10 of occupations programs;(2) principals were

encouraged to arrange for more than the minimum 4 credits in the

required subjects where it was feasible; and (3) the principal must

ensure that the remaining required subjects were available in

sequent years for students proceeding to the SSGD since all required

subjects must be succe=ssfully completed before the SSGD could be

issued. These requirements remain in effect in the most recent H.S.1

circular.

Course credit values were addressed in Circular H.S.1: 1977-78.

In the first two years of occupational education, the decision as to.

whether a course is to be assigned credit value is to be made by the

principal in consultation with hiS staff. The circular stated; hoWever,
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that students

the beginning

by which time

memorandum of

must be given the opportunity to accumulate credits by

of their third year after leaving the Junior Division,

all their courses,would,be eligible for credit. A

January 21; 1977, noted that in occupations programs

where driving a vehicle was an integral part of that oecupation, the

Ministry of Education would recognize a Driver Education course for

full credit (110 hours in-class and in-car) or for halms- credit (55

hours in-class and in -car). a,

Special Education. A section on exceptional

in Circular H.S.l: 1979-81 and provides an overview of the emerging

students reappears

philosophy of the government regarding special education. Tradition-
!

ally, the document states, schools have met the needs of such students'

through a wide range of special educational services and through

special occupational and vocational courses. In contrast, the

"present" philosophy is stated as choosing appropriate programs

"from a range encompassing integration within the regular program

to segregation for those students who require an intensive program"

In accordance with the new philosophy, schools are. told to

design courses at appropriate levelsfOr exceptionalstudents with

learning problems in such subjects as English, mathematics, science;

-history:,,geography, visual arts, music, family studies, and- physical

and health education. The'eed continues, the document states,, for

specially designed courses 'to provide practical training in preparation
c,

for specific occupational and vocational goals. "Further, appropriate

programs for four years' duration. should be

who want or need them" (p. 8).
.

The circular states that the planning
0Of

such programs-may

available for all students

require:

39
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pecial ptovisi ns within a regular class, with or
ithout special esource support; special class grouping
a full or parttithe basis4,the grouping of numbers of

students 'peCial-putpose secondary school; or
an combination of heseapproaches. However, there
wil till bestnden sin all schools for whom special
co ses, instructiona techniqueS, learning, materials,
and valuation process be necessary, It is
Tart cularly important that the instruction of these
stud is be assigned toteaChersWho have an under-
stand ng of their special, leedt', a willingness to
meet. he challenge of teaching. exceptional students,
and a ommitment to the\Objectives of the courses.
The n er of students in each class should be con-.
sisten with theobjedties of a%aPecial'education
program and should follow .the stipulations set forth
in the . Reg..,704/78;; Elementary:and Secondary Schools

:and Sch ls. for TrainableA,Zetarded Children General
(P

Again," it is e sy to anticipate the difficulties that principals might

face in schedul ng:and timetabling staff to accommodate the philosophy

of mainstreamin4, where possible, and of assigning teachers who, meet

the criteria to classes of the class size stipulated in the regulations.

Courae Approval

.

The H.S,1 circulars. issued during\the 1970'S Specifieclsome

changes in the-:Process and terms of approval for courses developed by

local jurisdictions. HA.1: 1972773stated that new or experimental

courses not included in the rationale Of eXisting (then) bepartMent

Guidelines would require approval for purpoSes of credit toward a

\

,

diploma. Approval of courses for credit towards the'SSHGD Was to be

granted on a one-year basis only. The latter was modified in H.S.1:

1973-74 to extend approval for .saso years. The same document stated

that coursers leading to the SSGD could be granted approvalforan,

indefinite peticd unless the letter of approval specified a limitatiOn.

Periodically, memoranda are ,issued with regard to the easing of \

restrictions,for,certain courses. For-example, a memorandum 'of January

2, 1974, gaiie school bbards permission to submit for approval locally



developed courses in languages other than those specified earlier.

Certain conditions were modified: (1) courses must be confined to the

last two years of the Intermediate Division and to the Senior Division;

and (2) specific permission to, offer the cour,:7! must be given by the

board, prior to submission to the Regional Office of the Ministry for

approval. A memorandum of May 20, 1974, was addressed to changes in

the policy with regard to the granting of credit for music certificates.

While students could count, for credit toward graduation, school music

courses as well as music certificates granted by a recognized con-

servatory or school of music, the levels of acceptable certificates

were raised. Further, only one credit for music certificates earned

outside the school could be counted toward the SSGD.

Circular H.S.1: 1974-75 added certain restrictions in the matter

of course approval. Specific approval had to be sought for courses

beyond the credit limits specified in the document, for courses

developed'from 8 guidelines (which were named) and for courses

developed outside the rationale of curriculum guidelines. H.S.1:

1975-76 and 1976-77 expanded the need for course approval to 11 guide-

lines rather than 8. The guideline list was expanded again in H.S.1:

1977-78 to add two other courses. From the,1975-76 document onward,

the pe....iod for, which approval of a course was to be granted, whether

for a specific length of time or for an indefinite period, was to be

stated in the letter of approval.

Restrictions were eased in at least two areas during this

period. On November 3, 1975, a memorandum was issued to remove the

necessity for a board to apply to the Ministry for approval to offer

World Religions at the SSGD level. It was also now to be permissible

to offer courses in World Religions at the SSHGD level, but approval

must be sought for these. A memorandum of July 10, 1978, explained
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that the specific requirements for the element of French as a language

study within extended and immersion programs were not prescribed in

Ministry of Education guidelines. Since existing programs had demon-

strated that satisfactory levels of language learning were achieved

through such program design, authority was granted to exclude immersion

and extended courses in French as a second language from the requirement

of experimental course approval.

Textbook Approval

Not only must secondary school principals heed the requirements

of the Minister and/or Ministry of Education in graduation conditions,

curriculum development, and course approval, but they must also abide

by requirements for textbook approval. Circular 14, Textbooks, an

annual publication issued by the Minister of Education, lists text-

books approved for use in the schools.

Since H.S.1: 1972-73, the policy has been consistent in requiring

requests for approval to use textbooks not listed in or covered under

Section 5c to be submitted by the chief education officer for a school

board to the Regional Director of Education for the attention of the

provincial Director of Curriculum. Approval is also required for the

use of textbooks for new or experimental courses leading to the SSGD

but not for the SSHGD. Where textbooks are to be selected locally

(under Section 5c of Circular 14), preference is to be given to books

by Canadian authors or editors, printed and bound in Canada. A

memorandum of February 3, 1976, clarified that, except in very ex-

ceptional cases, boards should not expect permission tc be given to

use textbooks not listed in Circular 14 when textbooks considered

suitable were already listed.
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Government Legislation and Regulations

Both the managerial role of the principal and the curricular

and scheduling organization in the secondary school are constrained

by government legislation and regulations, as well as by numbered memor-

anda and guidelines. Of particular relevance to secondary school princi-

pals are the Education Act (1974) and Regulations 407 and 704/78.

Another key piece of legislation is Bill 100, "An Act respecting the

Negotiation of Collective Agreements between School Boards and Teachers,"

which gives teachers the right to strike and permits the negotiation of

working conditions.

Because several of the principals whom we interviewed spoke of

Regulation 704 as presenting particular constraints in program staffing

and timetabling, we prepared a synopsis of some of the major sections

as follows:

Section 12. The principal, subject to the approval of
the appropriate supervisory officer, is in charge of
the organization of the school. Among duties that are
'additional to those specified in the Education Act,
/Section 12 includes making allowance in the timetable
'for duties required of teachers in charge of organi-
zational units or special programs (e.g., department
heads) and for special duties required of any teacher.

Section 15. This part of the regulation specifies
that secondary schools shall be organized by depart-
ments or similar units and that the board shall appoint
'a teacher to direct and supervise each organizational
unit. Moreover, the school must appoint a teacher to
be in charge of a program of business studies, af'one
is offered, and a teacher to be in charge of a program
in technological studies, if one is offered. (Note,

from Section 12, that timetable allowances must be
made for these special duties.)

Any teachers appointed to direct an organizational unit
or a special prograM shall hold specialist or honour
specialist qualifications in one or more of; the subjects
taught in the relevant unit, and no teacher may be
appointed to be in charge of more than one organizational
unit.

Section 20. This section, which drew numerous comments
during our interviews, stipulates qualifications for
teachers of a particular program or subject area. Of
especial importance for technological programs is the
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regulation that a teacher who does not hold an
acceptable university degree (see Regulations' 407 and 704/78)
shall not be assigned or appointed to teach general
studies in a secondary school except for pupils
enrolled in an occupational program.

Another part of this section states thatno teacher
shall be assigned to teach (a range of subject areas
are listed) in any of Grades 9-13 in any one school
year for more than the time required for two courses
that are recognized for credit unlesa.he or she meets
certain stipulated qualifications. /

The regulation that no teacher could teach in a special
education program unless he or she holds qualifications
in special education shall not apply to teaching classes
in general studies or technological studies in a special
vocational or occupations program until September 1, 1981.

Section 35. Thi section was mentioned often by princi-
pals whom we inte viewed. It defines maximum class sizes
for a variety of Inds of special education classes. Of
particular impor ance is the maximum of 20 pupils in
clashes in ge al studies included in a special vocational
or occupational program, and the maximum of 16 pupils in
classes in technological studies included in a special
vocational or occupational program.

(Implementation of the maximum class size provisions
was later deferred until after the biennial review
which will be completed by June 1980. In announcing
the deferral, a memorandum of March 23, 1979, said
that it had become apparent that-ihe strict applica-
tion of these limits to occupaiiohal and special
vocational classes would cause greater administrative
duties than were originally anticipated.)

From time to time, various sections of the Education Act are

amended by legislation. One important amendment, announced on July

8, 1978, in a memorandum to school officials, was the provision for

a board to enter into an agreement with another board to provide not

only accommodation, but also equipment, for administrative and

instructional purposes. As enrolments decline, secondary schools

may take advantage of this provision as their boards enter "sharing"

agreements.

On June 17, 1980, Bill 82 on Special Education received second

reading and at the time of writing was being reviewed by the Standing
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Committee on Social Development. There are many implications for secondary

school organization and 4.1mecaz2ing if this bill is enacted. (See

the above discussion of special rlucation). For example, the compul-

sory provision of special education services would create problems

for many boards in providing sufficient support personnel, and

sharing of such personnel may well become the norm.. Coupled with

Section 20 of Regulation 704, boards may lose programs they now have

unless qualified staff can be found.

Section 10 of Bill 82 would allow the Minister to make regulations

for a phase-in period and for identification, placement and review

committees of boards. Such committees would obviously create enormous

time workloads for members. Section 20 would remove the conditions

for exclusion from attendance at school of blind, deaf, or mentally

\\
handicapped children even if they are eli ible to attend a provincial

school. Boards lacking sufficient numbers o\i: such children to warrant

establishing such programs may well have to cooperate with other boards,

and geographic distances and ensuing costs may create difficult problems.

There are staffing implications in Sections 69, 70, and 71 of

Bill 82 which require Separate School Bci.rds to provide programs for

trainable retarded pupils. Public boards whicl, now offer such programs

may need to engage in program reorganization and staff reductions as

pupils from Separate boards return to their jurisdictions. There,are

also sections of Bill 82 that seem to expect bilingual programming

and support services, which have further staffing implications.

Teacher-Board Collective Agreements

The decade of the 1970's was marked by an increase in teacher

efforts to negotiate matters such as pupil-teacher ratio, instructional

load, and class size. As Table 5 shows, while only around one -thi'd
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of the 76 secondary agreements on file with the Education Relations

Commission for 1975-76 had provisions related to pupil-teacher ratios

and instructional loads, the proportion has risen to roughly 60% in

the 1979-80 agreements that were on file with the Commission at the

time that our data were collected for this study. Boards have been

slower to yield to negotiated class sizes, although the percentage

of agreements with class size provisions rose from around 20% in

1975-76 to more than one-third from 1978 on. (See Table 5). As the

decade came to an end, provisions related to surplus/redundancy were

also becoming more common, and some of these provisions had impli-

cations.for program organzation and delivery.

Pupil-Teacher Ratios

Of 43 secondary collective agreements on file with the Education

Relations Commission at the time of our study, 35 included some pro-

vision related to pupil-teacher ratios. (See Appendix B for the list

of boards having such provisionsin their agreements). The most

common pattern among the 35 agreements was to state a pupil-teacher

ratio to apply for the entire system. Only 7 agreements specified a

pupil- teacher ratio for individual secondary schools. One agreement,

for example, noted that: the board's PTR of 17.27:1 would result in

differentiated pupil-teacher ratios for the seven high schools in the

system (Renfrew County). The average PTR across the 35 agreements

was approximately 17.1:1, although it was difficult to determine an

exact average since some agreements did not make it clear which staff

positions were included in the calculation of the ratio.

Three agreements (Ottawa, Peterborough County, and Sudbury) use

a formula for determining the PTR for each school in the system. The

Ottawa agreement for example, includes the following:
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Table 5

ProvisiOn c,f Clauses Related to Class Size, Pupil- Teacher Ratio, and Instructional Load

in Collective Agreements with Secondary School Teachers, 1975-1980

(Source: Education Relations Commission of Ontario.)

CLAUSES

1975-76 1976-77 1977-78 1978-79 1979-80*

N % N % N N % N %

Class Size

15 19.7 17 22.4 23 30.7 24 33,8 9 36,0Provision

Mandatory 6 7 7 8 1

Guideline 9 10 16 16 8

No Provision 61 80.1 59 77.6 52 69.3 47 66.2 16 64.0

Total Agreements Filed 76 76 75 71 25

Pupil-Teacher Ratio

24 31,6 32 42.1 38 50,7 39 54,9 15 60.0Provision

Mandatory 23 32 36 37 13

Guideline 1 0 2 2 2

No Provision _._ 52 68.4 44 57.9 37 49.3 32 45,1 10 40.0

Total Agreements Filed 16 76 75 T. 25

_ .

Instructional Load

27

49

35.5

'64,5

32,

44

42.1

57.9

34

41

48,0

52.0

36

35

50.7

49.3

15

10

60,0

40.0

Provision

No Provision

Total Agreements Filed 76 76 75 71 25

*At the time these data were! collected, only 25 agreements were on file with the ERC.
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...the formulation determines the number of teachers
which shall be allocated to a school when average
class size is determined by multiplying each Loading
,Factor by a constant which...iS stipulated as 13.
(+ or -) 25.

Classroom Teacher Formula: Loading Factor

Academic Advanced and Enriched 2.1

Academic General 2.0
French-Anglais (second language) 1.7\ .

Technical and Home Economics 1.3

\\ Special Vocational Academic 1.2
Special Vocational Shops 1.0
Vocational Academic 1.5
Vocational Shops 1.2

Most of the agreements ekamined specified that the pupil-teacher

ratio would be based on, or adjusted to, actual. enrolments. Fourteen

of the 35 also included a specific "tolerance" level (of some percentage

of the agreed-upon ratio, for example). Three agreements stated a

particular PTR bUtsprovided for some flexibility. Espandla's agree-
.

ment,for example, stated that the board would staff the Espanola High

School on a staffing ratio of 17 to 1, but if a small variation existed

due to a change in enrolment, "it is understood that there will be some

give and take by both parties\:!' Frontenac County's agreement designated
ti

a staffing objective for all schools except Sharbot Lake High School

to be the staffing project divided bsyN17.5, but added that the objective

would be "subject to revision up or down in individual schools in light

of the exigenc4es of class loading." The North Shore Board, according

to the agreement, would try to staff its secondary schools to realize

an overall PTR of 16.1:1 (excluding any,additional teachers hired as a

result of French as a First Language grant), providing such a ratio I

could be maintained "within a budget consistent with responsible fiscal

management."

Ten other agreements included stipulations for making adjustments

when, the PTR varies from the stated objective. Six of them stated
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that the board could enlarge or reduce its teaching sta , as the

situation demanded. Four of them allowed only for the hir ng of more

teachers if the PTR exceeded the limits set. Nineteen agree ents

included no mention of what was to be done should the PTR vary from

the stated objective.

Windsor's agreement was one of the few that mentioned the

possibility of teacher redundancy:

The Board shall fix the Pupil Teacher Ratio within the
range of 16.5 to 1 and 16.8 to 1. Should the PTR struck
by the Board be above 16.5:1 and result in teachers being

/ declared redundant, the Board agreeswto let the PTR be
adjusted downwards to protect teachers who may otherwise
be declared redundant but in no case shall the PTR be
adjusted below 16.5:1....In the event that the actual
enrolment is less than that so recommended, the Board
may reduce the number of teacher(s) in its employment
as of the 31st of December.

In two cases, the size of the schools was taken into account

when qtipulating the PTR. One Sudbury agreement has separate ratios

for regular, occupational, service, and hard-of-hearing students.

Their PTR for regular students is 20,35, but in schools of 600 or

under, the figure drops to 19.82. Prescott and Russell set the PTR

as w as 16 because of the "bilingual nature of our schools and

beca se of the small schools under the jurisdiction of the Board."

One of the few agreements that set differentiated pupil-teacher

ratios according to the type of student is Metropolitan Toronto, which

specified the following in its agreement:

Advanced Level 20.9
General Level 20.0
Shop 15.0
Occupational 14.4
Special Vocational. 13.6
Grade 9 (Junior High) 19.0

Table 6 summarizes the content of clauses in the 35 collective

agreements examined by the research team.
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Table 6

Summary of Content of Collective Agreement Clauses

Related to Pupil-Teacher Ratios 1979 - 80

(Source: Education Relations Commission of Ontario)_

Content of Clauses N %

System;Wide PTR 27 77

School PTR 7* 20

Combination 1 3

Total 35 100

%

Based on projected enrolment 7 20

Based on, or adjusted to,actual enrolment 23 66

Unspecified . : 5 14

Total 35 '100

Mandatory lo 51

Guideline 5 14

Uncertain 12 35

.Total 35 100

One ratio used I 27 77

More than one ratio used 8 23

Total 35 100

Tolerance specified 14 40

NO tolerance specified 21 60

Total 35 100

*Three of these are from Boards with only one school.



Instructional Load

The negotiated (or assigned) pupiI-teacher ratio for a secondary

school obviously dictates tl!, number of teachers available for

course assignment by the principal. As we have seen, there are some

cases in which there are different PTR's for different kinds of programs

or even various difficulty Avels or types of students taught. An even

greater potential constraint to the managerial role of the principal

is that of negotiated instructional load, Principals musf, plan the

schedule of courses and teaching assignments in keeping with the work-

load conditions stated in the collective agreement.

Thirty-four of the, 43 collective agreements on file at the time-7-

our data were collected included clauses related to instructional load

(or teacher workload). The, names of the boards concerned appear in

. Appendix B. Table 7 summarizes the content of clauses related to

instructional, load, in the collective agreements that we examined.

As Table 7 reveals, 18 agreements established a mandatory limit

on instructional workload, while 13 agreements provided guidelines for

the setting of worAoads. Over half of the agreements included workload

stipulations that applied only to teaching, while others placed restric-

tions both on teaching and preparation time. The limitations on teach-

ing assignments were most often stated in terms of a specific number

of class periods for which teachers could be Assigned instructional'

responsibilities. A few agreements provided limits on the basis of

umbers of instructional responsibilities or of the percentage of time

that could be subject to teaching assignment. With reference to

preparation allowances, a few agreements limited the number of

different course. preparations for which a teacher could be assigned.

These data are summarized in Table 8.



SummaiSr.of Content of 1 ective Agreement Clausestso1.

Related to Instruction Load 1979 - 80

(Source: Education Relations Commission of Ontario)

Content of Clauses , N %

Mandatory limit . 18 53

Guidelines 13 38
.

.

Combination 3 9

34 -- 100 ,

Applies to teaching only 21 62

Applies to preparation only 1 3

Applies to both
' 12 35

,

.
34 -100

. .
.

. _ , .

Teaching

Number of periods specified ,

Number .of minutes specified .

21

4

NA

NA

.Percentage of time.specified
\

8 NA

Number of consecutive periods specified 3 ° NA

.

.
.

,

-Preparation
..,

5 ,NANumber.of minutes or periods specified

Number of .preparations specified NA

Percentage.of time specified 3 NA
.

.

, .

Reduced load for those with administrative .

duties 15 44

Maximum pupil-teacher contacts 11 32
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Table ,8

Negotiated Limitations on\Teaching Assignments

and Allowance for,Preparation Time 1979 7 80

(Source: Education Relations Commission of Ontario)

Limitations on Teaching'

Number of periods: 6 6/8 36/6 days 30/40 6/9 7 7/9

(Number of Boards) 6 6 1 2 . 2 1
;

Nter of minutes: 288/day 240/day 1200/week
(N er of Boards) 1 1 2\

Percentage of Time: 75 77 80

(Number o Boards) 6 1 1

Number of
Cqnsecutive periods: , 4 4-40min. 3-36min. or 2-72min. or 2-36min..

+ 1-72min.

..%.,.....(tlurnber of Boards) 1 1

Allowance for Preparation

Number of periods:
(Number of Boards

1 1.5/8 7/40 2-36:Min. or'17,72min.

1 1 1 1

Number of
Preparations: 3

(Number of Boards) 4 2

Percentage of Time: 20 16

(Number of Boards) 1



Eleven boards includeg,maximum pupil-teacher contacts in their

collective agreements with secondary teachers. The calculation of

contacts bears not only upon the number of instructional assignments

but also upon the class sizes across a teacher's total instructional

,workload. Table 9 illustrates how boards are moving to establish

maximum contacts on the basis of type of school program.

The constraints that negotiated instructional loads place on a

principal's flexibility in organizing the school's *course schedule

and timetable can be inferred by examining the actual wording of such

clauses. Examples are presented below from two very different kinds

of educational settings, the Metropolitan Toronto'School Board and

the Nipissing Board of Education.

Metropolitan Toronto: No Teacher will be required to teach
more than the equivalent's of four consecutive periods of 40
minutes each. After teaching four such periods, a Teacher
shall be entitled to an unassigned period of at least 40
minutes, which may include a lunch period, or a preparation
period.

A full-time classroom Teacher shall have, per day, two full
40 minute periods, or the equivalent thereof, free from teach-
ing and non-teaching duties, inclusive of a lunch period, and
one'full 40 minute period free of scheduled teaching duties,
but subject to assigned supervision or "on call" duties.

A Probationary Teacher with less than two years of. Teaching
Experience shall not be required to prepare for more than
three different courses each day, and a Probationary Teacher
with two or more years of Teaching Experience shall not be
required to prepare for more than four different courses
each day. In semestered schools, unless otherwise agreed
by the principal and a Probationary Teacher, a Probationary
Teacher shall not be required to prepare for more than two
different courses each day.

Nipissing: The Principal of each secondary school shall
exercise his or her best efforts to timetable the teaching
staff of that secondary school by observing the following
guidelines as maximums:
(1) for schools with enrolments over 500 students:

,

,V8 teaching periods per day (as an average)
(a18(:) student-teacher contacts per day (on the average)
(c) 4 different lesson preparations per day (on the average)
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(2) for schools with enrolments under 500 students:
(a) 7/9 teaching periods per one cyc-e (cycle = 11/2 days)
(b)' 160 student-teacher contacts per cycle (on the average)
(c) 5 different lesson preparations per cycle (on the average)

Table 9

Stipulated Pupil-Teacher Contacts in Ten Agreements 1979 80

(Source: Education

Hamilton

Relations

150

165

138

120

180

180

155

140

100

Commission of Ontario)

Niagara South

180

120

120

96

180

160

English, Francais

Science

Music, Art

Tech. Ed., Family Studies

Other

Huron County

Academic

Technical

Vocational-Academic

Vocational-Practical

Nipissing

Schools over 500

Schools under 500

Simcoe County

Advanced

General

Tech., Remedial

Spec. Ed.

Kent County

180

150

120

90

190

130

118

142

180

Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry Co.
180

Lincoln County
Academic, Commercial

Technical Shops

Occupations-Academic

Occupations-Practical

Special Ed.

Wentworth County

180

120

120

96

72

180

170

170

144

108

Phase 3

Unphased, Phase 2

Tech. Salops, Phase 1
Academic, Limited Facility

Phase 1 Shops

London

Advanced

General Academic

Vocational Academic

Tech., Home Economics

Special Ed:

Academic, Commercial

Technical

Occupations-Technical

Occupations-Academic



Seven collective agreements that we examined stated specific

conditions under which the instructional load guidelines could be

exceeded. In three boards (Lanark_County, Lennox and Addington

County, and North Shore), exceptions could be made with the mutual,

consent of the principal and the teacher concerned. Renfrew County's

agreement included department heads in consultation with the principal

and teacher and added a statement that the teacher could choose less

unassigned time in return for smaller classes. An exemption from

supervisory duties was specified in the Nipigon-Red Rock agreement

as compensation, for a workload exceeding the guideline. West Parry

Sound's agreement stated that the teacher must consent in writing

since the teacher was under no obligation to accept a heavier load.

If the teacher agreed to do so, the teacher would be excused from

supervisory duties.

School size and program needs were named in three agreements as

factors in decisions to exceed guidelines. For example, Lambton

County's agreement noted that variations would arise because of

limitations in school size, number of courses offered, and the ex-

perience of the teacher. North Shore's agreement added the number

of basic level courses as a factor to-be considered in making

exceptions.

Class Size

Further constraints were placed upon the principal's flexibility

in coordinating student choice of courses and timetabling by the

presence in 23 of the 43 collective agreements of negotiated class

sizes. A list of boards having such clauses is provided in Appendix

B. In each of the 23 agreements, the class size clauses refer to

individual schools rather than to the entire school board. The
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maximum class sizes that were specified most frequently were the

following:

Academic (Advanced) 30

General 25

Technical 20

Spec. Ed./Voc./Occ.-Academic 20

Spec. Ed./Voc./Occ.-Practical 15

Remedial (Basic) 15

Table 10 presents a summary of the content of class size clauses

in the collective agreements that we examined. Only 8 of the 23 boards

had mandatory maximum class sizes. Of 11 boards which specified that

exemptions could be made to class size limits, eight did not require

the teacher's agreement. In four cases, varying degrees of protection

were offered to teachers when the guidelines were exceeded. Lake

Superior and Norfolk County both require mu ual consent of the Board

and the teacher in order to form classes larger than those specified

in the agreement. Michipicoten requires that the Board first consult

with the principal, department'head and teacher before taking such

action, although teacher consent does not appear to be mandatory. In

the Huron County agreement, teacher consent is needed to exceed the

guidelines, but Federation intervention is somewhat curtailed:

In recognition of special cases that may arise, a teacher
who desires to do so may exceed the guidelines set forth
in,this Article upon the approval of his principal and
superintendent and the Branch Affiliate President'. Such
approval shall not be arbitrarily withheld.

Seven agreements mention that exceptions may occur but do not

stipulate either consent or consultation on the part of the teacher.

A typical instance is that of North Shore's agreement which states

that it is understood that the class sizes are provided only as a

guide and local circumstances or unusual conditions may dictate adjust-

ments to these limits. The agreement in Lambton County states that,
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if student selection of courses makes it necessary for class sizes

to go outside the ranges, the teachers are expected to cooperate

with the principal's decision.

Table 10

Summary-of Clauses in Collective Agreements

Related to Class Size 1979 - 80

(Source: Education Relations Commission of Ontario)

'Content of Clauses Size Specification

Type of Agreement:

/

Total Maximum Average Range
Comb i

tiona-n
Other

Mandatory 8 3 3, 0 0

"Best Efforts" 11 9 0 1 1 0

Unspecified 4 0 2 0 1 1

23 12 5 1 4 1

Conditions under which
exceptions can be made:.

Agreement of teacher
required 3 2 1 0 0

Agreement not required 8 7 0 1 0

11 9 1 1 0
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Teacher Surplus/Redundancy

While 37 of the 43 collective agreements that we examined in-

cluded clauses or policies related to teacher surplus or redundancy,

only 11 of them had clauses that mentioned or implied; the need to

'protect,school programs as a factor to be considered in-redundancy

deciSiOns. The major criterion for the majority of boards was

seniority, meaning that school principals may face the problem of

staffing courses with teachers who.are not .fully qualified to teach

in that subject area. The list of the 11 boards which did include

some program stipulation in redundancry decisions is-included in

Appendix P.

Among the 11 agreements that did includ prOgram'factors in

redundancy :lecisionsi a few merely imply that one issue is protection

of program. Peel County's agieoment, for example, states that the

hiring of new staff shall not take place until all teachers on the

Administrative Transfer List have-been placed,-except in the case(s)
.,

of those positions for which no teacher on the Administrative Transfer

1

List is certified. The remaining clauses mention -program more

explicitly. The agreement for Lincoln County, for example; specifies
.

that when the exact number of teachers to which a'schoolas entitled

has been determined, and bearing in mind that the program needs of

_.
the school shall be the first priority,.a list of teachers who are

surplus to the school will be developed, if-necessary. The agreements

for agin County and Central Algoma include clauses that note that

teachers whose loss would mean the elimination of a program will, at

the direction of the board, be excluded from consideration under this

policy. Principals in boards which do not have such program consider-

ations in surplus cznd redundancy clauses might indeed face the elimi-

nation of a program.
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In this chapter, we first documented five major changes made

from 1972-1979 in requirements for the granting of the Secondary

School Graduation Diploma. The impetus of the various changes has

been to move'from no compulsory subjects to nine compulsory credits.

Secondary school principals must keep account, for each student, of

the entry, date into a secondary prograth since the graduation re-

quirements applicable to that Student vary by date of entry.

Despite these changes, the basic philOsophy of the Ministry has

remained consistent. Insofar as possible, secondary school organi-

zation should'alloW each student to pursue a program suited to his

or her individual needs and aspiratiOns. As provincially defined

compulsory credits were specified, therefore, schools were expected

to offer these subjects at varying levels of difficulty, appropriate

to individual students.

We have examined Curriculum guidelinesand documented the shift -1.

from an emphasis on local curriculum development in the early 1970's
,

to greater centralitation, "a firmer hand.in curriculum development,"

by the Ministry of Education starting with 1976. Although provincially

produced curricular materials were henceforth to be "more prescriptive

and descriptive" to ensure uniformity, schools still bore the responsi-

bility for adapting these materials to various difficulty levels .to

meet individual student needs. We have also examined Nthe restrictions

placed on schools with regard to course and textbook approval.

A few special programs were examined as they are defined and

their development regulated by the Ministry. These included co-operative.

education programs, occupations programs, and special education programs.

With regard to the latter, schools are told to design courses at appro-

priate levels for exceptional students and to offer such programs.
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over a four-years' duration. It is also noted that class sizes are

stipulated in Regulation 704/78.

The second section of this chapter presented a brief summary

of some of the-restrictions in Regulation 704. Among these were

provisions for "heads" in certain program areas, stipulations regarding

qualifications of teachers for special program areas, limitations on

teaching outside an area of qualification, and stipulations for-
,

maximum class sizes in- special- education courses. As well, this

-section provided an overview of the proposed Bill 82; which would

require the provision of special education services by all provincial

school boards.

In. third section of this chapter, we reviewed the -most recent

collective, agreements between boards and secondary teachers that were

on file with the Education Relations Commission during the fall and

early winter of 1979 -80.. We found there had been a marked increase

between 1975 and 1979-80 in the inclusion of clauses related'to PTR,

workload, class size, and teacher surplus and redundancy. Some agree--;

ments still had only guidelines and suggested limits; others had some

procedure for exceptions which could be made to mandated maxima. The

trend; nevertheless, was .to mandatory limits on teacher workload. and

Class size: With.regard to teacher surplus and redundancy, virtually

three-fourths of the agreements made no mention of program considerations.

Teacher seniority was the major criterion, a pattern which had not

changed over the five -year period.

Discussion

The decade of the 1970's was marked by societal changes, which

were reflected in the policies governing secondary schools. The

overarching concern for the individuality of students, tempered by
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concerns about society's needs for informed and skilled citizens

sharing a common educational foundation, has been the keystone of

educational philosophy and policy during the 1970's This foundation

was compatible with the traditional desire to provide equality of

educational opportunity for all young people.

Ontario's goals were never fully realized during the 1970'sin all of

our secondary schools. Few would equate. secondary school opportunities

0
available to young people in Ontario's remote areas, for example, with

those available in more heavily populated areas of the province (see

Ryan,.1976). Indeed, one might argue that the move to diversify the

curriculum to meet student interests and abilities created more dis-

parities between small Northern. high schools and large urban high

schools. This is debatable,
1
and certainly there are small high

schools with highly committed teachers who have found innovative

ways to respond tb the provincially-defined objectives. Nonetheless,

as we examine the problems that our secondary schools will confront

as declining enrolments lessen the obvious chances of meeting edu-

cational goals, we must bear in mind that smallneSs is:_not a new

factor for all of our schools. We should expect differences in the

actual and anticipated impact of declining enrolments.

This chapter has also examined the trends emerging in teacher-

board collective agreements as these impinge on school scheduling and

timetabling. The decade of the 1970's has brought forth increased

efforts of teacher federations to improve working conditions and.to

provide greater job security for their members. The concern with

student individuality not only impacted on school curriculum but also

1
A doctoral student at O.I.S.E., Anne Lloyd, is currently conducting
a study of program and course offerings in the province's secondary
schools, examining the relationship to size of board, size of school,
region, and the like.
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affected teacher training as teachers moved to specialize and to im-

prove their qualifications. One of the major problems Ontario will

face in the 1980's will be the identification of ways to retain, and

benefit from, the huge investment that we haye made in preparing

instructional personnel, and still accommodate to a contracting

student population. In this regard, new Government regulations about

teacher qualifications may come into conflict with collective agree-

ments that base surplus and redundancy on seniority alone.
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Secondary Schools on the Eve of Decline

Declining enrolments will impact differently upon particular

secondary schools in the province. One of the reasons for the variance

in impact will be that differences already exist among secondary schools

--for example, in size, and in the breadth and depth of their program

offerings. The schools also differ in their proximity to other sec-

Ondary schools and, thus, in the necessity of offering a comprehensive

program. It is important, then, to,place a study of the impact of

declining enrolments on secondary schools in the perspective of

current differences.

As an example, let us consider the situation of secondary schools

in.Northern Ontario a4d in Central Ontar:W. There are 28 boards with sec-
,

ondary schools in the Central Ontario region, and there are 29 such boards

in.the three Northern regions (Midnorthern, Northeastern and Northwestern).

However, the single region in Central Ontario contains 287 secondary

-soh:ibis, more than one-half of all secondary schools in Ontario,.which

is an average of more than 8 secondary schools within each board in

the region. In contrast, the three Northern regions contain only 84
. -

Secondary school's, for an average of 'fewer than 3 schools per board.

, Thus, while each of the two areas has about one-third of the,secondary

school boards, the Central Region has .53% of the province's high schools

`compared to 16% in the three Northern regions. (See Table 11).

Although there are 30 small secondary schools in Central Ontario;

many of these are specialized schools (vocational or commercial schOols,
(7-

G
for example) and few, if any, are geographically isolated. As a result,

many of these small schools do not have to provide a comprehensive

program. In contrast, exactly half of the secondary schools in the
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Northwestern region alone are small, and there is no large secondary

school in the entire region. Many of the 27 small schools in the

three Northern regions are geographically isolated and must attempt to

-
Offer programs to meet the varied needs of students.

Table 11

Ontario Secondary Schools, by Size and Region

Size
-Region Small Medium Large

Central 30 201 56

Eastern 11 66 1

Midnorthern 9 23 1

Northeastern 6 20 1

-Northwestern 12 12 0

Western 19 67 7

Totals 87 389 66

We suspect, that there. are regional, school board, and school

differencesin the secondary programs now available to Ontarib young

people. It was not a purpose of this study to confirm or to dispute

this hypothesis However,' one of Dr. Ryan's doctoral students at

O.I.S.E., Anne Idoyd, is currently examining disparaties in secondary

program and course offerings-and the relationships between program avail-

ability and.region, size of board, and size of school. Her.study should

provide a contextual foundation upon which to understand and to antici-

pate the impact of declining enrolments on particular schools. The

regional and board analyses should assist in predicting the feasibility

of various alternatives for different secondary school situations

Ontario's elementary schools are currently in the midst of their

decline, with projected enrolments stabilizing by 1986. The secondary

schools, on the other hand, generally experienced enrolment peaks around

1977. At the time that this study was conducted, secondary school en-

rolments had just begun to reflect the contracting of the school popu-f

lation. Enrolment projedtigns for secondary schools show the decrease
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continuing to 1992.

The discussions in this chapter are based upon information pro-,

vided by 312 secondary school principals in response to a mailed

questionnaire and upon group interviews with a total of 30 principals

from a variety of school situations. For purposes of analyzing

questionnaire responses, schools were Classified as small (fewer than

600 students), mediuM small (froM 600 to 999 students), Medium large

(from 1,000 to 1,500,stUdents)., and large (more than 1,500 studentS).

The current sl.tuations,of these schools are described in this

chapter. The first section includes a discussion of the language o

instruction, the grades and the levels of instruction offered. The

extent of decline that the schools have encountered so far is examined

next and projected enrolments over the next fiveyears are described

foi. the schools whose principals were interviewed. The Organizational'

and program changes that the schools in the questionnaire sample have,

A
made during the last five years are examined in 'the third.section.

.Declining enrolments in particular courses or subject areas are analyzed.

Finally, descriptions are given of cooperative activities involving

other organizations, groups, or schools..

School Characteristics
/ .

Language of Instruction

Among the 312 secondary schools in the survey sample, 28I\ (or 90%)

offered instruction in English. Only seven schools (2%) were French-

language schools, and 24 schools (8%) provided bilingual instruction.

Among the French-language schools, one was small, five had enrolments ,

of from 600 to 900 students, and only one had more'than 900 Students.

"There were no large French-language schools in the /sample. Seven of

the 24 bilingual schools were\small, while the mafr:irity (15 schools)

had from 600 to 1,500 students; and two were 'large. The relative.

7
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smallneSs of the bilingual secondary schools likely reflects a situation

in which neither the English-speaking nor the Frehch-speaking-students

in the community provide a large enough group to warrant a separate

secondary school. One can readily understand the challenge faced by

these schools of providing a variety of courses and of difficulty

levels in two languages.

Grade Levels

The vast maj,--:1/21. (83%) of the 312 schools in the sample offered

Grades 9-13, as Table 12 shows. 'However, among the 63 small secondary

schools, some 37% did not offer Grade 13. In contrast, all of the

large schools (including a school offering Grades 10-13 and classified

as "other") offered Grade 13. Thus, the feasibility of offering Grade

13 to students seems to be related to school size,
1

Indeed, the

percent of schools organized to provide all the secondary grades, 9-13,.

rises as the size of schools increases. For many small schools, there

not enough students who wish to enrol in Grade 13 to justify the

program. This situation often means that students must travel some

distance to enrol in Grade 13 courses and complete the SSHG. For

example, a principal of a very small Northern high s'ihool (fewer than

250 students) reported that students from his commun....:y are forced to

travel 60 miles each way to another school if they want to complete

Grade 13. As declining enrolments increase the number of schools in

the under 600 category, it may be difficult for schools so affected

by decline to mairca'n a Grade 13 program.

1
It should be noted that the city of Hamilton has had two schools
Offering only Grade 13 programs for all of the city's students.
Thus, the Grade 9-12 organization in Hamilton's secondary schools
would not reflect school size, but rather board policy. The board's
policy is currently under review.
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Tapie

Secondary School Programs:

Grade Levels Offered by Size of School

Size of School

Grade
Levels Small

Medium
Small

PrEdriUm.

Large Large Totals

= 63 N = 92 N = 119 N = 38 N = 312

9 - 13 37 (59%) 78 (85%) 108 (91%) 37 (97%) 260 (83%)

9 - 12 23 (37%) 13 (14%) 10 ( 8%) 0 46 (15%)

Other* 3 ( 4%) 1 ( 1%) 1 ( 1%) 1 ( 3%) 6 ;/ 2%)

Note: Percentages are rounded.

*In the "other" category, one school was a junior high school, one
offered only Grade 13 two offered Grades 10-13, and two-were
alternative'high schools.1

Levels of Instruction

During the years after the introduction of the credit system,

Ontario., secondary schools began to.introduce a variety of difficulty

levels for the study of particular subjects. The number and kinds,of

levels available depended upon the size'of the school population and
4

the needs and abilities of students in the school communities. Some

of the large,: schools began to offer as many as six differen4 t levels

of instruction. In Circular H.S.l: 1979 -81, the Ontario Ministry of

Education noted the needfor uniform nomenclature Lci. %hese level3

across the province and recommended that secondazy school principals

hange existing, labels to four; namely, modified, basic, general, and

advanced. Credit courses which may.count towards the earning of the

1
11

An in-depth study cif program organization and delivery in Ontario's
public alternative high schools., is being cmducted 15-y.an OISE
student, David Ducharme, for his Ed. D. thesis. His study focuses
on in?iovative program resources us-rq these typically small schools.
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SSGD could be offered at any of the four levels of difficulty. It

was pointed out that open-level and multi-level courses could still

be offered where desirable or necessary.

The general characteristics of the four recommended names for

difficulty levels, as described in H.S.1: '1979-81, are as follows:

Modified Level---courses designed to suit the needs of
students who desire a skills-oriented course; course
dealing primarily with elemental aspects of a subject
and involving students in many practical activities;
courses focused on vocational skills important to
students after they leave school; and'courses par-
ticularly modified to suit exceptional students with
severe learning problems.

'Basic Level---courses designed to provide opportunities
for students to gain useful basic knowledge and skills;
courses featuring preparation for home life, financial
management, appropriate communication, understanding of
the media, meaningful interaction with the environment,
general knowledge of our society, personal health and
fitness, and other basic features useful to students
vho may or'may not anticipate further post-secondary
education; and courses that provide a good occupational
preparation for direct entry from secondary school into
employmerit.

General' Level---courses designed to provide general
perspectives on a subject with the emphasis upon more
rigorous aspects of the subject than those developed
as basic-level courses; courses considered as appropriate
preparation for employment or further education in
colleges and other non-university educational institutions.

Advanced Level---courses designed to provide theoretical
approaches in addition to fundamental knowledge and
practical applications; courses providing appropriate
preparation for Honour Graduation courses; advanced-level
courses that are enriched for gifted students; and courses
considered as appropriate preparation for further education
in post-secondary institutions.

The secondary schu, I principals in our sample were asked to identify

which of the four difficulty levels (according to the recommended nomen-

clature) their 'chools offered. Considering each of the four levels

separately, Table 13 shows that 93% (If the schools currently offer

7jeneral level courses, and 89% offer advanced level courses. However,
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while slightly more than two-thirds of the schools now provide basic-

level courses, fewer than one-third (27%) provide modified !reels of

instruction.

The offering of modified courses appears to be related to size of

school. That is, the percentage of schools that offer modified-level

courses decreases as the size category increases. For exIm;'1e, 32%

of the small schools provide modified-level instruction, but only 18%

of the large schools do so. It may well be that large schools are

located in centres with relatively dense populations, and that the

community also contains a smaller secondary school with primary focus"

upon vocational or modified programs. The small-schools category

includes such specialized urban schools as well as small isolated

schools that must ,_tempt to provide a comprehensive program.

Table 13

Secondary School Programs:

Levels of Instruction by Size of School

Instruction

Size of School

TotalSmall
Medium
Small

Medium
Large Large

N = 63 N = 92 N = 119 N = 38 N = 312

Modified 20 (32%) 32 (35%) 27 (23%) 7 (18%) 86 (27%)

Basic 33 (52%) 76 (83%) 83 (70%) 24 (63%) '216 (69%)

General 52 (83%) 85 (92%) 115 (97%) 37 (97%) 289 (93%)

Advanced 45 (71%) 83 (89%) 115 (97%) 37 ((&%) 279 (89%)

Note: Percentages are rounded.

The offering of basic-level courses is also somewhat related to size
1

of school. For this category, relatively fewer small schools are able

to provide such instruction than are the'larger schools. A sizeable
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majority of the medium-sized schools, both medium small and medium

large, offer000asic-level courses. Further, although a thajority of

Small schools offer general and advanced level courses, the pe-rcent-

age doing so is smaller than that for the medium-sized or large schools.

This is especially true for advanced level courses.
41.

When the particular levels offered in each school, were examined,

six combinations appeared. In Table 14, these combinations are shown.

Type "AG"., for example; indicates a school which currently offers

courses only at advanced and general levels. There are some apparent

relationship::; between size of school and the pattern of combination

of levels in the program. For example, about one-third of both the

small and the large secondary schools offer courses only at the

advanced and general levels. This would be understandable if these

small schools were located in urban areas where other secondry schools

provide basic and modified programs. For example, the existence of

two special vocational schools in Thunder Bay results in the removal

of basic and modified programs from ten secondary schools of medium

small size. The truly composite schools, offering all four levels

(AGBM), tend to be found more often among medium-sized and large schools

than among the small schools. Where large schools offer modified-level

courses, they do so in combination with each of the other three levels,

a pattern that differs for small and medium-sized schools. Proportion-
_

ately more small schools offer combinations (GBM or BM) that exclude,

the advancr'9 level of instruction.



Table 14

Secondary School Programs:

r7ombinations of Levels of Instruction by Size of School

Size of School

Combination
of .

Levels* Small
Medium
Small

Medium
Large Large Totals

N = 63 N = 92 N = 119 N = 38 N = 312

AG 24 (38%) 13 (14%) 33 (28%) 12 (32%) 82 (26%)

AGB 14 (22%) 46 (50%) 55 (46%) 17 (42%) 132 (42%)

AGSM 4.( 6%) 22 (24%) .26 (21%) 7 (19%) 59 (19%)

GBM 7 (11%) 4 ( 4%) 0 - 0 - 11 ( 4%)

BM 7 (11%) 4 ( 4%) 1 ( 1%) 0 - 12 ( 4%)

Other** 7 (11%) 3 ( 3%) 4 ( 3%) 2 ( 5%) 16 ( 5%)

*The letters stand for the following: A = Advanced; G = General;
B = Basic; M = Modified.

**Specialized schools were classified as "other".
Note: Percentages are rounded.

One must be cautious in generalizing from these data since comments

written in by many principals on the questionnaire called attention to

the fact that courses were often "stacked"; that is, courses may be

multi-level. Thus, the indication that a school offers three different

difficulty levels, for example, may not mean that the school offers

separate courses at the three levels. A principal of one small school

reported that two levels of instruction were taught in two different

rooms of his school, during the same time slot, by the same teacher.
\

Several principals noted that only required subjects were offered at

the basic level of difficulty. A different kind of qualifier is that

several principals wrote in a fifth level, enriched or honours,

'indicating that they offer two distinct types of advanced level courses.



All of these examples serve to indicate the need to interpret these

data cautiously. Because the necessity of combining difficulty

levels within a single course is viewed by principals as increasing

with declining enrolments, and because the principals view this trend

generally as detrimental-to a student's instructional experiences,

a full discussion of what is happening, or may happen in the future,

with reference to levels of instruction is offered both in a later

section of this chapter and in the next chapter.

Extent of Decline

The questionnaire asked principals about their September enrol-

/
ments in each school year from 1975-76 L-irough 1979-80. From the

information supplied/schools were classified as: (1) being in decline,

where enrolments had been dropping steadily across most of the time

period; (2) starting to decline, where drops had occurred only in the

last two years; (3) having steady enrolments over the five school years;

(4) still growing in enrolment across the time period; and (5) having

erratic enrolment patterns, with increases in some years and decreases

in others.

As Table 15 shows, around one-half of the secondary schools in

our sample were either in decline or were starting to decline. Around

- one-fourth of the schools were continuing to increase in enrolment,

and another 24% reported a steady pattern of enrolment during the five

years surveyed. Size of school did not appear to be related to the extent

of decline over the time period. However, relatively more small schools

than larger schools had been in decline over the entire five years.

Few large schools reported a steady enrolment pattern; around one-half

were declining and another 29% increasing in enrolments during the five

school years under study.
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Pattern

Table la

Secondary School Enrolment Patterns over Five School Years

(1975-76 through 1979-80)

Size of School

Medium
Small Small

Medium
Large Large 1 Totals

Decline

Start of Decline

Steady

Growth

Erratic

N = 63 N = 92 N = 119 N = 38 N = 312

26 (41 %)1 36 (39%) 35 (29%) 13 (34%) 110 (35%)

4 ( 6%) 12 (13%) 19 (16%) 7 (19%) 42 (14%)

19 (30%) 22 (24%) 30 (25%) -5 (13%) 76 (24%)

14 (22%) 20 (22%) 30 (25%) 11 (29%) 75 (24%).

0 2 ( 2%) 5 ( 4%) 2 ( 5%) 9 ( 3%)

Note: Percentages are rounded.
1
Interpretation: 41% of the 63 small schools are in a state of decline.

It must be remembered that the main impact of declining enrolments

will not be felt by most of the province's secondary schools until

around 1983 or 1984, and that enrolments are projected to continue to

decrease until around 1992. The thirty principals whom we interviewed

were asked about their projected enrolments over the following five years.

The information theyprovided presents a sobering picture of the impact

to be felt in Ontario's secondary education sector.

Principals of non-remote area secondary schools that have always

been small (fewer than-600 students) tend to have greater fears about

potential school closure than do they counterparts in larger schools
I,/

/Nevertheless, principals of all veryor in -small isolated schools.

small schools seem to be less

decline in enrolments than do

affected, in a traumatic sense, by further

;

principals'in medium -large secondary schools.

This is not to suggest that the small schools have fewer problems in

offering adequate program to students; rather, it does suggest that the

problems they will face because of declining enrolments will not produce

such sharp changes in already existing programs.. Declining enrolments
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likely will impact to the greatest degree of intensity on schools that

are currently in the medium-sized categories, medium small or medium

large.

A principal of a small rural high school in which the enrolment.

will go from a high of around 390 to a low of around 300 as decline

increases stated that his greatest fear was in losing his Grade 13

program. The program had only 19 students that year. If the program

is discontinued, he fears that many of the younger students will also

.

leave to attend another secondary school for the sake of continuity.

The principal of a junior vocational school in an urban area projected

an enrolthent drop, starting the next year, which would move the school

enrolment from a high of some 450 to below 350. He has lost three

teachers already and expects to lose four more by 1982, a reduction.

of 10% of his staff. -He fears that the school "may be closed as

students elect to attend a larger school in the city that has begun

to offer a modified program in direct Competition with [his] school."

From the interviews, it appears that secondary schools currently

in the medium-sized category (from 600 to 1,500*students) will experience

th- .',7sast declihe. This is especially true of schools in-the medium-

,large category (1,000 to 1,500 students),, many of which will become

small schools over a period of five years or so. Lest principals in rural

or remote areas believe that their urban colleagues are in enviable

positions, consider the reports that we received from some of these

urincipals.

Two principals from a single urban board presented a similar case.

One of the schools, located in a traditionally'stable community, had

enrolled around 1,100 students each September for several years.

Decline had been very,g;-adual, with the current enrolment standing

at 848. However, the school's enrolment was projected to drop to 426
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by 1984, a decline of some 60%. This principal had already lost 8 staff

positions and expected to lose another 7 that year, with no end to the

staff reductions in sight. The other school had also had a stable

school enrolment over several- years -ofof more than 1,225 students'.

The enrolment was only down to 1,095 during the 1979-80 school year,

but the rate of decline would increase starting the next fall, and was

projected to level off by 1984 with a school enrolment of 473, a decrease

of 63%! Eleven staff positions were being lost for the next year alone.

Finally, the principal of another urban school reported that the school

/
enrolment had peaked at 915 students eight years before and would go

to a low of around 500 by 1984 or 1985, a lossof some 400 students.

We heard similar, though perhaps not quite so dramatic, projections

from several other principals of schools that have had enrolments of

more than 1,000 students over the past several years. From a peak

enrolment of 1,200, for example, one rural school will decline to 700

by 1984, according to "conservative" estimates. Another school in a

relatively small urban community in Eastern Ontario will drop from

1,000 to a projected 660 students by 1984. The principal reported

that the secondary schools in his county would lose 2,000, students

over the next five years, "which is the equivalent of two new high

schools." From the Niagara district, a principal reported projections

of from 1,200 (the peak) to 500 by 1986. He anticipated a loss of

12 teaching positions within the next three years, added to the four

positions lost that year. Another principal in the Niagara Region

stated that his board had lost 40 of 808 secondary teaching positions

already, and' now have no secondary school with over 800 students. His

own school's enrolment was declining gradually, having gone from .1,000

to around 800 that year.
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From the Western Region of Ontario, a principal projected an enrol-
,

ment drop of from 1,300 to 800 within the next five years. Another school

in this region will go from 1,053 to 772 students by 1983. The principal

of a rural school reported that his school's enrolment is expected to

drop from 1,051 to 667by 1984.

Large high schools (with current enrolments of more than 1,500

students) will not escape the phenomenon,of-declining enrolments. For

a few, however, it will be at least a small blesSing. For example,

the pxincipal of a commercial high school in a large yirban area stated

that the school's enrolment had peaked at 2,500, at which time the

school had 27 portables. The school was nicknamed "Portable City"

by the students, and two generations of students had attended the

school without having access to a playing field. The school had been

losing around 100 students each year and was currently down to 1,742

students. The principal stated that the physical change brought

about by.decline--the removal of the portables,is viewed as a poSitive

development.

The large secondary schools tend to be located in urban areas.

This location provides a potential clientele that could offset decline,

if open boundaries are present and if the school has something to "sell".

(The ob'vious detrimental aspects of such between-school competition-

-Will be discussed later.) For example, one principal believes that

his school's enrolment will decrease only gradually (from its peak of

over 2,000) because of the board's optional attendance scheme and

because his school has a "traditional, academic image" that is in contrast

with the parents' image of a'nearby open-concept, semestered school.

On a more positive note, urban high schools also have the opportunity

to attract clients that would not normally be in school. One such

/large school, located'in Eastern Ontario, is projected to drop from a
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high of 1,600 students to around 900 by 1984, but the staff is

engaged inideveloping and introducing several innovative programs to

\

attract community residents of various ages.
\

In short,\the data on current' levels of decline paint a misleading

picture of the situation that Ontario secondary schools will be in' in

five years' time. The current impacts of declining enrolments on

the school's program organization will be discussed in the sections

that follow. The anticipated impacts of declining enrolments on program

and staffing are discussed in Chapter 4.

C.

Orgnizational and Program Changes

over Five
i

chool Years (1975-76 through 1979-80)

[
The terms of reference for this study included a requirement to

examine the changes in secondary school organizational patterns that
4

had been brought abd t by declining enrolments. However,; it has already

been observed that o ly about one-third of the schools in our sample

have had deOlining e rolments over much of the five years studied and

that another 14% arejjustentering decline. While the information

that we received from principals regarding past organizational changes

sometimes reflected decline, changes had also been introduced for

pedagogical reasons-that-is, to improve educational experienCes for

studentsOr for other reasons. The additional changes that principals

anticipate making in the future in response to decline are discussed

in Chapter 4.

The responses to the question regarding organizational changes

were grouped into categories. The most commonly reported changes

were the following:
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Stacking of classes. This category includes cases in which
principals report having to combine grade levels into a
single course and cases in which difficulty levels have been
combined into multi-level courses. Both types of "stacking"
tend to be used as a means of coping with small. enrolments,
thus protecting the existence of a course or, in some small
schools, a total program: When stacking occurs, teachers
are supposed to evaluate students according to the expec-
tations for their grade or level rather than in comparison
with the.total group. (Recall.that.H.S.1: 1979-81 stated
that multi-level courses were -,rmissible, tiutit was
recommended that no more than two grade levels or difficulty
levels be combined in any one course).

Change to semestering. This category includes schools that
have introduced semestering during the years 1975-80.
The usual reason for changing to this type of organization
in the past was to provide-greater flexibility for stud-,h s

who can "drop-in" or,"drop-out" of school'twice a year and
still earn some credits or for students who wish to graduate
at mid-term and have time to work or travel.:-However, de-
clining enimlnients have promoted situations in which some
secondary schools are considering a move to semestering
as a means of attracting students from other schools.

There are two major types of semestering. Under full-credit
semestering, students receive a full credit in courses during
each of two school terms; the classes typically are around
70 minutes in length. Courses offered in a half-credit
semestered program may meet all year long in classes of
some 4p minutes' duration. _5tudents receive a half-credit
for each school semester, and some courses may be offered
only for half a year.

Change from semestering. This category includes schools that
have changed from semestering to another type of organization
during the years 1975-80. Because full-credit semestering
in particular creates timetabling difficulties for small
schools (because of single-section courses leading to time-
table conflicts), declining enrolments may be a factor in
such changes.

Timetable changes. This category,includes timetabling
changes other than those described as moves to and fr,
semestering. It includes partial semestering, 70-minute
extended periods, varieties of tumbled timetables, and
the like.

Changes in difficulty levels. Included in this category,
are the additions of more courses at a particular difficulty
level, in response to student needs, and the designation of
courses as "open" or "zero" level, often a response to
declining enrolments.
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Course additions. Schools still experiencing increases in
enrolment sometimes reported the addition of new courses to
the school'.s program, adding to the opportunitiei available
to students. However, this category.also includes cases in
which new courses have been added by schools to attract new
clients or to retain students who might otherwise leave
school, in an effort to offset decline.

Reduction of options. The reduction of a school's optional
courses is ,related to declining enrolments, but it may reflect
student choice of courses, as we shall see.

Establishment of co-educational classes. This category in-
Cludes situations in which principals have begun to allow
both boys and girls/to enrol in courses in areas such as
physical education; home economics, and industrial arts.
This reflects a change that is not onlyiencouraged by the

---

Ministry to avoid sex-stereotyping or discrimination, but
also to counter the impact of declining enrolments,
that some principals have made this change to maintain
viable .class sizes.

Other changes. A variety of other changeS were cited. Many
of these had to do with the introduction of co- operative
work programs and will be discussed under alternative pro-
graMs. A few principals-mentioned such changes as reductions
in positions of responsibility, such as vice-principal and
department headship positions. These changes tend to be
due to declining enrolments.

Table 16 provides a summary of the degree to which these types of

organizational changes have been made in secondary schools during the

five years studied. The only type of change reported by as many as one-
/

fourth of the schools was the 'stacking of claises, i.e. the combination-

of grades or .difficulty levels in single classes This situation was

reported7least-frequent1y in large:schools and most often by the medium-

large schools. As we shall see later, principals expect that stacking

or the change to.multi-level courses will increase as enrolments 'continue

to decline. More than one-third-of the Small sahools have already begun

to offer some courses in alternate years, and more than one - fifth of the

medium-sized schools have adopted thissstrategy'for coping with decline.

Although_lew schools that had adopted a semestered organization'

in the past have now returned to a more traditional timetabling organi-

zation, there was a movement in the other direction. In particular,
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almost one-fourth of the large high schools and 19% of the small schools

had introduced semestering during the five years studied. Further, a

variety of other kinds of timetable changes had been introduced by more

than one-fourth of the large and medium-large schools. Examples of these

kinds of organizational changes include: (1) a shift to a tumbled time-

table (in which classes are scheduled at differet times of the day on

cycles of various lengths or numbers of days); (2) adoption of an

organization in which courses in certain 'subje--.. areas, such as technical,.

are semestered (with longer periods), while courses in other' subject areas

remain on a traditional timetable of 40-minute periods; and (3) adoption

of 70-minute periods (as in semestering) but scheduling classes every,

other day so that students still enrol in the courses for the entire

school year in order to receive a credit.

Table 16

Organizational,and Program Changes Made

over Five School Yearn (1975 -76 through-.1979 -80)

Totals

rganizational or
rogram Change

Size of School

Small
Medium
Small

Medium
Large Large

N = 63 N= 92 N_= 119 N= 38 N= 312

Lacking of ClasseJ 14 (22%) 22 (24%) 39 (33%) 6 (16%) 81 (26%)

Lternate Year
Ortings 22 (35%) 19 (21%) 27 (23%) 2 ( 5%) 70-(23%)

range toMtgizestering

range frnm

(19 %)

3 ( 5%)

11

5

(12%)

( 5%)

11

8

( 9%)

( 7%)

9

0

(24%)

-

43 (14%)

16 ( 5%)5emestering

Ametable Changes

ianges in Olf:ficuity

12 (19%) 15 (16%) 30 (25%) 10 (26%) 67 (22%)

Levels 5 ( 8%) 11 (12%) 9 ( 8%) 1 ( 3%) 26 ( 8%)

Aarses Added 8 (13%) 3 ( 3%) 11 ( 9%) 4 (11%) 26 ( 8%)

duction of -Options 5 ( 8%) 8 ( 9%) 7 ( 6%) 1 ( 3%) 21 ( 7%)

-ec] Classes

EstabliAled,

her Changes

3 ( 5%)

13 (21%)

1

15

( 1%)

(16%)

2

24

( 2%)

(20%)

0

4 (11%)

6 ( 2%)

56 (18%)

Note: Percentages are i'ounded.
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Summarizig the kly;,1:: of organizational changes. that are reported

by secondary schools in the different size categories, small schools

have .most.frequenily introduced alternate-year offerings of courses,

stacking of courses into -level or multi-grade classes, semestering

or other timetable chanr e pattern is similar for medium-sized

schools, although' stacking has occurred more often than offering

,7zes in alternate years. The large schOols have most often adopt

es in their timetabling organization, moved to semestering, or,.

to a letser extent, introduced multi-level or'multi7grede co1.rses.

Note, however, that no type of organizational or program change was

reported.by more than 26% of all the schools as having occurred in

the recent past.

Reasons ,for Program and Organizational Changes

Although principals were asked on the questionnaire to give reasons

for the program and organizational chages that. had been made over the

past five years, only 25% of the principals offered responses. These

are summarized in Table 17. In order to construct this table the

comments-assigned to four categories; namely, declining enrolments,

Ministry regulations, pedagogical reasons, and other reasons. The

category "pedagogical reasons" refers to changes introduced because

of a belief that the changes would result in impro,,ed student achievement.

Small schools and medium small- schools cite declining enrolments as

a reason fOr program change more often than do larger schools. Ten

percent of the,small schools also identify Ministry regulations as a

motivation far program change. The percentage of schools citing pedagogical

reasons for change is fairly evenly distributed across all categories of

School size, while approximately one-fourth of all schools except the
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large schools suggested other reasons for change. The content of these

reasons is evident in the discussion that follows.

Table 17

Reasons for Program and Organizational Changes

Introduced over Five .School Years (1975-76 through 1979-80)

Size of School

Reason
for Change

Declining
Enrolments

Ministry
Regulatirms

Pedagogical
Reasons

Medium MediuM
Small Smal2 Lar e Large Total

M = 63 N = 92 N = 119 N = 3E N = 312

11 (18%) 14 (15%) 14 (12%) 1 ( 3%) 40 (13%)

6 (10%) 3 ( 3%) 10 ( 8%) 1 ( 3%) 20 ( 6%)

8 (13%) 10 (11%) 13 (11%) 5 (13%) 36 (12%)

Other Reasons 16 (25%) 22 ' 31 (20%) 3 ( 8%) 72 (2.7)

Note: Percentages are rounded.
1
Totals do not always indicate 100% response. Not all principals
responded to the question. Others gave multirle reasons for change.

Discussion of OigOizational and Program Changes

As noted, principals were asked to respond to an open-ended question

on the questionnaire about organizational and proc-ram changes. As well,

the 30 principals whom we interviewed were asked to describe such changes

more fully. A gre t many of the comments concerned the matter (:),;- "stacking"

of classes into multi-level or multi-grade courses. Invariably, thi: was

a change forced upon schools by student course enrolments that were in-

sufficient to justify scheduling separate ..-arses or sections. (Note that
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the small course enrolments sometimes reflected student choice of

individual timetables and not just declining enrolments in general).

From principals of small high schools, we were informed about many

cases of stacking. For example, one principal had combined Grade 1:

Art with grade 13 Art under one teacher in order to maintain the Grade

13 Art course. Grades 10, 21, and 12 Music similarly had been combined

into one class. Another principal stated that such stacking led to

classes in which students entered with great disparis in capabi

and background (age or maturity), and that "this disparity has finally

killed Grade 13 French."

The principal of a small junior vocational school (whch is limited

to offering basic and modified levels: called Levels 1, 2 and 3 is his

system) told us in the interview that there wen. not enough Level 1 or

Level 3 students to form separate classes. Their Level 1 students,

who number only about 30 of the 400 students, are io what is called

a Life Skills group. These are students who function below a Grade

2 level in reading. "Most of them go into a sheltered workshop 7Ltuation.

We can't very successfully train them for a respui.fiible kind of &mile:- ,,nt,

and most of them would never be able to cope al,,ne in an urban so .:e.

They'll always have to be loOked after by frief.,4s, an instit-

tion of some sort." Most of the students in his 5chpol the Leval 2

designation, which is similar to the Ministry's mod14:i(,1 level. e--;e

v,students read at about the 3.7 grade level on the qve2.. e. evel

3 students old he closest to the Ministry's designation ,:c (or

remedial) level.

Despite the wide range of reading am arithmetic skills among the

students, the school is forced to offer multi-level and multi-grade

classes in optional courses and senior level courses. 7:achers are

urged to individualize assignmen s (by gi.'ing extra work tc., students
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working at Level 3, for example) and to award credits at any one of the

three levels at the enc of the year on an individual student basis.

Classes in English and Math ar,, _treamed, but teachers in other subject

areas have a difficult teaching task bece of the variety of student

skills.

A sizeable number of, riedium-sized schools have also found it

necessary to stack classes. One of these principals wrote that he had

been faced with the choice either of.combining the general and advanced

level courses in History, Geography, Latin, and Spanish or of cutting

program. He saw this as being due to staff reductions which,. in turn,

I

were caused by enrolment decline- Another of these principals reported

that "negotiations and economics" had forced him to increase class_sizes,..,

so that he had combined levels in courses-such as senior technical and

shorthand. He expects that the number of combined levels will increase

since the late'.'_ H.S.1 Circular has sanctioned the practice, but added

that "this, of course, is very poor edl ionaly in my view and should

be the last resort rather than the common occurrence."

Sev,:;ral principals spoke about losses in the flexibility to nnpvide

separate courses at different levels of difficulty. The principal

a formerly'medium-large school has be ii forced to eliminate all Level

/(Enriched) courses---"We culd not stretch staff to meet that kind

option"--and is combining .the general and advanced levels in some

subject areas. The principal of another medium -sized school stated that

timetabling flexibility had suffered severely as a result of the incre,mes

in single-section and double- section courses. During that academic year

(1979-80), some 46 of the school's 112 courses were singlesection courses

and 36 were double-section course:,,, making it very difficult to avoid

student timetable conflicts. A third principal stated that, because senior

level course enrolments were down, the staff had to combine such



subjects as Grade 12 and Grade 13 French. The only other way to have

kept the small, separate courses_alive would have been to increase

class sizes beyond 35 in Grade 9 courses.

Although over one-third of the small schools reported offering

some courses in alternate years rather than reducing program, this

practice is not universally seen as positive. The principal of one

small school, for example, wrote that his school had alternated subjects

for threeyoars andefound tha:: students tended not to enrol in these

if they were optional subjects; thus; th,2 courses "disappeared" anyway.

Where the alternated courses were core requirements, "the less mature

students eve much difficulty in coping, when forced to take these

courses earlier, than usual."

Semestering was a topiC of much discussion among the principals

whom we interviewed. According to their reports, some schools have

moved to a semestered organization in order to attract students from

other schools and,thus, to keep their own enrolments from decreasing.

A principal from a large urban board recalled that there had been a

push by the board five to eight years before to have the high schonls

adopt semestering. At that time, however, the teaching staffs in ',.he

various schools objected. After LLe high school reportedly was'pressured

by the aristration into changing to semestering, "they ended up

stealing a whole bunch of students from a nearby high school....As soon

as that start_d, a whole bunch of other schools started to say, 'Hey,

this is . way tc iet kids coming in.' So everybody stared getting intc

the semester act; a lot of them had great proposal:.:" However, the

other schools protested to the board'Ythat a school should not

be allowed to change to semestering just to get students who otherwise

would have attended another school. According to the interviewee, the

board had had to step in "to put the brakes on" so that schools
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must provide adequate justification forlthe change. The result was

that several schools "had their plans shelved."

A principal of another school that had semestered the senior

division in his school listed the reason as declining enrolments.

His school enrolment increased by 40 students after the introduction

of semestering,despite declining enrolments across the county. Some

of the students came from non-semestered neighbouring schools, but

others were simply students who were persuaded not to transfer to

other semestered schools.' Another principal wrote, "We switched to

semestering to maintain our enrolment above 1,000 students."

A principal whose school is in Eastern Ontario also noted that he

was very much in favour of semestering and that his staff was,just about

to adopt it, but the county board decided not to approve any organizations'

changes for another year. Their reason was that a five-year plan for

all the secondary schools in the county was being developed and would

likely lead to other changes in 1981.

A move to semestering does not always result in increasing a

school's enrolment by drawing students from other attendance areas.

One principal recalled that a couple of schools in his area had gone

to semestering "purely.on a panic basis," and at least one of them lost

students because'of that decision. While semestering does serve as an

attraction to students, he argued that: this occurs in the case of senior

students (Grades 17 and 13) rather than for Grade 9 and 10 students.

His school had rejected the-change because the sfaff reasoned that it

would not improve the student intake at Grade 9 and, if they could wc,rk

to maintai.-1 enrolments through Grade 12 by reducing drop-outs, they

would not have further concern. They felt it was not impurtant for

students in their rural area to attend a semestered school.
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Another principal stated that his school took in a lot of Grade--

9 students who would have attended a nearby school because the parents

dc not like .semestering, especially when coupled with the open concept,

as in the other scho 1. Although his school loses some students at

the senior end to semestered high schools, the increased intake in

Grade 9 more than compensates for the loss. He had reports of very

similar situations between other semestered and non-semestered high

schools in various parts of the board. The semestered schools reportedly

were losing So many potential Grade 9 students to' non- semestered schools

that the board sharply curtailed the transfer or open admissions policy.

This kind of parental diapproVal of semestering for Grade 9 students

may explain why many principals reported Mat they have desemestered

their Grade 9 and 10 programs and have left senior grades on a semestered

organization. Among the reasons cited for desemestering Grades 9 and 10

are the shorter attention span of, the younger student, and necessity

for continuity in subjects such as Mathematics, French and Music.

A negative'evaluaton of semestering was given by one principal

who stated that a committee of seven teachers, seven students, and

seven parents had bee: set up to investigate semestering for possible

adoption in his school. All but two committee members (one teacher

and one student) agreed thatsemesterd courses could not cover as much

:urriculum as could courses taught across a whole year. They feared

the loss of retention where students enrol in a course like Mathematics

for only one .smest.e. p .ar. Further, the committee did not feel it

.approprilt for students to have a 72-miniAe lunch period and a 72-

minute spare period each day. Finally, their school being small, they were

concerned about students being able to get the combinations of courses

they needed or desired (since there are few "slots" on the timetable

fi

each semel...ter, pe7iods). Another principal agreed that
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parents in particular want students to take a course all year long.

Several high schools earlier had adopted a half-credit, two-

semester system of organization, in which class periods are usually

the same length as under a traditional organization. A few years before,

this organization, according to the principal of a medium-sized school,

\allowed them to offer a lot of optional courses that were suited to

a half-year's work rather than a full year's work. "This allowed us

a lot of fairly interesting and exotic courses." As enrolments declined,

however, the principal found it difficult to timetable 16 courses per

year per student (8 each semester). "All the permutations of time-

tabling 16 courses is horrendous enough even when you have a stable

popul `ion." He "saw the handwriting on the wL:1" it timetabling for

the previous school year, since they had drawn many fewer students

than had been pr.3jected. Since they had been assigned staff on the

\basis of the projections, they were over-staffed that year; this was

the only reason the timetabling was possible under the system. Thus,

his staff decided to change the next year to a full-credit semestered

'organization which only requires that students be timetabled for 4

courses each semester or 8 per year (rather than the 16 under half-

credit semestering). The staff formed several committees to revise

the entire school program. Some courses and some combinations were

eliminated. The offering of Level 6 (Enriched) courses was reduced

and the reduction was justified because of the opening of two composite

high schools in the area.-

Another school that had been on a half-credit, two-semester

organization for some 8 years had changed back to a traditional

organization, primarily because the teachers "were a little bit

tired of all the shuffle between semesters and only having a kid for

five months and not really getting to know the kids well enough."
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They hav2 retained half-credit semestering for the occupations program.

Several schools offer either half-credit or full-credit semestering

k,for t ch ical programs. A few principals stated that the longer

periods allowed them to offer better courses in shops,

The principal of a medium-large high school reported that, over

the previous several years, his staff had tried several patterns of

organization including full-credit semestering and flexible modular

scheduling. The latter required board pa-mission to extend the school

day, startHq at 8:20 A.M. and ending at 4:00 P.M.; but in the end

they were unable to build the kind of timetable they wanted because

they offered too many courses. At that time, they were offering

something like 390 different courses, including 6 difficulty levels

in subjects like English, for example. Currently, the school has

half- credit semestering for Levels 2 and 3 .occupations or modified

and basic), for shops and for home econmics.

A modification of full-credit semestering has been adopted by

one of the high schools in Western Ontario. This school runs 70-

minute extended periods with a single lunch period. The classes

meet every other day and meet for the entire year. This has "slowed-

down the homework and makes tl. school a little more relaxed." The

change from a schedule with three lunch periods to one with a longer,

single lunch period has provided more time for intramu.als and other-

extracurricular activities, an important factor for this smaL,rural

school. Another school, a large one, had introduced flexible

modular scheduling at one time. "We just found it impossible to

.]asses together in terms of where they were in the program.

to examination time, and they were all over the plce."

:ipal also stated that, if some activity or a\snowy day caused

a cis to lose time, "it threw the whole thing out of\kiltir." The
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school ended up with a two-day tumbled schedule with 70-minute periods

for classes meeting every second day.

Where schools had adopted a variation of the semestered organi-

zation, with class periods of less than 70 minutes (to allow students

to enrol in more than four courses per semester), the Ministry's

institution of required credits promoted a change in organization

during the late 1970's. Ryan (in press) has documented one such case

fUlly and speaks of two other cases. A third was mentioned by one

interviewee from a rural high school. He had introduced a semestered

organization with 65-minute periods plus unscheduled tutorial time.

The Ministry of Education's insistence on full-credit value for required

courses prompted "a complete overhaul" of the school's organization.

The organization of the high school (e.g. semestering) is not the

only change affecting enrolments. As high schools compete with one

another for students, the particular programs they cEfer provide

incentives (or disincentives) to students. We were told about a

situation in an urban area in which a nigh school had one c the largest

Leve 6 (Enriched) programs in the city. Another high school complained

abo t the 3.c.s cf its gifted students, and the board forced the "offending"

school to stop "stealing from othe'rs." The competiflon among schools

in terms of programs such. as in this example led to a meeting of all

the principals in the system. The principals reportedly had to "disclose

every plan they had for the future in terms of programs and they had to

be O.K.'d by the Board...:As long as you weren't stealing tudents,

they Alowed you to go ahead with the program. tut if you could be

char. u th that, then you weren't permitted to go ahead with

Principals found that a lot of good innovative programs they had thought

about had to be shelved because of this intense competition."
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Principals from the same urban board provided different views of

the secondary school differentiation by program in the area. One was

principal of a very large commercial high school which attracts students

interested in business programs and also those who wish to enter employ-

ment or go to a community college after four years. Since a large

proportion of the students are New Canadians, .English as a Second

Language (ESL) is a full department in the school and a major function

of the school is seen as that of assimilating the New Cahadians. He

views the lack of composite high schools and the substitution of schools

with specialized functions as having both ad',antages and disadvantages.

In the context of decline, the competition among schools had become

much more open. He'views this as healthy "because it has forced us

as secondary schools to establish much better contact with the feeder

(elementary) schools so that they know what our whole program is like.

There is nothing like a shrinking market to sharpen your marketing

skills."

This kind of competition could be healthy if the'schools Lespect

the particular program functions they haVe been assigned. The clear

specialization is not always maintained under the threaeof decline,

however. According to ar ther principal, his small junior vocational

school has never had a large Level 3 (basic) program because other

schools in the system are "tru,.7 Level 3 vocational schools with far

beLter facilities and program" for these students. However, his school

has excellent facilities and program for Levels 1 and 2 (occupations

or modified) courses. He said that there had been an informal pact:

among the board's high school principals that the Level 3 schools would

!:ake no more than 15 Level 2 students'and no Level 1 students---"In

other words, they would take -st no students reading at beloT4 the

Grade 5 level." As enrdtments decline, however, the Level 3 schools
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are taking more than 15 Level 2 students. "So we're afraid now that

they're going to be taking students that we would be getti

A more cooperative solution has been found in at least

board. A principal of a small high school reported that'hi

g otherwise."

one school

school

was "integrated" with another school across town. Neither-S-Chool

off rs a full complement of subjects. Students can attend both schools

half-time if they wish. "Eventually, courses that decline in\number

may have tib:be taught at one or the other of the schools." More

information about the sharing of program, staff, and facilities among

schools in presented in Chapter 5.
\

A complete change in program offering and a subsequent loss in

student enrolment was reported by one principal because of the b
\-1

ilding

of a FI/ ench-language high school in his area. All French - language

courses in his school (with the exception of Fran9ais) were cance 1 d.

The loss of the French-language students also led to the cancellation

of several hnglish language offerings at the senio:;:. level (e.g., WOrld

Religions, Latin) and to the combination of senicr level classes irk

History and Geography.

A final kind of impact of declining enrolments hat has already

been felt has been on the, umber of positions of responsibility in

high schools. The principal of a large school stated, for example,

that some department headship:: had disappeared over the past few years,

as enrolmeni in the courses in certain departments declined. Another

prin6ipal ruported that the headship structure high schools -had

undergone a complete reorganization in his bdard three year ago, All

existing positions were eliminated and new positions (in reduced numbers)

were advertised and open to application from any qualified persons.

"In our case, we went from 33 positions of responsibility to 16; the

number is tied to your enrolment." While the changes in'headships



described here may be due to factors other than school declines in

enrolments (e.g.l board policy and declines in particular subject

areas), a few principals spoke of the possibility that they may lose

a vice-principal position where these positions are tied to enrolment

in the school.

Decline in Enrolments in Particular Courses

aver Five School Years (1975-76 through 1979-80)

tiestionnaire respondents were asked to list any subjects or

courses thr which there seemed to be a pronounced trend toward declining

c:::Iment. Our assumption in asking this questionwas.that enrolments',

in particular courses or subject areas might well/have been affected

by the numerous changes during the 1970's- in Ministry policyregarding

secondary education--e.g. the credit system and individual student

choice of program, the emphasis on a diversified curriculuM, and the
0

return to a required core of.subject. Moreover; we assumed that
q 1

student choice of subjects might reflect societal priorities and

changes in the economic milieu - -for example, a shift in the very

recent past to an emphasis upon preparation for employment.

ResonseS,to this cluestion'were assigned to eleven board subject

!categories in order to facilitate computer analysis. Since the

responses varied widely, and since particular courses might easily be

assigned to more than one category, the data presented in Table 18

should be treated only as providing general indications rather than

trends in spebific courses.

The subjeCt.ar,ea that has been most affected by course enrolment

declines up to the present,is that of Languages, reported by/On/e-third
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Table 18

I Trends in Enrolment Decline in Particular

Subject Areas (1975-76 through 1979-80)

Size of School

Subject Areas 1

Declininci Small

Medium
Small

MediuM
Large Large Totals

N = 63 N = 92 N = 119 N = 38 N = 312

Classics 2 ( 3%) 16 (17%) 2..0 (17%) 5 (13%) .43 (14%)

Languages -15 (24%) 33 (36%) 38 (32%) 17 (45%)'`N103 (33%)

Arts (14%) 20 (22%) 29 (24%) 6 (16%) 64 Z1%)

Technical 9 (14%) 12 (13%) 22 (19%) 10 (26%) 53 (17%)

Science 8 (13%) 7 ( 8%) 17 (14%) 3 ( 8%) 35 (11%)

jiistory 6 (10%) 25 (27%) 28 (24%) 8 (21%) 67 (22%)

Geography 8 (13%) 27 (29%) 25 (21%) 6 (16%) 66 (21%)

Social Sciences 5 ( 8%) 19 (21%) 17 (14 %) 3 ( 8%) 44 (14%)

Physical Education 8 (13%) 10 (11%) 22 (19%) 8 (21% 48 (15%)

Business 11 (18%) 14 (15%) 15 (1J%) 1 ( 41 (12%)

Note: Percentages are rounded.
1 Some subject areas haye arbitrarily been assigned several subjects,others
only

of the principals. Schools in all size categories share this decline,

but the large schools reported it most often. Decline seems to have

affected more courses in the medium and large-sized schoolsand to a

greater extent than has been the case for the small schools. In small

schools, Business courses have been affected by enrolment declines to

some extent, as have courses in Arts and Technical subject areas. With

the exception of Languages, however, no subject area has been reported

as affected by decline by as many as 20% of the small schools. A logical

explanation is that the small schools do not offer as many options as
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do the larger schools. Thee medium -sized schools,both medium small

and medium.large, appear to have been most affected by enrolment

decline's in particular subject areas: This is logical in that the

medium-sized schools are most apt to offer a fully comprehensive

Program with all four difficulty levels (see Table 14). In other

words, students have more choices in those schools and enrolments in

particular areas would be more subjeCtto fluctuation. In addition

to Languages, the medium-sized schools report fairly widespread declines

in the areas of Arts, History, Geography, Technical, Physical Education;

and Classics. The large schools, in addition to Languages, report

declines in enrolment in Technical, History, Physical Education, Arts,

and Geography subject areas.

Reasons for Declines.in Enrolment

in Particular Courses or Subjects

As stated above, we assumed that course enrolments would reflect

the impact of the credit system, the shift to required subjects for

Grades 9 and'10, and factors such as the social and economic climate.

Thus, principals: were asked to indicate the reasons for declines in

the particUlar courses they had named in the previous question by

checking one of four pre-coded categories: (1) changes in Ministry

policy; (2) societal trends towards vocational subjects related to

post-secondary employment; (3) student choice of less-demanding subjects;

and (4) other reasons. It should be noted that we expected the Ministry

policy or the new trend toward courses leading to post-secondary employ-

ment would likely cause enrolment declines in courses other than core

and technical or vocational areas.

It was perhaps an.oversight that we did not include a separate

category about declining enrolment ij the school in general as a possible

reason for declines in.specific courses. Our assumption was that general
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school decline would impact on total program and on the range of

courses the school could offer. A specific question was asked about

the latter and is discussed in Chapter 4. For Table 19, however,

the "other reasons" category does include a few principals who

mentioned impact of decline on specific courses with reference to

the more general question. One should be careful, nevertheless,

about generalizing the impact of Ministry policies or social factors

on course declines in comparison with the impaCt of general school

decline in enrolment.

Table 19

Reasons for Decline in Particular

Courses or Subjects

Size of SchoOl

Reasons for
Decline Small

Medium
Small

Medium
Large Large Total 1

N =,63 N = 92 N = 119 N = 38 , N = 312

Changes in
Ministry Policy 12 (19%) 35 (38%) 44 (37%) 12 (32%) 103 (33%)

Sodietal trends 6 (10%) 14 (15%) 28 (23%) 10 (26%) 58 (19%)

Chdice of less
demanding subjects 19 (30%) 29 (32%) 34 (29%) 11 (29%) 93 (30%)

Other reasor.,: 17 (27%) 35 (39%), 41 (35%) 12 (31 %) 105 (34%)

Note: Percentages are rounded.
j ,

'Non- responses and multiple responses account for column totals not equal
Ito 100%.

!

/--

i

The data in Table 19,auggest that changes in Ministry-policy have

I

I had an $ffect upon course selection in at leaSt one-third of the schools.

The necessity of taking courses in core subject areas has resulted in

declines in other subjects, especially -in medium and large-sized schools.

Principals in many small schools indicated that they have always, main-
,

tained a core program. Consequently, theiiitroduction by the Ministry

of mandatory core subjects has little effeCt upon course selection in,
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their schools. Some principals, albeit fewer, of middle=sized and

large schools, also added similar comments.

The impact of societal trends upon the selection of vocational

subjects related to post-secondary employment also seems more evident

as school size increases, probably because only as schools get larger

can they offer such programs. More than one-fourth of the large schools

reported this as a reason for decline in other subject areas.- Comments

on the questionnaires suggest that, in small schools, there is less

opportunity to select vocational subjects and the trend is not so

evident. At the same time, the introduction of mandatory subjects in

those smaller schools has meant that both students and staff have been

drawn away from subjects that have a direct relationship to post-

secondary employment.

The choice by students of less-demanding subjects was reported by

almost one-third of the principals, and there were almost no differences

based.on size of school. Ironically, this question drew the most

explo/sive comment received during the study. One secondary school

principal, returned his questionnaire with the comment that the

implication that students would choose subjects just because they

were easy so infuriated him that he refused to complete the question-

naire. He apparently failed to recognize the fact that many students

may wish to enrol in less difficult options to complement a heavy

schedule in other areas. Students seem more realistic. One group

..of students, when being interviewed in connection with a related study,

for example, stated freely that in their semestered program, they tried

to select one easier subject when they were timetabled to take three

courses with heavy assignments. Othersindicated that they took.courses

at an easier level so that they would have more free time--to work,

or for pleasure and recreational activities. Judging from the
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principals' responses, a good many students do select at least some

of their courses on this basis.

From one-fourth to one-third of the principals cited "other reasons"

for pronounced decline of enrolments in specific areas of the. curriculum.

One principal wrote that, as the Francophone population in his area

has increased from:60%.to 70%, so haS the request for additional

French courses. "This means that the number of- students_ taking English

courses is limited and therefore accounts for the drop in enrolment

in those courses." Another principal reported that courses in the

technical area in his school were declining noticeably. He stated

that this was not due to Ministry policy about required subjects.

believes the most important-factor in this case is that of teachers'

personalities. Another principal made a similar comment that student

course selection "is influenced by quality of teachand attitude

of teachers." Teacher variables were noted by other principals as

well. One of them wrote that "most enrolment declines are temporary

and vary with student whims regarding timetable, teacher, and peer

pressure." Another stated that some courses which had dropped in

enrolment are "poorly presented by the teacher as being worthwhile

and viable." Finally, enrolment drape in French were attributed by

one principal to lack of interest on the part of his rural Anglophone

community and by another as reflecting poor reception of the pressure

placed upon elementary students to take French.

Several high schools have experienced changes in program organi-

zation. because of student choice of subjects as opposed to declining

enrolments in general. The principal of a fully composite school,

for example, stated during one of theinterviews that the school

formerly had a four-year technical program in,which the first year

was a survey.program. Students spent six weeks in six shop areas



during the first year. This was dropped as being unsatisfactory, and

Grade 9 students were simply allowed to enrol in Grade10 technical

courses. "We wanted to maintain the idea that a student would have

a Grade 12 technical program upon graduation" even though the program

had been reduced to a three-year one. The school had also dropped

double credits in shops at one time because there had been a shift

away from technical courses. This is now changing, and the technical

program is drawing -students into the school. Indeed, there is a

waiting list for shops courses. Consequently, there is now a move

back to double credits so that students can earn more credits in

the technical program and so that courses will be long enough to

Allow for work completion. The principal attributes the increase in

student interest in technical courses to media coverage about the lack

Candidates for skilled trades.

The priribipal of another school noted that there seemed to be

fewer students opting for advanced level courses and'more opting for

general level courses since more are choosing "with an eye'to community

college or employment after graduation." One principal wrote that

the creation of a separate Occupations department in his school and

the extension to a three-year program had - helped his school to maintain

an: even increase enrolments, but it would also reduce enrolments in

courses at other levels to some extent. These examples serve to

illustrate that student choice of levels of difficulty may also lead

to the reduction in courses at other levels.

The principal of a medium-sized SchOol that had not faced declining

enrolment and does not anticipate any such trend stated that Latin-

courses had been in difficulty foi more than five years. The school

has- increased its classes in technical and business areas at the same

time that there have been too few student demands for courses in other
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areas. "The decline in demands seems to be related to the fact that,

haVing a broad choice, students choose on the basis of teacher person-

ality, reported appeal of courses, etc."

These and other oomments suggest that declining enrolments in

particular courses and subject areas are_ the result of many and varied

factors. While some of the reasons relate to the size of the school

and its program diversity,_to Ministry policy, or to societal trends,

other causes may be found in the interplay of a host of contextual

variables in the school and in the community. One of the important

"other" variables is the teacher---his or her personality, attitudes,

and teaching ability.

COOEtration with Other Organizar.ions

A feature of.many school programs is the Cooperation that exists

u7donQ schools and between a-school and other community organizations,

busines.-7es and industry. Such cooperation adds flexibility and breadth

to school programs and provides an excellent i roduction to the world

of work for participatirg students.. The survey tried to identify

patterns related to the nature and scope of cooperatiVe programs and

identified five areas of cooperation involving 10 per cent or more of

schools of all sizes. As well, several individual schools had-unique

cooperative programs. Many principals indicated that they had been

involved in cooperative prOgrams for several years; others wrote that

the concept was not applicable to their situations. The data are .

summarized in Table 20.

Work experience programs generally are organized so that a student

spends a short period of time, u3ually from one'to two weeks, working

outside the school. Co-operative education programs are specifically-

defireA forms of work experience. According to Circular H.S.1: 1979-81,
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the in-school portion normally consumes one-third of the student's

'time, with work outside the school normally comprising two-thirds of

--,the time. Regulations'regardingcredits and other specifications are

described in Chapter 2. Both types of programs involve cooperation

between the school and local buSinesses, industries, or companies.

Principals reported cooperative activities between the secondary

school and'three kinds of educational institutions: elementary schools,

other secondary Schools,and universities or community colleges (Colleges

of Applied Artsand.Technology). This type of cooperation usually

involves-sharing of facilities and/or staff, the latter in cases

where students from one school attend a class in another. A variety

of cooperative arrangements between.the secondary school and community

organizations or groups made up that response category. Such activities

often involve community use of school facilities or, in turn, school use

of community facilities such as libraries, swimming pools, bowling alleys.

;Table 20

Cooperative Programs in Secondary Schools

Size of School

Program
Description Small

Medium
Small

Medium
Large Large Totals,

N 7 63 N = 92 N = 119 N = 38 N = 312

Work ExperienOe 16 (25%) 33 (36%; 57 (48%) 13 (34%) 119 (38%)

Cooperative
Education 4 ( 6%) 14 (15%) 21 (18%) 12 (32%) 51 (16%)

Cooperation with:

Elementary School(s) 9 (14%) 12 (13%) 14 (12%), 3 ( 8%) 38 (12%)

Other Secondary
Schdol(s) 17 (27%) 13 (14%) 16 (13%) 5 (13%) 51 (16%)

Colleges and
Universities 1 ( 2%) 2 ( 2%) 6 ( 5%) 3 ( 8%) 12 ( 4W

Community
Organizations 10 (16%) 15 (16%) 20 (17%) 3 ( 8%) 48 (/15%)

Note: Percentages are rounded.
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Work experience programs have been the most popular form of co-

operative effort to date. While 38% of all schools have some work

experiende program, this practice is most common in medium-large

schools and least common in small schools (likely because there are

/

insufficient "places" for student placement in rural communities and

because the small school itself often offers only an academic program,

as we have seen). Similarly, very few small schools have been able

to introduce the co-operative education program. The latter is

currently available primarily in large schools and, to a lesser extent,

in medium-sized schools.

Cooperation with other elementary and secondary schools, in con-

trast to programs involving students' working in the community, is

more common in small schools than it is in larger schools. This very

likely reflects the adage, "Necessity is the mother of invention."

Whatever the reason, more than one-fourth of the small schools cooperate

with another secondary school in the .sense of shared facilities or

program. Although very few secondary schools report cooperative

activities involving neighbouring colleges or universities, a slightly

larger percentage of large schools than of other size schools do so.

The large schools apparently do not have many cooperative activities

involving community groups or organizations, whereas around 16% of the

schools in each of the other categories reported activities of this

type.

To get a flavour of the variety of cooperative activities reported.

by principals across the province, we selected a sample of comments

written in response to the questionnaire item. These statements also

provide, by implication, clues to th'e philosophies which characterize

individual schools. The comments were organized by program description,

as in Table 20. Some categories were combined. Each of the statements
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below is a direct quote from a secondary school'principal.

Work Experience and

Co-operative Education Programs

(Note: Many of the schools which reported some kind of work

experience program also have some other kind of cooperative endeavours.

Examples are provided in the "combination" category below.)

"Alternative School - routing dropouts; life skill
and work skill programs for our students."

."An extensive work program involving over 130 local

industries."

"Work experience in commercial and teChnical subjects

has been a practice for seven years."

Cooperation with ther

Elementary or Secondar Schools

"Selected Grade 8 students obtain a credit in year 1

Typing at the high school."

"We are presently teaching.4 classes of shops from

3:30 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. daily for a. non-public school."

"Neighbouring schools send us students for one semester
who Only have 3-4 credits required to graduate."

"We are working with a neighbouring composite secondary

school whereby some of our students are taking subjects.

not offered here (i.e. music, drafting) and some of their

students-are taking courses at this school not offered

there (i.e. technical(courses)."

"A satellite class from the Haven School for the trainable

mentally retarded is operating in our school this year."

"We share a music teacher with the elementary school. We
take all grade 13 students from the (other) secondary

school. Students may elect courses in either secondary

school."
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"We are working fairly closely with the Board's night
school program which has expanded this year to include
several credit course offerings."

Cooperative 1Activities with

Community GrOups or Organizations

"Community library sed as a.teaching area for one
English course twice a month. All recreational
facilities, arena, pool,, school gymnasium are on a
cooperative basis."

"We have a chaplaincy counselling program whereby one
member of the clergy is, available each morning -to any
interested, student."

"Youth Centre offers dance, mOsic, gymnastics, etc.
courses in our building (300 Youngsters)."

"Local industries provide technical shops with great
quantities of surplus materials (wood, metal) free of
charge."

\

"Our library has an inter-library loan plan.with the
Public Libra, yland,other schools\."

Combinations of Cooperative

Programs and Activities

'Grade XII Phys. Ed. uses local facilities - Bowling
Alley, Riding Stables, Ice Rink; Golf Course,
- Occupations and Grade XII Commercial and Technical
students all have .a work experience program.

1

- Family Studies Grade XI students visit individually
a Child Care Centre. for experience.
- Occupations and Family Studies. have contact with
police, health units, etc."

"We get great cooperation with all facets of our
community.-work exPerience,,resource. material,
ministerial, Legion, Lion's Club, women's'\groupsy7
etc. We are attempting to enlarge our work, ex 7'
nerience programme this_year to include occuprational,
technical and commercial students in tradeS, mills,
etc.
- Alternative schools - for those students w1 ho lack
a few credits for a diploma."
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"The House Building Program has been a 'boon to our

.technical budget and extremely m'eaningfulto our

Senior Fabrication Students. /

- Cooperative Education - our two7daycycle enables

the kids to be in school one day on the job the

next. We' ave kids at Radio StationinMarketing,
Municipal Offices, the Penal Institution,dn's
Sears, Law Offices;etc. The employers and the kids

are thrilled. We also' have about 12 adults, who have

returned to upgrade or pick up new secretarial skills,

a tremendous market that hasn't been tapped.

- Our Math Department takes Grade 8 students in their
Grade IX Program - great for the gifted child."

Summary

'In this chatter, we have presented information about Ontario

secondary schools as they are entering what is predicated to be a

decade of declining enrolments. As noted in the introduction-to

this chapter, one should neither expect decline to impact with the

same intensity nor to the same extent on schools 19cated in very

different kinds. of communities, some of which are still growing in

population.

For the purposes of this study, schools were sorted by size into

four arbitrarily defined categories (i.e., small =1\fewer than 600

students; medium small = 600 to 999; medium large = 1,000 to 1,500;

large = more than 1,500 students). We recognize that\the "cut -off"

points between categories are arbitrary, and that a change of enrol-

ment of one student could change a school's category but\would rarely

change a school's program. Nevertheless, the categorization by size

has merit for purposes of data analysis. The tables presented in this

chapter reveal that size of school has some relationship to other

school characteristics and to program and organization. The strength

of this relationship should be tested further against a host of, other

viables, both external to the school and internal to the school..
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In terms of school characteristics, we found that the majority of

schools usc" English as. theJanguage of instruction. French language.

schools and bilingual schools jthe latter with two exceptions) were

either medium-sized or small. While the majority of the secondary

schools in the sample offer Grades 9-13, some 37% of the smalschools

cannot offer Grade 13.

There were differences between schools in the various size categories

in terms of the difficulty levels of courses that they offer. Modified

level courses generally are offered by around one-third of the small

'or medium-sized schools, but only by approximately 20% of the large

schOols. 'Basic level courses are found in more Medium-small schools

(83%) than in the schools in any other size category. -Some 97% of the

.

medium-largd and large schools offer Courses at the general and advanced

levels. In contrast, around one-fourth of the small schools do not

offer advanced 'level courses.

There is a further relationship between size and the particular

Combination of difficulty levels available,to students. The most

common pattern across the province was the combination of general,
A

advanced, and basic level courses, a pattern which providei all but

the modified level appropriate for Octupations or exceptional Students,

Howeer, only 22% of the small schools ,had this pattern. For them,

the most common pattern (38% of the small schools) was to offer only

general and advanced level courses. Only 6% of the small schools

offered the full range of difficulty levels,,,compared with one-fourth

Of the medium-sized schools which offer all four'levels.. Indeed, it

is the medium - sized schools rather than the large schools which have

attempted to offer fully Comprehensive-programs to a significant

Because of this, the Medium-siz d schools will likelyfind.their

prbgrams most affeCted in nature by declining enrolments.
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Turning to the extent_of decline, we pointed out in the introduction

to this chapter that the full impact of decline on secondary schools is

not expected to be felt until around 1983. or 1984. Thus, it is not

surprising that only 35% of the schools in our sample have already been

declining across .the past five years, with another 14% just beginning

to decline in enrolments. About one-fourth of the schOols still have

,steady enrolment patterns and the others are still experiencing in-

creases in enrolment. -Some of the principals whom we interviewed,

however; told us of startling enrolment.projections, the most drastic

of which involves a 63% reduction in student enrolment between the

school's peak enrolment and its projected enrolment in 1984. It appears

that the rate of decline will be highest in medium-sized schools,

'N\

particularly those in urban areas.

The examination of organizational and program changes in high

schools during the past five yearS reveals that the majority of schools

have not had to introduce extensive organizational changes to date.

However, this situation may change, as we shall see in the next chapter.

One type of change reported by as many as one-fourth of, the principals

.during the recent'pest has been the "stacking" of classes into courses

of more than one difficulty level and/or more than one grade level.

This practice, and the strategy of offering courses in alternate years,

is reflective of schoOl size andwill likely increase as enrolments

decline. Some schools, including one-fourth of the large schools,

have moved to a:semestered organization in recent years.. Many principals

look on the adoption of semestering as a means of attempting to draw in

students from non-semestered schools and, thus, to offset decline.-
, -

While a variety of:other types of organizational changes were described,

it is important-to remember that none of'these changes were character-

istic of a majority of Schools.. Further, of the changes already
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introduced, only 13% were reported as being caused by enrolment declines

and only 6% were attributed to Ministry regulations. A repeat of this

study after another five years Might well show a much different

provincial picture.

Further, this chapter presented information about declining enrol-

ments that had occurred over-the past five years in particular courses

or subjects. The subject area that has been most affected in the recent

past, according to the questionnaire responses, is that of Languages.

This is followed by declines in the area of Arts, History, and Geography.

There appears to be little relationship, between school size and declining

enrolments in particular subject areas. That is, all schools are ex-

periencing decreasing student choices in the same subject areas. Never-

theless, there is a relationship between size of school and extent of

decline in these areas. Specifically, larger percentages of medium-

sized schools repOrt declines across most ofthe areas affected. Further,

smaller percentages of small^schools than of schools in any other size

category report declines in any subject areas except that of Business,

Science., and Physical Education. :Because programs in small schools

have-often been limited to core academic,subjedts anyway, there is less

room for fluctuations among subject areas.

In describing the "reasons for declining enrolments in particular

subject areas, i:is clear that there haS been an impact because of

-

the Ministry of Education policy change to compulsory subjects.
- '

However,

student choice of less demanding subjects was also very importantas, a

factor. Some 30% of the principals-gave other reasons for the 'changes.

A greatmany of these also reflected student choices, not of easy courses,

but of courses selected because of teacher personality, attitudes,' and

abilitis. In analyZing the reasons for-course enrolment,.fluctuations,

-

it is evident that small schddls are less vulnerable than are larger
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schools to changes in societal trends or even to the Ministry change

to compulsories (which comprised most of their program, anyway). The

medium-sized schools appear most. vulnerable in this regard, likely

because they have offered more options for student choice.

We found that secondary schools engage in a wide variety of co-

operative activities with other schools, organizations, or community

c,7groups. Work experience programs' involving local business and industry

was the most commonly reported type of cooperative venture, followed

by co-operative education programs, cooperation with other secondary

- schools, and cooperation with community organizations. Again, size

had a relationship to the typeofcooperative activity. Small schools

were less likely to have work experience programs than were schools

in other.categories, and very, veryfew of them had a co7operative

education program. The medium-sized schools led in numbers of work

experience programs,'-while large schools did so in terms of

co-operative education prograMs. In. contrast, proportionately more

small schools than larger ones reported a cooperative activity with

. .

an elementary school or with another secondary school; probably because'

o

they have either to share program or sacrifide program;

Discussion

As this chapter has shown, size of school has at least a moderate

relationship with school' pi.ogreM. Clearly', individual schools deviate

from the pattern within any arbitrarily defined size category. One

:can offer generaliZations, however, for most schools within a size

range. We offer some generalizations here, based upon the findings

in our study and those reported in.Rideout et al. (1977).

Most of the small schools have never been in a position of being

able to offer a wide variety of optionsfor students at a variety of
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difficulty levels. Many of them have never been able to offer technical

and vocational subjects or a full range_of commercial subjects. For

this reason, the Ministry change to compulsory subjects in Grades 9

and 10 had little effect on the small schools. In essence, the Ministry

had defined as compulsory most of what already was the school program.

Further, changes in societal trends or educational priorities that

impinge on the kinds and variety of options offered to students affect

small schools less than they affect larger schools. The small schools

are much less likely to be able to adapt the school program to meet a

special need or emphasis. Small schools, nevertheless, are subject

to an internal factor, that has nothing to doT,,ith size per se., That is,

student choice of,"easy" subjects or choice of subjects taught by a

"good" teacher,affects enrolments in the courses' offered-just

as it noes in schools of larger size.

Small schools also feel some impact ofMinistry policy changes',

albeit-not tO the same extent as in other schools. Certain options

have had to be withdrawn in order toprovide staff for core curricula.

The necessity of providing core courses'at various levels of,difficulty

has posed at least two sets of problem'S. One is related to the problems

.

of numbers of courses.. Small schools find it particUlarly difficult,
[

if,not impossible; to staff courses-It all levels of difficulty. The

problem is compounded by the fact that only small numbers of students

enrolin courses at basic or modified levels. Around one-:fourth of

the small schools are noteven-able to offer an advanced' level. It is

not economically'feasible tomount many small classes. Related to'the

. ; ,
first problem isthe second.. ,Regulations 704 and 407 stipulate the

necessary qualifications for teachers in specific programs, and 704'

'alsosets the maximum size fOr special education classes. Since every

school has a.set number of staff members based upon 'a predetermined
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pupil-teacher ratio, the assignment of teachers to small_classes means

that other classes must be enlarged. Small schools also may lack a

full staff of persons qualified in a wide range of subject areas.

In spite of the restrictions posed by size of staff and student

numbers, small schools cope, some more satisfactorily than others.

The need to provide courses at various levels of difficulty is often

Met to some extent by stacking classes, either by combining levels of

difficulty or by combining grades. The success of this 'practice,

we are told, varies with the combination of students involved, the

skill and attitude of the teacher, and the general philosoph' of the

school. The, combination of basic and general levels is reportedly

more often untisfactory than is' the combination ofadvanced and

generaJ levels. "Either combination is obviously better in the hands
,

of a teacher who teaches to each group in,the, combined class, than it

is in the hands of a teacher who teaches as' if all the students were

a-common.level. Unfortunately, small schools are often located

in small school boards where there are:feW, subject consultants to

_
i

.

assist developing materials and gUidea for usein such combination

classes.

The praCtice of offering courses in alternate years is a commonly

used device for coping with small enrolments. Although the procedure

seems reasonably sound, one should keep in mind the. observation that

optional subjects which are alternated tend to diSapPear. The.same

'principal who made,that observation toted'Uiat less-matur:1 .tudents

have difficulty, in coping with core courses when forced to take them

at a younger age than usual.

Small schools are less likely than. larger schools to be 'involved

in cooperative education or work experience programs since, aacking

facia ties and staff in .the technical and"vocational-areaS, they may
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not nave sought out opportunities Luz- WOK expcLiellt,e 111

areas for their students. The limited job market for vocational students

in small communities may be a further consideration. However, while we

recognize that they have some real difficulties, and especially in rural

areas, we note that some small rural schools have indeed managed to find

work oppoitunities for their students. As well, small schools do seem

to cooperate more with other\neighbouring schools in the sharing of

facilities and programs.

As we shall see in the next chapter, declining enrolment has the

unfortunate consequence that Many teachers are declared surplus or

redundant. The reaction to that consequence has been a major effort

on the part of the teachers' federations to protect their members,

through collective agreements with'school.boards. The direct impact

of these agreements is upon workload, pupil-teacher ratio, and class

size, each of which indirectly affects teacher surplus and; redundancy.

Collective agreements vary from board to board. As a matter of

interest we have,noted some variation between schools in the degiee

to whiCh principals can gain the cooperation of teachers in exceeding

Workload'and clasS size provisions in the agreement. It is fair. to

say that teachers, in small schools generally have carried'a heavier

'workload ir, the sense of more course preparations and more instructional

Periods than have their peers in larger schools (who may, in turn,

generally haVe had larger class sizes). As deblining\enrolment increases,

the small-school principal may find his teachers less filling to exceed

negotiated limits.
4'

The terms, of reference for thiS study calledfor a focus especially

on large and small schools. However, we found that medium-Sized schoolbs

are the ones more likely to undergo change in the very nature of

their school programs-as enrolment decline accelerates. In this chapter,

we. have seen that medium-sized schools are those which have made the

ti



most visible extorts co prov a.uu t.uutpL=lic.L.vc

of difficulty levels. -Like large- schools, they have had enough students

in the past to offer many of the newer courses in line with curricular

guidelines, and to maintain the full academic. program. However, to a greater

extent than in large schools;:declining enrolment lessens the possibility

that enrolments in the various courses will remain at viable levels.

Aswe shall see in the next chapter, some program reduction is

expected in most schools because of decline in the total enrolment in

the school. As decisions about reduction are taken, student choice of

courses will be more likely to "save" new, innovative courses than many

of the senior level, academic courses, if student choice alone determines

school program. A good'many schbois report few degrees of freedom with

respect to negotiated workload limits, and e=eptions are.oftenmetvith'

grievances, Staff surplus and redundancydecisions may leave a lack of.

staff with qualifications necessary to maintain the full range of courses..

and programs they' have proudly introduced.' In short, the generalizations

made for Small schoo18 may be applicable in the next fiVO years to a good

many schools that currently are in the medium-sized category. Fadeout (1977),

for example, predicts that the percentage-of Ontario Secondary schools-in

the under-400 category will rise from 8% to almost one-third of'all the

-high schools -in the province. Many of these schools-stand to lose a good

part of What they once had as their program.
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The Impacts of Declining Enrolments, Collective
,Agreements, and Government Regulations and
Priorities on Secondary School Program and
Organization

As the information in Chapters 2 and 3:suggests, a host of factors

other.than decline already profoundly affect program organization in

secondary schools. However, the collective impact of these factors

will be exacerbated in the 1980's-by declining enrolments. Survival,

not only of particular courses or subject areas but also of particular

schools themselves, will become problematic. By the middle of the

decade, few secondary schools in the province will enjoy the."luxury" of

having to accommodate only to changeS in Ministry or Government re-

quirements,:societal expectationSf, teather demands during negotiations,

or even student choice "-dourses While the particular difficulties

they,willfade and-theqpossible alternatives they can reasonably con-

sider will vary,. most schools will feel the.impact of decliningenkolments.,

It is difficult-to eeParate the impact of decline on school-program

and staffing froM.the impact of collective agreements and: Ministry or

Government requirements -and priorities. In reality, all these faCtors

interact in affecting/the school's program organization and program

-delivery. Nevertheless, we"have attempted totreat- these three major

factors as analytically, separate. This chapter is devoted to'Analyses
- 1

of these factors as they impact on the school and on the principal'e

managerial role. The date presented were collected frbm writtencomments,
,.

-* on -alp, provincial survey of secondary school. principals (Appendix A)

1
and froM/;discusSionsmduring interviews with 30 principals

1
-These comments. nd discussions, although correctly reported, somet4meS
.refledt,differericee of,int4ipietation and/or misinformation regarding-

Ministry policies: We have footnoted,somedf the more,obviouS instances

of misinformation. ,



As principals discussed these issues, we observed that many are

already working with school staffto finis innovative or alternative ways

of preserVing program. A.few are working with staff to redefine objectives

in order to guide decisions about program reduction and even additions.

Such internal school efforts are verY\worthwhile. Howeve'r, in at least

some areas of the province, unless solutions to problems are s ught from

,
-across-school boundaries, it may be.very difficult to provide even an

approximation of equality of educational opportunity. Although such

alternatives are the subject of discussion in Chapters 5 and 6, we argue

'that solutions should be sought in the light of full knowledge of the

:problems faced at the school level. It is toward the definition\of the

. .

-prOblems that this chapter is addresied.:'

THE IMPACT OF DECLINING ENROLMENTS

Reduction of program is the major concern of secondary school

principals when they=speak about the effect of declining entolthent.-
r

This concern is expressed by Principals of very small schools and.of.

very large schools. In essence, what the principals realize is that

deClining enrolments directly affect the size of:the school, and size

of school has a definite relationship to program, both from the.Stand7

point;of viable-class sizes and also from the standpoint of adequate

staff numbers.. and qualifications.. Nevertheless, while the concern

about decreating size leading to program reduction is universally

expressed, the nature and extent of anticipated program reduction

differs among principals. whoSe 'schoore'already vary in size and progtam.

Staff members and students from small secondary schools (schools

with enrolments of less than 690) have been aware; jor'a lOng time,.'

of -the relationshipbetween size and program. 'For them, declining

"'enrolments bean even' More restrictions on-what often is already a
..

.

fairly narrowly defined, academic program. Such schools have never
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been able to provide a "supermarket" of courses at a range of difficulty.

levels. For small schools becoming smaller, the "trauma" of decline

will come in the fear of school closure. The minimal impact of decline

will involve cutting back the program a bit more, stretching staff

resources a bit more, combining grades and levels, or finding alternative

ways of offering program.

In contrast', schools that have been very large, with more than

1,500 students, typically have offered a wide range of courses and

depending upon the students served, a wide range of difficulty levels.

For schools with enrolments of more than 2,000, decline may be viewed

with a small sigh of relief. Declines in the current enrolment of

several percentage points will still result in a school size conducive to

offering a.diversified program. ;While program reduction in large

'athOols will occur, therefore, the'reduction will come in some of the

'm y optional subjects or in terms of. the "stacking" of courses now

offered at various levels of difficulty. Minimal impact likely will

involve some-reduction in the numbers of sections available fbr one

course.. It is difficult to foresee "a "trauma" of decline for the

very large secondary schOols.

The mediUm-eized secondary.echoOls, ranging in size fram:600 to, .

1,500 atudents; may well be more than "caught,in the middle." The

majority of Ontario's secondary schools now fall into this category.
. -

Clearly, 'the schools with from 600 to 900 students are relatively small

now and face many of the difficulties that smaller schools face in

trying to offer a diversified program. Decline will affect them in

much,the same way as it will affect smaller' schools, except that they

may have more options available for elimination before'having to turn,

o

to dhangeSA:n core program: The medium-large secondary schools,, with

'more than '1,0,00 studentg, may well face the,greatest, intensity or "trauma"'
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of decline. Having introduced a diversified program for the students

they serve, they have more to lose with decline. For some, combining

difficulty levels or grade levels within courses will be sufficient to

forestall more drastic reductions in program. For others, however,. the

extent of decline will be such as to significantly change the school

program.

As observed in Chapter 3, many of the medium-large secondary schools

(in which enrolments have reached between 1,000 and 1,500 for

several yearS) will expe'rience a rate of decline that will place them

in the small or medium-small school category before 1990. For

some of them, the "trauma" of decline will come in the form of a

drastically curtailed program, a loss of what they have had, a redefini-

tion of the.purposes'of their program. It is difficult to equate the

impadt of areductionof 90 students in .a school of 38 students

with a'reduction-of 752 Students in a school that formerly,had 1,225

students. The 300 students who will atend the first school in:1984

may have to select courses from a program somewhat more limited than

that available to their sisters and7brothers who attended the school

during the 1970:s. However, the 475 students attending the second

school in 1984 likely will select courses from a. school program completely .

different frOm that available to their older sIsters and brothers during

the 1970's. A vicious cycle ensues as parents/ look for a larger school to

which to send their children, thus furtheriaccelerating the rate of decline.

-,- /
What will,the program, be like for schools reduced by decline to

/
.

,', .

fewer than 600 student? Ananswer may, be found by considering the
,

.

,

characteriStics of schools that are already Small. On the questionnaire,

to principals,. we asked for comments about the-ways that the size of

school and:/or declining enrolment' had restricted the range of prograth,

offered.--Since the questionwas asked in the past tenie,. respoAdents



tended to be principals of small or medium-small schools or of schools

already in decline. Many principals left this question blank or

1

commented that it was not yet applicable to them. The responses of

small-school principals describe the relationship between size and

program.

Examples of the alreadyrestricted program in small schools were

given, by several principals. For exampierame commented that "School

size has demanded,a very traditional program:" Another stated that

his school is unable to offer a technical program or, Art. A third

wrote that, because of the size of the school, they were unable to

offer Grade 13. A fourth,commented that his school cannot offer

enough programs for all the secondary school students in the commuhity.

''Cloee to half of the students from the secondary school panel travel

42 miles. a day to go to two other high schools." Another small school

principal wrote, 'We haVemintained ranges, but staff is suffering

.

from burn7out." Finally; a principal dkplained that his school has

to limit the number of stUdents,in technical and.commercial subjects

beCause of the laCk of'faCilities and monies: As an example, he noted -

that Only one7third of the students wanting to take Welding could be

.accommodated. i/
,

Principals of some medium-siZed schools alsowrOte-coMmente about

_sizeand-progkam. For example, one stated; "The size of our school

. ,

is .
mainly responsible for ouk ability to run only limited program

in4krt and Music, and no program in Agriculture, although we live in

a strong agricultural area." Several commented about not being able

to offer a,range of difficUlty levels in'all subject areas.;

The.kind of program restrictions described above may become more

common in the province ,during the 1980's. Principals tend to speak
c

of.three major kinds of'impact-of decline: elimination ofcourses,



reduction in levels, and schoolIclosure. Each of these is discussed

in the subsections that follow.

Elimination of Courses

Although a good many principals provided no answers to the quest-

ionnaire item which inquired about the ways that size of school and/or

declining enrolment has restricted the range of program which might be

offered,--2-3kwrote in responses indicating fewer course offerings. One-

third of the principals of small schools, 26% of those from medium-small

schools, 15% of the principals from medium-large schools, and 21% of the

large school principals identified this restriction. As noted, the

question was worded in the past tense. It became clear during the inter-

views. that,:had the question been worded With.referenceto the next

decade, the response rate would have been much greater.

'It must be remembered that-Ministry diploma requirements involving
1

core subjects in Grades 9 and 10 ."protede. these sUbjecte frbm'total

elimination.,..- However, because they are required, the Ministry has urged

secondary schools to: provide. a range of difficulty levels in eaCh.core

subject. Decline will limitthe school's'ability to meet that recommend -'

ation. Beyond required core subjects, the information in Chapter 3

indicates that student choice of optional subjects has already led to

small enrolments in some areas of the. school program. Thus, as the total,

school enrolment decreases, decline will vary across the subject areas

within a. school. Courses attracting smaller student 'enrolments will be

obvious targets for elimination, regardless of their pedagogical merit,

Unless alternatives such as "stacking" are emplOyed:

The principal of a medium-sized school wrote, "Each reduction in

total school size means a reduction in .program balance throughout the

school." In his school, decline meant that each year he would be reducing
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shops. The principal of another medium-sized secondary school also

Stated that many senior shop classes in his school would have to be

cancelled soon because of declining enrolment. A third medium-sized

school principal pointed out that his school was reducing options at

the senior level "at the rate bf two per year." Another stated that,

although his sChOol board had allowed them a very low pupil-teacher

ratio (14.5:1) in the past, so that the school could offer parallel

programs in French language, "restrictions are coming." Finally,
la

from a medium-sized school came the following response:

Size of school dictates the number of teachers allocated.
When a school gets below 1,000, and 60 of these are
occupations students, the size 'of the senior school gets

to the point where optionS have to be cut. When this
happens, others 'leave to get these subjects at another
school, which further aggravates the problem--a snowball
effect.

The particular options that are cut-are often determined by the

extent of student choices from among the courses or programs offered

in the school. Another factor may be availability' of teachers with

the specialization needed, as we shall see later. A third factor is

the overall nature of the school program. For. example, if a school

tends to have a large business.program and a small technical program,

the latter may be eliminated or reduced further with declining enrolments.

,Zeveral principals spoke of reductions in'the technical area. One

medium-sized school already has eliminated Electronics and another

,expects Electronics to "disappear" next year. Art was mentioned for

likely cutbacks or elimination by several principals. One prindipal

stated that his staff was faced now with the decision of dropping

German. Another stated that, although his community has a large number

of German residents, there were only 12,Grade 9 students this year who

requested a beginning German course. Thus, the school has'decided to

offer beginning German only on alternate years, so that both Grade 9
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and 10 stUdents will enrol and make up a viable class of around 23 or

24 students. This same principal stated that the-Music program in his

schoolwill be eliminated, since there were currently only ,28 students

from Grade'J' 13 who were interested in Music courses.

.A .0iod many principals wrote or spoke of the timetabling conflicts

and redlibtion in flexibility brought about by having too many single-
,

section courses., a probleM that increases as size decreases. While

there are some single-section courses in Grades 9 and 10 in many schools,

this is much more common at the senior level where there are only two

required credits (in English or Anglais).. Examples from Grades 9 and

10 came from a large school, in which the principal Stated that they

were having to combine technical classes in particular; and from a

medium-sized school where the Grade 9 Art course was dropped. Many

more examples were given for senior level courses. The principal of

a medium-sized school wrote that his school had more and more "singleton"

sections, with many options apparently "competing with one another."

The result has been that "Moderns, Music, and Geography are falling

off. Many technical courses have combined year levels (e.g. Grade 11 and

12 Electricity) taught together." The principal of a large school

commented that declining enrolment had been felt primarily at the

Grade 13 level. His school dropped Portugese and Geography this year.

"The majority of our Grade 13 classes are small, which results in

larger classes for the other grades. The same effects are starting

to appear in Grade 12."

The effects of competition among optional subjects was discussed

by one of our interview groups. One of the principals talked about

the fact that his staff was concerned that the school offered an im-

balancec.of business courses in comparisOn with other program areas.

A particular. bone of contention was that the Business Mathematics
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course, "which is legally a Math course, is directly competing with

our Phase 2 'basic) Math course." The staff may decide to drop Business

Mathematics. These comments led another principal to add that his

schoO1 is also coriglaer.tag'dropping BusinesS Mathematics for a different

reason, namely, low_enrolments. He has already had calls from two

parents who "threaten" to send their children to another school if that

program is dropped. He stated that the parents want "security", an

assurance that what their children want to take will be offered.

The principals of two large schools had varying views about the

impact of decline, likely reflecting a difference already present in

their approaches to program. Cme of them stated that his school was

down to "a nice size" for a composite school--around 1,200--and he

doedn't expect much program contraction. "Our program hasn't gone

hog-wild like some have in terms of individualization and a multituie

of offerings. We don't have 28 English courses in Grade 9--that sort

of thing--so there isn't that much room for core contraction." His

school, however, may have to reduce optional areas such as technical,

business, Theatre Arts and the like, and perhaps run a three-year program

in Latin rather than a four-year program. The other principal stated

that it was core areas rather than optional areas that wouldbe affected

by decline in his school. (They expect about 100 fewer Grade 9 students

to enrol next year. Since 'only a fraction of that'100 might have taken

Typing, Music, Home Economics, Art or technical courses, those areas

are not affected so much and are not likely to lose teachers. But each

of the 100 would have taken English,Math, Science, and Geography---

"Those are the subjects that the decline is hitting.",

Many principals are involving staff in making decisions related to

program, reduction. The principal of a small school, for example, stated

that they would either have to sacrifice. some options or make classes
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in'core areas "considerably larger." He is involving his total staff

in that policy decision becaUSe"it will call for some kind of sacrifices

on their part. Another principal= mentioned that-Grades 12 and 13 have

already been combined in both Getman and Latin, but these will be "the

first to go." At the moment, theSe combined courses are being preserved

because the teachers have voluntarily taken them on as extra courses

_beyond the contractual workload.In the year that has. just passed, four

teachers carried an extra class vOluntatily rather than see the courses

disappear.

The principal of a fairly large school concluded that there would

have to be some "shrinkage" of the school's curriculum because about

one-third of the courses were already taught in single classes.. He

has asked the school's department heads to establish criteria and guide-

lines for a "modification and trimming of the program that's carefully

thought through." He is desirous of making "intel)igent" decisions

by anticipating curricular changes:

We don't want the curriculum to shrink purely on the demands

of the marketplace. We don't want to wait to seethe options

the kids choose and then mark off the bottom ten courses. That

scares me bec.iuse there are educational considerations that we

have to deal with.

Where reduction means the total elimination of a course, some

principals are allowing students to enrol in correspondence courses

as a last resort. According to what we were told, the principal must

grant the admission to the correspondence course for full-time senior

level students. One principal stated that, when his school had to elim-

inate a Calculus course (Grade 13), a number of students asked to take this

by correspondence. The school's Mathematics department head agreed to help

the students with their assignments. Although the completion rate of

correspondence courses had been "very bad" until the last couple of

years, this principal said that they have recently had "more and
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more kids finishing them off."

Another principal's reaction was: "You are sort of robbing the hand

that feeds you, in the sense that you need that credit in your school

to maintain or build up your numbers." He.top has seen a great increase

in the number of students enrolling in correspondence courses. While

he tries to screen the applicants carefully, parents put pressure on

the principal to agree to the correspondence course for their youngsters.

"They find out that their kids can't study on their own. COmpletion

rate depends on the type of student.who enrols in it," he said. The

ability of the school,t6 provide correspondence students with assistance

and supervision is also another critical factor leading to the success-

ful completion of the courses.

Combining Grade Levels and

Difficulty Levels

Another' kind of program reduction is the reorganization of courses

into multi -grade or multi -level provisions; While this kind of "stacking"

usually involves two adjacent grade levels or difficulty levels (or both),

'a fUrther type of program reorganization is that of zero-level courses

or open courses, in which any student of any grade level or-ability may

enrol. This type of program reduction likely has been used for a long

time by small secondary schools, but it appears to be bedoming more and

'more commonplace. among schools of all sizes as enrolments decline.

One could argue that, if there were good, pedagogically -sound

reasons for strongly encouraging schools to offer courses at varying

levels of difficultyto accommodate differences among individual students,

the practice of "stacking" is not desirable. As we 'shall see later,"

however, a good many principals believe that inadequate general level

programs were developed inthe past so that.the needs of many students
,

have not been met effectively by offering separate general level courses.
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Nevertheless, the-task of meeting the needs of students in'classes

containing more than one grade level or difficulty level may be even

more burdensome. Such combinations may praserye program in one sense,,

but .they may well not meet individual student needs unless curriculum

guidelines, instructional guidelines, and relevant, professional develop-

ment activities are available to provide guidance for teachers:

The principal of a fairly large school that has had from 600 to

-650 pupils in Grade 9.in the past -said.that the school had traditionally

offered Grade 9 courses at a wide rangeof levels: Within a'year,

the Grade 9 cohort will be down to 350 so that the school must cut

back on the choices of levels available. "I think Grade 9 is-a critical

year, and I think that we have to take a careful look at the teacher's

strategy." Several principals mentioned the need to do more than

merely reduce the number of single-level courses. One possibility,

according to the principal of a medium-sized school that currently

offers courses at four levels, is-to have the students elect the

difficulty level upon which each one will be taught and evaluated,

and then to'have the teacher (in a "stacked" course) make an adjustment

accordingly in the evaluation of each student; thus, multi-level and

even multi-grade courses in subjects such as Languages or Art are

already being used "because the nature of the subject is more individ-

ualized, and the teacher can accommodate student differences."

Entering Grade 9 students are often advised by their parents to

elect advanced level courses even though the feeder school has recommended

general level, according to the principal of a medium-small school. The

result is that, of 46 students in Grade 9 History, for example, .11 are

in the general level and 35 are in the advanced level clasS. By Grade

, he explained that there is a more reasonable distribution of numbers

between the two levels. His school next year will divide the entering

Grade 9 students into two classes, both of which:will combine general
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and adVanced levels. The teacher of each class will have to "sort them

out". A nearby school had tried "actually sorting them in two classes

in each class and tried to teach them differently." A principal from

a different region, however, warned that the Federation affiliate in

his jurisdiction had taken a strong stand on the matter and had grieved

two cases of courses combining general and advanced levels. He said

that the combined classes were disbanded as a result. This might force

a school to move to open level courses; although schools in his area

have never had open courses in sub cts like English or History.

One of the principals had conducted a survey in his school and

found that "if a student is taking 4 level (general) English, you'll

find he's taking'no 5 level (advanced) courses." This applied, he

concluded, to 90% of the students in his school. Thus, he is.Con-

sidering a reorganization in which Grade 9 groups of students would

be identified and hand-timetabled to move as a group-to the core subjects

at least. He observed that ."As the Ministry eventually moves toward

core prcygrams, it is almost that way now." Timetabling by group would

avoid conflicts where single-sectiOn courses are offered. If the

principal timetables the core courses by groups of students, there

could be "two scramble periods" for the electives, a pattern that was

common. before timetables were individualized. While this would alleViate

the need to combine levels (assuming that electives were open-level

courses), the principal anticipates some staff dissension-as teachers

want either to be in the core or to teach one of the electives.

Various subject areas and courses were identified by principals

as onesin.which a combination of levels and/or of grades will be intro-
-

duceal Geography in Ii6th Grade 11 and 12, for example, wasjme mentioned

oftenas now having combined general and advanced levels. Some schools,

however, chose to combine Grade 11 general level with Grade 12 general
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level and to combine the advanced level classes, for both grades. At

least two interviewees mentioned offering Physics one year and Chemistry

the next year, so that many. Grade 11 students would be taking what used
\\

to be a Grade 12 course. .Alternate,year offerings of Grade 13 courses.

also cause students to enrol in some of these while still at the Grade

12 level.

Another very common trend appears to be the offering of senior

shops, with no course distinction between Grade 11 and 12 students. As

one principal explained, "We don't see any of our shopsdrafting,

electricity, machine shop, or woodworking--disappearing. They.will

simply be amalgamated as a senior shop program instead of different

shops at two-year levels." Courses like Machine Shops lend themselves

to a multi-grade organization, according to another principal, because

students can be given individualized projects.

Open level or zero level courses-were also discussed. Such courses

are open to all students, but they are not recommended by the Ministry

of Education. 'One principal called it a "horrible trap to fall into",

but he agreed that there is an ever-increasing number of cases of Grade

11, 12 and 13 students all in the same Spanish class, for example. He

saw this as an unfortunate compromise made to avoid loss of the program.

Another principal, however, stated that senior level 'courses such as

Grade 12 History were simply disappearing, since students elect the

open level Man in Society course. He argued that growth led to the

establishment of new courses, but in decline it is the traditional

courses like History and Geography that are disappearing, not the new

courses. "They take, exactly'the same thing and call it 'Man in Society'

and everybody will love it...Maybe it's handled in a different way."

Another principal admitted that his school has too many zero level

courses, "and the teachers have not got in their heads which ones in the
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class are'sort of,genei-al'level and which ones are more advanced

level." The result.is \that "it is the general level kid who is failing

dn-that larger class mixture." Other principals in his group agreed

that this was happening, over the whole province. His answer was to

haye the student-choose the level, put students in the same classroom

and have them taught in the same way, but to insist that course

assignments,iprojects, and student evaluation differ according to the

level selected.

Special concerns were expressed about the impact of declining enrol-

ment on Occupations programs and on modified and basic level courses.

Whatever the label, these courses are designed for students who range

from needing remedial work to those who have more serious learning

problems. One principal explained that his staff first considered

combining Grade 9 basic and general level courses, but they decided

it was better to combine Grades 9 and 10 basic levels into a single:

course and combine Grades 9 and 10 in general level courses. This

would meah that the teacher would at least haVe students who "have

basically the same ability", although some are older. The school

found that this was working well and was "keeping programs going---

it's the little red schoolhouse operating."

One of the principals stated that many. students who enrol in general

level courses "cannot handle it", so they offer a basic level. For

next yeak, however, this program has been "virtually eliminated."-

Detlining enrolment has so reduced the number of basic level students

that they will offer only general and adVanced levels starting next

year. Another principal also had a school situation in which there

were no longer enough, students requesting bas7ic level to make up a

class. In compulsory credit areas like English and Math, however, he

has two "Compatible" staff members timetable similarly so that they
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-team teach these.subject. "One may .be instructing while the other

one is giving individual help (to-basic-level-youngsters in the com-

bined class); it 'worked put very well." Another principal is experi-

menting with having a single teacher teaching four of the Grade 9

required subjects to a group of students who need remedial assistance.

A good many secondary schools offer basic-level courses only at

the Grade 9 and. 10 levels, and sometimes only for English and/Mathematics.

One principal explained that his school had. tried offering basic level

courses in Science, History and Geography, "but the students simply

/

wouldn't take them...SO a student who can't get his Canadian Geography'

or Canadian History at the general level is in a lot of trouble."

Even in a-large school, a principal commented that declining enrolments

were limiting the number of basic level subjects offered because of the

smaller class sizes and the subsequent lack of teacher resources.

Competition among schools for students is evidently affecting

some basic-level programs. For example; a school that was "involved

early" in developing a specialized program for basiO.level students

at a time "when the rest of the principals in the county weren't

interested: in having them" now finds that the other schools want these

students. He said that his school scarcely had enough of these students

to run the prograt, and the other schools certainly won't have. He

fears that they will lose what is a "solid program" that cuts across

the four years---"The whole thing might collapse." Others in the group

agreed that schools were competing with each other as enrolments decline.

As one summarized it, "That_concept comes .through now, loud and clear,

that we are in the business Of selling education." He plans to make

"damn sure the kids think this school is better than that one or that

one."
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A different situation was described by a principal whowas beginning

to have too few students for the basic level courses. The situation

was described as a .circle, starting with declining enrolments. As the

school responded_by placing basic-level students in general level

courses, the basic-level students "felt a little under the gun...having

to go up, to the Phase 3 standards, even though the teachers did their

best to slope them and grade them a little differently." This led
.

to students leaving to, attend a collegiate with a large Phase 2 program.

His school lost 37 students to other schools last year because of a

ieduction in Phase 2 basic and in some unphased options. This loss

completes the circle,as the further decline leads to further program

reduction, to more students leaving, etc. The large collegiate in his

county ended up with 100 students more than had been projected, while

every9ne else was down. There seemed to be a "wave of fear right across

the county---students running into the office and asking for transfers."

If you interview them later, he stated, the students will tell you,

"I was afraid to get into your program---pot,bnough kids, so you might

cancel it. I don't want to take that chande." This was true also of

students who wanted particular options like Art or Computer Science.

We were told about the policy - decision made'by one school board

years,ago that All secondary schools would offer composite programs.

As a result, one school that had been a Phase 1 (Occupations or modified)

school was designated as a regular high school and lost the-extra teachers

needed to operate a.complete Occupations program. The principal of

another school in the,county said that there were now more Phase 1

students attending other schools than were attending the former vocational

school. His school had developed three single-credit shop programs

"deliberately tailored for these students" and'a girls! occupational

program that included hairdressing, food preparation, lbod services,
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and the like. All of_this had been introduced despite the fact that

the former vocational school had available "a much better range of

programs.", The girle' program in his school disappeared three /Years

ago because there were not enough students to. warrant the expense:

He nowLhas only nine students "who are truly Phase 1, so .the rest

.

.

the,program will disappear - -- there's no question about that." His

view is that it is unfair to the students to "patch together" programs

by combining grades and levels and work experience programs. The

solution that seems reasonable to him is to have one Phase 1 school

in the *county which would accommodate all these students. He admits

they would have a "terrible job"' trying to change' back, because there

is a "fear of labelling studentS." So he feels they are a long way

from that solution.

Some schools offer the modified (or Occupations) level only for

Grades 9 and 10. If the students retur for a third y.._ar, according

to one principal, they enter the mainstream, usually in a general level

. program. The guidance counsellors help decide whether to place them

into the Grade 10 stream, perhaps with some Grade 9 courses.or even

some Grade 11 courses. He said that students in Occupations programs

often take general level Mathematics "as they go through." Another

principal stated that they were putting such youngsters into a basic

level program in Grade 11, along with some Grade 9 general level

students who "flunk out badly in June -- -this fills up a class."

School Closure

Perhaps the most drastic kind of impact of declining enrolment is

school closure. Surprisingly, the few principals who mentioned this

possibility were at least somewhat supportive of it as an alternative

to a school with very.l.imited program. One of the medium-large schools
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in an Urban area will decline from more than 1,200 students to less

than 500 according to. projections. The principal attributed this

massive decline to:the building of too many secondary schools within

a single area. His statement, which is given below, illustrates the

dilemma:-

What we're doing right. now, quite frankly, is.trying to plug'
holes wherever we can..',It'snot fair to the staff who; in
my view, work much harder in smaller schools...It's not fair
to thestudents. in the community if there is supposed to be
equality of opportunity that's ,not being provided at schools
where population shrinks. I have very' grave concerns about
that sort of thing..

This is the problem. We-have to go to senior administration;
we have to go to Federation; we have to go to the parents.
We need to take a look at the real needs of the school in
declining enrolment_. Maybe the ultimate need is to close,
it. But I think that isa final step to take.

The principal of a small junior vocational school in an urban area

spoke of his school as a "likely target to be closed because it's

small; it's a self-contained school that could easily be turned over

to something else." The programs offered in his school are being

accommodated now in three fairly close neighbourhood schools--"As a

matter of fact, they can offer them in a much more sophisticated way

because they've got better equipment, better facilities." If he were

'asked what would happen to the students if his school were closed,

the principal concluded that he. would answer that .they could all be

accommodated in neighbourhood vocational schools with minimal social__

adjustment and no disruption in their program.. His school, is distinct

because' it is an school; and students come from all over the

city because of "parental desire to have their daughters in an all-girl

school."

A principal from, Eastern-Ontario wondered "whether the Ministry

wouldn't be wise in-making it more advantageous for boards to close
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schools." He was of the'Opinion,that there were too many schools in

his urban area,, and consolidation could keep programs going. He spoke

of his present concern that it is very, very difficult to get staff

"enthused about c eative, innovative. uses of space and'of teaching

strengths because the board tends'not to encourage that special thing."

The,staff will begin o ask whether it is worthwhile "to get involved

with all the hassles o getting a new program going, all the extra
\

work, if we-Can't get an special support into our school." He also

observed that the average, age of staff was.now 41. With the decline

that is projected and the Ysubsequent'loss of younger,teachers, the
0

average age of staff would'be over 50 by 1984, with the youngest

person being 41 years of age. "That's a very narrow range. These

are not the -most innovative people; they're not as flexible as they

used to be."

From Western Ontario,,,a principal described his community as a

"bedroom community" from which many adults drive to work in'one of the

nearby urban areas. He stated that small schools like his (fewer than

350 students) are being considered for'"very possible closure, and

we're; fighting for our lives in many ways." The numbers of students

in Some Grade 13 'courses, .for example, -range from 5 to 8. "The admin-

istration, the board, looks and says, 'How can we justify that to the

taxpayer?'" If the. school loses its Grade 13 program to'a nearby

school, the Grade 12 students may follow, and. "that sort of thing can

build up all the way back down eventually to Grade Unlike the

other three principals, he is opposed to school closure and is "desper-

ately trying to come up with'all kinds of arguments not to lose our.13."

They have lowered the examination marks leading to recommendations for

1

Grade 13 courses, and they are encouraging Grade 12 students' to take

0::

Grade 13kourses "to try to keep our Student credit ratio as high as
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possible." He concluded that, if the Ministry eliminates Grade 13

altogether, "that Would.be a whole different ball game."

The Impact of Collective Agreements_

On the questionnaire 'for principals, one item asked: "During the

a

past few years, what effects have collective agreements between your

board and teachers' 'federations' had upon school program?" Note that

the question once again was worded in the past tense since the survey

was designed to colledt information about current situations. Thus,

many principals again wrote in that the qUestion was not applicable

as yet. The responses that we did receive were coded according to

the aspect of the agreements that caused a program effect: negotiated

pupil- teacher ratios, maxiplum class sizes, workload restrictions, and

teacher surplus-redundancy policies and procedures. A few responses

were classified as "other" when it was unclear which aspect, of the

agreement was being addressed. Table 21 reports the findings.

TABLE 21

Collective Agreement Clauses

--

Clause Related to
Program Effect

Affecting School-Programs

Totals 1

(1975-76 through 1979-80)

Size of School

Small

Medium
Small

Medium
Large Large

3),

N = 63 N = 92 N = 119 N = 38 N = 312

Workload. 17 (27%) 24 (26%) 27 (23%) 5 (13%) 73 (23%)

Pupil-Teacher Ratio 5 ( 8%) 10 (11%) 15 (13%) '5 (13%) 35 (11%)

Class Size 4 ( 6%) 15 (16%) 10 ( 8 %) 1 ,( 3%) 30 (10%)

Surplus7Redundancy 5( 8%) 9 (10%) 7( 6%) 0 - 21 ( 7%)

Other 3 ( 5%) 5' ( 5%). 4( 3%) 0 12 ( 4%)

c

1

Note: Percentages are rounded.

Non response and multiple responses account for column totals not equal to 100,
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Almost one-fourth of the principals offered a response that

-reported. an effect on school program of workload clauses in the collec-

tive agreement. Features of the agreement that define or delimit a

teacher's workload (e.g. number of student contacts, number of prep-

arations, or number of teaching periods) were reported by more principals

from small schools (17, or 27%) and from medium-small schools (24, or

26%). This' may well be due to the fact that teachers in smaller schools

in the past have often carried a workload heavier than the provincial

average. Restrictions in collective agreements seem to be changing

that situation, as we shall see. The other aspects of collective agree-

ments appear to have had little effect to date. Certainly, most collec-

'tive agreements negotiated during 1975 carry some provision related to

teacher surplus and redundancy (see Chapter 2). However, these provisions

have not likely affected program significantly up to now as declining

enrolments have yet to take their full toll.

An analysis of the comments of principals in response to the

question reveals a range of. views about the impact on school program.

The emotional content of these views ranged from extremely negative to

enthusiastically positive. Although there were more negative than

positive views, there were many who thought that agreements had led to

ipprovement6. For example, one principal wrote, "A vigorous agreement

has brought about .a;gnificant positive attitude changes in staff. This

is evident'in an extremely healthy and vigorous extracurricular program."

During the interviews, principals poke at length about the type

of impact they anticipate over the next few years as decline accelerates.

Their comments reflected a primarily, though not uniformly, negative

view of the effects of agreements on school program. Further, workload
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clauses seemed less important in affecting program in the future than

did clauses or memoranda of agreement regarding teacher surplus and

redundancy. Thus, had the questionnaire item been coupled with

another asking about effects to come during the next five years, we

posit that the response rate would have been much greater and that the

types of impact would have been more widespread than the focus on work-

load during the recent past. As one principal wrote in response to the

survey question, "We may have to operate on a tightrope in the near

future. Presently, programs are not really adversely affected."

Our data, both from the questionnaires and the interviews, also

suggest regional differences which should be explored. There are

obviously differences among boards with respect to the nature of the

collective agreements (see Chapter 2). Such differences may follow

regional lines. Teachers from small schools in small boards, for

eXample, seem not to force principals to "live up to the letter of the

aw." They seem more willing to negotiate their workload on an individual

asis with the principal. This appears to be much less the case in urban

ituations. There were also some differences within school boards in

the principals' reports of past and current effects. Such differences

may reflect varying school sizes, rates of decline, and/or relationships

between principal and staff;

In the absence of declining enrolments, the trend toward defining

the teacher's working conditions in collective agreements likely would

have only limited effect on the principal's flexibility in program

scheduling and timetabling. The situation is very different with

. declining enrolments, however. Thus, the discussions that follow are

essentially still reflective of the impact of declining enrolments on
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school program since decline, we suggest, changes the nature of the

impact'of collective agreements.

An astute comment was written in by al principal who argued:

It is getting more difficult to assign teachers classes out-

side their preferred areas of.ekpert4e because they are /

fearful of being declared surplus.,, Opllective agreement6

contain more and more contradictory clauses- -e.g., school.

staffing of PTI1717.5, but caps on'claiss size and pupil-

teacher contacts are sometimes incouipatible.

This quotation illustrates the interrelationships that occur among

pupil-teacher ratio, class size, and workload limitations.

The negotiated pupil-teacher ratio defines the number of teachers

to be assigned, either to the system or to the individual schools

within a system. Given the upper limit of teaching positions for his

'or her school, a principal begins to plan the schedule of course assign-
-

ments for teachers and to develop the timetable of classes (number of

sections per course, distribution of courses through the school day,

and the like). Any negotiated restrictions oniteacher preparations

and number of instructional periods-per day affect the principar's

schedule. of teacher assignments and the total number of courses he or

. she can timetable. Where class sizes or pupil contacts have been

included in the contract or in memoranda of agreement,-the principal

must timetable students accordingly, rescheduling students where course

choices have not been accommodated. In some cases, either maximal class

sizes'or pupil contacts vary according to the type of program or student,

e.g., levels of difficulty in core courses, technical courses, occupations

programs.

Obviously, secondary schools differ not only in terms of contents

of collective agreements but also in the degree to which school staff

are involved in decisions about program offerings, scheduling and time-

tabling. A more subtle difference is the kind of relationship that has
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been developed or has emerged between the principal.and the teachers in

a school. The interview discussions revealed the range of such differ-

ences. As an illustration, a prinyipal complained in one group meeting

that he had a staff, or a group within the staff, "who are constantly

challenging the school administration about the way in which they

organize the school." He continued,

And I'm willing to standbehind the decisions I make on an
educational basis, but it gets tiring after a while to have
to continually defend them against arguments like 'We don't
need a Family Studies program anyway; they can learn that
at home'....And by and large, in our jurisdiction, the people
active in federation work tend to be traditional academic
teachers, so you get that added thrust.

Another principal in the group reacted by saying he had not had that kind

of problem in his school. He thought it was because his board's contract

and working agreement were different. He said,

Our staff understands that each individual principal will
prepare an allocation of section , based on numbers and on
the overall agreement, and will r,sent that to the staff
and say, 'Okay, mow_if you can d it any better than I can,

show me.' And that's what I've d ne:\ So I don't get that
(second-guessing) .

The first three subsections below deal with pupil- teacher ratio,

class size,'And instructional workload. The 'reader should bear in mind

that.such clauses or provisions are interrelaad in terms of affecting

the principal's responsibility for scheduling and timetabling to provide

the school's program for students. The fourth subsection examines pro-

visions for declaring teachers to be surplus or redundant. We haVe

already pointed out that agreements reached between boards and feder-

ations with regard to teacher surplus and redundancy will take on
1

increasing importance in program provision as enrolment decline increases.

Indeed, the basis for surplus and redundancy decisions (e.g. seniority)

will largely determine the particular individuals who remain and whose
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skills and qualifications will shape the nature of the school program.

A final word of explanation is needed. When' we speak of collective

agreements, we are also including board policies and memoranda of agree-

ment between boards and teachers. The policies or memoranda are some-

times recognized in the contract and thus become a part of the contract
. /

and are subject to grievance. In other cases, contracts do not include

provisions regarding pupil- teacher ratio and the like and do not refer

to board policies or memoranda of agreement. In these situations, board

policy or administrative' procedures apply and are not grievable.

Pupil- Teacher Ratio

Principals reported a variety of ways in which the pupil-1:eacher

ratio fok a school is determined. Of'43 secondary collective agreements

for 1979-80 on file withthe Education Relations Commissions at the

time our data were gathered, 35, included some provision related to

pupil-teacher ratio. Most frequently, this was a ratio for the

secondary panel in the entire board or school system (see Chapter 2).

A different method for arriving at the,pupil-teacher ratio (PTR) was

described by a principal from a board in which the secondary teachers

were on strike at the time. His County Board has established a

Personnel Complement Committee, made up of teachers, trustees, and

administrators. After each principal provides the projected enrolment

for his school for the next school year, the committee agrees on a max-

imum complement of teachers in the County. The total figure is then

subdivided into the various schools. The principal stated that once

the figure is established it cannot be changed unless circumstances

change substantially between March and September.

Several principals spoke oftheir involvement in negotiating with

central administrators about the PTR for the system and for individual
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schools. For example,-an interviewee commented that there was a very

strong. principals' association in his County. "Most of us aren't

afraid to peak out (with senior officials)." He said that the principals

had.got together and structured their own method of dealing with

surplus staff. They also argue PTR's. This principal had rather strong

feelings about administrators-beyond the level of principal.

Beyond a principal, they"re no longer educators when it
comes t6 staffing (decisions). And anybody who says they
are is. an Alice in Wonderland-- They're statisticians;,
they are board appeasers. They know how much money they've
got, they know howl many teachers they can afford-, and then
they say, 'Here's how many teachers you have but, for goodness
sake, don't destroy any programs when it comes to our little
numbers, boys'.'

He argued that principals, especially strong principals, should never

become a part of senior management because "we can see both sides of

the picture so darn clearly." He added that the few principals who

operated in the group according to self-interest and whose motivation

was to move into senior administration were overruled by the group.

In another County Board, we were told that the principals put in

.their projected enrolment .figure (and a figure for staff), and the

Director's administrative assistant puts in his figures. The Director

then makes a decision between them. According to the interviewee,

Very interestingly, we're always at complete extremes. The
administrative assistant comes out with a figure that's very
low; we come' out with a figure that's very realistic; the
director comes out with one that we don't agree with. Un-

fortunately, it's,between the two of them...

Last year, we (the principals) predicted 12,245 students in
the County. We enrolled 12,224...Npw, you can't get much
more accurate *an that...yet we weren't allowed to have
that figure (the staff numbers that accord with the projected
enrolment) be-Cause it wasn't a nice figure--it meant two.
more teachers. Financially, they said they couldn't afford
it. We said, 'Are you interested in kids? You might be,
but that's after you set the staffing figure.'



Once the Director makeshis decision, the prindipals more or less compete

with each other to arrive at an agreed to PTR for each school. Distinc-

tions are made among schools of various kinds.

A principal of a small secondary school noted that principals in

his board also compete with each other in'setting PTR's for each school,

once the board's total staffing figure is set. Where there is some."give-

,

and-take", the smaller school gets spbCial consideration. The other

principals, he said, realize that teachers in the smaller school have

at least four or five prep.arations. Thuss, the small school often gets

a lower PTR. The principal of a-fairly large school stated that he

had been given a 1 wer PTR in Order to maintain the co-operative edu-

cation program an other innovative programs. In reaction to his

comments, another principal in the group said that his board's joint

teacher-trustee ommittee (which decides school PTR's) would never have

permitted that because it would require some other schools to have a

higher PTR. The first principal agreed there would be such pressure

in the future,, but he said he would :retaliate by saying they would have

to eliminate these new programs that are'keeping or bringing in more :

students.

The collective agreement in one County Board calls for two kinds

of formulas, the traditional PTRi:and a credits staffing program. The

latter involves a certain divisor for academic credits, a divisor for

technical credits, and the like. According to an interviewee, every

principal found that the credits staffing program yielded fewer teachers

than did the PTR formula. The federation is now attempting to negotiate

a smaller divisor. The board also has a five-year staffing program

added to the collective agreement. This provision provides management

exibility for programming in that it allows a leeway of 2% more or

2% less than the PTR figure. The Director then has the right to
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Maintain a slightly higher PTR for a few years to keep programs that

might otherwise be eliminated because they need specialized teachers.

The collective agreement also includes a proviiion for improved student

services. Under this, schools are allowed extra teachers to cover

classes for department heads so that the heads may "look after th .ds

more in their department."

In some boards, the agreement provides for teachers of special

programs (outside the normal PTR). For example, one principal stated

that each school in his system was allowed half a teacher for the next

few years to provide for the new co-operative education program. He

,,was granted an additional 1.2 teachers last year to provide special

education. These special program proviions simply specify additional

staff not dependent upon formula. The principal said that, because

the Government seemed likely to pass the new Special Education legis-

lation (see Chapter 2), the numbers of extra teachers allowed each school

for special education programs will rise. In another board, a-principal

informed us, every secondary school is allowed ,at least one remedial

reading teacher outside the PTR.

Thus, some principals conclude that the collective agreement has

been a help in the matter, of setting the number of teaching positions.

As one principal wrote'on the questionnaire, "The collective agreement
N

has given schools additional staff to work with and, thus, has made it

possible to retain program in spite of a slight decline in enrolment."

Other principals were not so pleased with the agreement negotiated in

their boards, as we have seen.

Class Size

More and more collective. agreements carry clauses related to class

size. Of 43 agreements for 1979-80 which we examined, 23 contained a
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class size provisir for individual schools (s -e Chapter 2). In about

'one - third of the cases, there is a maximum Class ize mandated. More

often, the provisions served as guidelines, leavin some flexibility

for the principal.

A few principals in our study sample were from boar s that had

agreed to maximum class sizes. They spoke of the program plications

this mandate. One of them stated, for example, that the aximum

class size for-his school was 30 students. "There are no ifs, ands,or

buts; if you have 36 kids in a class', you go to the kids and pull them'

Out." His board has not yet set a minimal class size. Rather, he

works witha. Superintendent in deterMining minimal sizes and, thus,.

/possibly eliminating courses. On the questionnaire, a principal wrote

that his board had agreed to a maximal class size of 34 for academic

classes and 20 for technical or home economics classes. "The result

is pressure being placed on small classes, of which there can be quite

a number when the school.is composite and includes Grades 9 to 13."

Ever since Bill 100 allowed Working conditions to be part of the

collective agreement, a principal, concluded, there has been a continuing

desire on the part of teachers' federations to control class sizes.

"We're moving from the 'wherever possible' type of clause to mandated

maximum class sizes." He believes these mandated maxima will present

"extremely serious" problems in jurisdictions (like his) where there

is significant decline. .An example of the'kind of problem he foresaw

was the case where 40 students begin a machine shop. program in Grade 9

and only 12 or so. continue the program at the senior level. At the

moment, he is able to run the program for the 12 or so students "so

they can complete what:they started two to four years ago." If he had

to abide by class size maxima, he would not'be able 'to spare a teacher

for a cfass of only 12 students.
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Where maximum class 'sizes are specified in the collective agreement,

teachers may grieve if the principal timetables more than the maximum

students into a class. We were told of a situation on one such board

where there reportedly were 400 grievances in a single year. Where the

agreement provides only guidelines for class sizes, we were informed

by one principal that teachers cannot grieve against the-principal.

Instead, they may bring a problem to the principal and ask for justifi-

cation. The principal explained that he then had to prove that there

.

was a legitimate timetable concern involved in exceeding the guidelines.

He mentioned that one department in his school was now over the guidelines

by 43 students. He told the teachers in that department-that they had

two alternatives: "teach them or you tell the 43 kids that they can't

have that program." If they grieve, they're grieving "over there",

i.e. at the board level rather than at the school level. This principal

believed that the central administrators perhaps should be making the

hard decisions about which programs to cut, since they are the ones

"telling us how many staff members we can have." As for himself, he

said,

I don't refuse any kid a.program that's within my staff
structure. As long as^I assign my staff, if some guy's
got 20 kids too many, that's too bad. It's a legitimate

timetable concern. I don't worry about it in the least.
(Note: It appears that this principal may have been
speaking of total pupil contacts ether than individual
class size.)

A principal whose board.has agreed to include class sizes in the

agreement with teachers said that the provision carries the loophole

of "wherever possible." The size stipulation is also over the whole

school day and differs according to program and phase (i.e. difficulty

level). The district branch of the federation may grieve on behalf of

all the teachers. The grievance is to the superintendent rather than
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to the principal. Nevertheless, the interviewee stated that grievances

have-an impact on staff morale.

The move to specify class.sizes as part of the collective agreement

was seen by a few interviewees as forcing principals "to make readjustments

in order to maintain program." This was exemplified in actions$ taken by

one principal to adjust enrolment:; a third Mathematics course which he

fel* Should be available in Grade 13 because it was critical for those who

were specializing in Mathematics. If he could not get a sufficient number

of students to enrol inthe course, the memorandum of agreement with his

board dictated that tie course must be cancelled. The cancellation proviso

had been demanded by management in retaliation for negotiated maximum class

sizes. Both the federation and the principals' group question its merit.

A principal from another board informed us that his board was beginning

to look at minimum numbers for course enrolments as a result of maximums

being demanded by the teachers. He agreed that this could cause course-

offering problems in the near future.

Class size guidelines often, are tied to program and difficulty

level. One principal spoke of trying to staff basic level courses at

16 students per class and general level courses at a relatively low

class size. These procedures forced him to staff advanced level classes

"as high as you can possibly push it, muchto the detriment of our

advanced level students," He saw this as a serious problem, both for

students and for teacher morale. Another principal wrote that his

board's agreement states that basic level courses shall not have more

than 20 students. Given the constraints of the overall pupil-teacher,

ratio, principals in his board-"Must consider the overload caused in

academic subjects by having too many basic courses."
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Some boards appear to have been ,ble to withstand the pressure by
__-

teachers for specified class sizes and to preserve-the principal's

flexibility. A principal wrote, for example, that his board so far bad

avoided maximum or minimum class sizes. The flexibility this has pro-

vided him has allowed him to maintain smaller classes at the expense of

some larger ones. Another principal said in one of the interviews that,

although his board's agreement specified maximum class size guidelines

by program and difficulty level, principals do not have to abide by

them. Because it is discretionary, teachers cannot grieve. Instead,

they may take complaints td a Committee of Teachers and Trustees. A

similar situation is present in another board from which a principal

reported that a few of his teachers willingly accept some oversize

classes in the interests of the program and the Students.

Most principals, nonetheless, would likely agree with the statement

writteh on a questionnaire:"Timetabling becomes more of a mathematical

than a human problem with th'e introduction of collective agreement

clauses on ratio and class sizes." A group of interviewees got into

\

ia poignant exchange about these issues. One of the group members

expressed his hope that we will not see an increase in the ?number of

school systems that have agreements limiting the number of students

per class or limiting the number of classes a teacher can teach. Such

restrictions reduce prograM flexibility in the best of times. With

declining enrolments, flexibility is even more sharply curtailed.

The threat to program flexibility, according to another member of

the group, requires special leadership, from the principal especially

but also from the Ministry. The principal, in the first place, must.

organize and use staff wisely, no matter what the PTR provides in staff

numbers, in order to keep class sizes as reasonable as possible. If ,

principals dos,not do so, teachers will pressure for defined class sizes
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that are acceptable. The speaker said that his board had one of the

highest pupil-teacher ratios in the province, but class sizes in his

school compare very favourabl , One reason i

,

their department heads signifi antly more' time to perform headship

that other schools give

duties than he does, and this shows in class sizes. The Ministry's

responsibility, as expressed in this interview session, is to ensure

'that decline and 'its implications are clearly understood by teachers.

The rest is up to the principal in involvin4 his or her staff in

program decisions. A,summary of the.remarks. of alorincipal who felt

strongly about this issue

You mentioned that the headjmy have a reduced load.'..The

implication for'other teachers,'is,clear. I think the same

thing applies if you decide within the school that Grade 13

Latin -shall.be kept even thoUghthere are 'only 5 students

in it--that has implications for larger Classes.lsewhere.

My feeling is (that) how the"adMinistratiOn deals with that;

decision and with the Mood oCthe teachers is important.

If it is imposed and there is not enough Consultation,' so

that teachers won't understanclthe,implications of keeping

certain programs at small enrolments andcompensating with
larger classes elsewhere, then teacherg are more inclined

to look to the collective agreement for protection.
\

On the other hand, I think the principal, the heads of
departments, and the vice- principals who make,(final)
decisions have to draw the line,samewhere. They have' to

say, 'Look, this is a good course,;,and-it's an interesting

thing to teach and valuable to the statenta,. but we just

can't, afford to offer it. We're payingO 'high a price
delsewhere in the program or within the

/

I think this is something that we as administrators have

to 'learn. Look at the 1960'S when there was buoyant
growth..this was the-last kind of problema principal had.
But now it is a problem, and how we handle it 'has probably

more implications than collective agreements.' If we don't
handle it well, I don't think there is any question that
there will be impositions within collectiveagreements..:

When you look at the schedule inmos schools; there is

tremendous va iation from one teacher.to another in terms
of student contacts through the cycle. That's very ex-

plosive, or at least delicate. My approach, within the
headscommittee, is to say, 'Eliminate a Grade 13 program,
for example, when the classes are too small.' The



decision to maintain that program and have compensating
larger classes elsewhere is a decision that belongs to

that group of people.

I'll be darned if I am going t9 make that decision, not
because I'm afraid of it. It's easy- - -orie stroke of the

pen and you wipe it away. But I think the staff has to
really appreciate the implications of making that decision...

If you want a reallygood problem in relation to declining
enrolment, it is the decision-making process in coping
with decline. It's O.K. for me in the, principal's office
to say decline offers opportunities,, but that isn't worth
the powder to blow it off the desk, frankly, if the rest
of the staff doesn't see declining enrolment in the same
light. That's for sure.,

Teacher Workload

In Chapter 2, we pointed out that negotiated restrictions on

instructional load create .greater potential constraints on program

than domaximum class sizes. Further, 34 of the 43 agreements for

1979-80 which we examined included some kind of workload clause. Man-

dated class size limits are obviously but a special kind of workload

provision. Other provisions deal with reduced course loads for teachers

with administrative responsibility (heads), numbers of course preparations,

numbers of periods or minutes of instructional time, numbers' of consecu-

tive instructional periods, maximum number of pupil contacts during a

day or cycle, and the like (see Chapter 2).

Principals differ about restrictions seento result from workload

provisions in collective agreements. For a few, it appears that there is

enough flexibility left so that the principal or the department heads

have some discretionary rights. In these cases, principals tend to view

the collective.agreement favourably or neutrally.. For example, a princi-

pal who was interviewed said that the agreement had narrowed the gap

between teachers who teach fewer than 100,students and those who teach

180, sip .that most now teach at around the 120 -130 level. It should be
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noted,'however, that this principal also reported that the traditional

PTR formula had been ieplacea with a systeM that provided more teaching

positions. In his county, the lowered I,TRformula had allowed them "to

retain a lot of staff who normally would have.been fired in other juris-

dictions." Thus, the pupil-contact provision had been compensated for

by a lowered-pTR for school staffing. The principal of a different

school also thought the collective agreement provided some degree of

uniformity within schools which was desirable, but he admitted that

their agreement was not highly restrictive.

Although his board has a memorandum of agreement which provides

.pupil contact limits and "is a little bit of a headache in setting up'

your timetable"; one principal said that 'he simply turns it over, to

the department heads to let their people decide which courses they

want to teach. If their decisions mean that pupil contacts will go

beyomd the agreement, the heads must "get it in writing that they want

to teach those courses." He conceded that their contract is not as

"tight" as other's around, and this may explain why it does not cause

serious problems. Another administrative_"headache"-, he said, is

that he now has to turn in reports in May and September on the number of

classes, their average sizes, and the teacher-pupil contact for all

staff and especially for those whose situations exceed the memorandum

of agreement.

A reasonably favourable reaction%as expressed by a principal who

wrote that his board's collective agreement states maximum teaching

loads per cycle, with a "tolerance" of 5% allowed per department.

"This ensures that teachers are protected against a too heavy workload."

The collective agreement also gives teachers the right to decide whether

or not they will do supervisory duties at noon. ie recognized that
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this could be a problem, but his teachers, fortunately, have agreed to

perform this duty. Another principal wrote that individual teachers

will, on a one-year basis, agree to teach seven classes rather than six

to accommodate a small class. A third example from the questionnaire

responses was that of a principal who noted that his teachers had been

cooperative and had agreed to exceed the negotiated contract in their

supervisory duties. Nevertheless, a "tightening" of PTR by "Board

edice__has resulted in the loss of some low enrolment courses.

Aside from these kinds of responses, most principals reported

negative impacts on program already being/experienced or anticipated

as decline increases the difficulty of timetabling to meet negotiated

workload restrictions. Some 15 of the 44 agreements that we examined,
1

for instance, included a provision regarding released time of teachers

in positions of responsibility.. There is some movement toward specifying

the number of such positions for a school. We noted above that the

number of such positions, and the amount of released time these positions

carry, affects the class sizes and total workload of other teachers.

In The Class Size Question, Ryan and Greenfield (1975) found that

provincial secondary schools averaged one-third of the teaching staff

in, positions of responsibility, regardless of thetotal number of

tefchereon the school staff. Whether the province's secondary schools

still follow this pattern is unlcgown. One principal wrote on the ques-

tionnaire that his school used to have many chairmanshipSAn addition

to heads, but they have now been replaced with five area heads. In

contrast, one of the interviewed principals revealed that 11 0f 22

staff members in his school were paid some kind of responsibility,.

allowance. He said that the federation had insisted on it and placed

a provision in the collective agreement--"to that effect." As
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one of his peers remarked, "He has as many Chiefs as he has Indians."

In responding to the questionnaire item about the impact of collective

agreements, some principals provided indications that decline may put

pressure on teachers to resist exceptions to the agreement. One of

these statements was that inflexibility had increased as teachers who

previously accepted duties over the maximum daily assignment are now

grieving any over-size classes, extra preparation, or above maximum

teaching assignments. Although the department heads in his school,

had agreed to have the same teaching load as regular teachers, another

principal described the agreement's impact as restrictive. A few

teachers, he said, indicated an interest in teaching seven classes,

but would not because the agreement sets six classes as a maximum.

The move toward six teaching periods out of eight, according to

a third respondent, has caused him to have to drop certain subjects.

Another contributing cause was the fact that senior students are

beginning to elect a supervised study rather than take an extra course

for credit. Flexibility on teaching assignments, wrote another principal,

has been reduced because of the mandated student-teacher contact time in

the agreement. Since his agreement stipulates that having four teaching

periods in a row, for example, is a "no-no", yet another principal found

it necessary to ask a teacher's permission to break the contract from

time to time.

A principal, in responding to the questionnaire item, wrote:

Disastrous! Since the strike in Metro Toronto, teachers
are unwilling in many cases to assume supervision unless
it is part of the load, or time considerations are given.

Another principal wrote that the board's attitude towards the rigid

collective agreement they now have has caused "backlash" among some

teachers with regard to supervision. More specifically, teachers feel
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"If that's their opinion of my efforts in the school, then why should

I do the extra things such as supervision?"

A small school is especially hurt by these attitudes and restrictions.

In the past, recalled a small-school principal in an interview, a teacher

would,be proud to take on the coaching of a school team outside of

regular hours. In return, the principal -would "give them all the

breaks you could'on extra supervision during the day" and the like.

Currently, as more things have to be put on paper, the principal will

not be able to offer such incentives. This will be especially true in

small schools, he fears.

Teacher workload is going to have to increase significantly with

declining enrolments,. opined a principal, regardless of collective

agreements. He had observed that technical and business teachers in

composite high schools already may have to teach five different courses.

In the academic area, on the other hand, teachers "aren't prepared to

have more than three courses 'to prepare at the most." As decline brings

more single section courses, either teacher workload in terms of course

preparations must rise or the number of academic courses offered

must contract. The provision to reduce the total number of teaching

assignments from seven periods to six has already resulted in the

cancellation of some classes, according to the principal of another

school.

In summary, the majority of principals surveyed or interviewed

would agree with one of their peers who wrote:

Collective agreements have significantly limited the
flexibility individual schools have enjoyed (and used
responsibly) by undue emphasis in the agreement on
C.W.Q.E. (conditions,of work for quality education),
workload indices, definitions which weren't needed
and now are a limitation, etc.

As another principal put it, the collective agreement has been "centred
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on the fact that management rights are prerogatives of the teachers

and not necessarily the principals or the administration or the Board."

As a result, he said, some of the freedom to staff the schools has been

removed.

Collective agreements, then, are changing the role of the principal.

In the past, according to our interviewees, a principal could balance

situations between a teacher. teaching seven periods and one teaching six

periods by giving the latter more supervisory duties. As one principal

saw it, "That is pretty well going by le boards now; we're getting to

the point where everybody istrying to do the same thing." Indeed, he

argued that the move to unikormity,4, as opposedto allowing prindipals

to balance workloads individually, was creating,problems in the equality

of workloads. The agreement's mandates do not take into account an

overview where English teachers, for example, usually have a lot of

marking and Math teachers have a small, amount of marking. In trying

to treat everybody at the same level, "they don't consider that; they

just consider .)odies."

The extremes to which a collective agreement can go in defining and

delimiting workload were illustated by a princi2al from a board in

which there reportedly had been over 100 grievances last year. "We have

just about everything you can think of covered in the contract, he

lamented, which greatly limits the flexibility of the principal and

vice-principal in_timetablinq the school. Their contract "lays down"

a desirable number of pupil contacts for every type of student and the

desirable number of periods. While these are not "firm", they are

grievable. Average class sizes are firmly mandated by type of student

(i.e. general or advanced level). If a teacher teaches courses at both

levels, the principal has to ensure that the teacher's classes do not

exceed the class average for each level. The teacher cannot be over
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the class size average in one level and under the average in another,

so there is no possibility of balancing. The number of preparations

-is supposed to be three and is grievable as well. Thus, the principal

has to deal with four restrictions in timetabling: average class sizes,

total number of students taught, number of periods assigned, and number

of course preparations. Each restriction must be considered for each

individual teacher. Exceptions to the restrictions for a teacher can

only be approved by formal waiver of the teacher and the president of

the district teachers' federation.

At the moment, many collective agreements still allow some dis-

cretion for the principal in seeking teacher cooperation. Where such

discretion exists, the manner in which a principal involves the teachers

becomes very important. One principal related how he seeks cooperation

of the whole staff:

We present our draft timetable
teachers, number of, sections per subject
say, 'That means you're going to have to
courses this year, Jimmy, and four Phys.
you don't want me to.give your buddy one
so he can take one of your Law courses.
better if you both share the grief.'

to the staff--number of
area. We may
teach two Law
Ed. But surely
less Phys. Ed.
I think it's

.Once 40 staff members see the whole timetabling picture, any "vocal guy

who wants it all his way" is drowned out by the other 39. At any grievance

hearing that follows, the principal said that he then is representing the.

other' 39 teachers who are behind him.

This interviewee stated that, using this method of staff involvement,

he has not had problems so far. However, he admitted, "that's not to

say we won't, though, because we're losing teachers this year and next."

As staff is reduced, "it gets closer to the bone; it's going to be

tougher to be nice." The principal, as decline increases, is going
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to be seen as the enemy, he fears. The only factor that will off-set

that kind of situation, he argued, was to ensure that principals remain

part of the teacher bargaining unit. In his, words,

But, by golly, if the Ministry is foolish enough to take
us out of the federation. unit, they might as well close
the schools - -don't wait for the strike--because we'd have
no credibility left either.

Teacher Surplus and Redundancy

It was pointed out in Chapter 2 that 37 of the 43 collective agree-

ments for 1979-80 that we examined included clauses or memoranda of

agreement related to declaring teachers surplus or redundant. Of the

37, however, only 11 had provisions which mentioned or even implied

the need to protect school programs in surplus/redundancy decisions.

By and large, a teacher's seniority is the major factor to be con-

sidered. There are differences, however, in the basis for determining

seniority--e.g., years in the school system, years in the school, or

years by program.

A fairly common` pattern seems to be seniority first by school and

then by school system. In one such situation, a principal said that

he had an older school with senior teachers, while a newer school in

the system has many junior people. As teachers from the older school

are placed on the county's transfer list, they will be "bumping over

in his school; the morale factor is bad." The group of principals

hearing this comment agreed that this kind of situation was happening

all over the province. Several principals expressed opinions in

different interview sessions that surplus and redundancy was better

handled at the system level rather than at the school level because

there was a greater chance to have skilled persons in the various

subject areas. Where "bumping" occurs by seniority within the school,
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the school may end up with less qualified (though more senior) people

in some program areas.

Program impact is likely to be greater where seniority is based

only upon years of teaching experience. One such situation is a

"disaster", commented a principal who stands to haVe, four of the nine

English teachers,bumped from his school. "Unquestionably, the quality

of instruction will be affected" as he has to use teachers with other

specialties to teach English. In contrast, a principal whose system

defines seniority within areas of qualification, i.e. for major and

minor, has had few problems. Teachers can be on 'only two seniority

lists.

In another board, the agreement was that a teacher could be placed

on the seniority list for every subject taught for three years out of

the previous five, including subjects taught prior to 1978 and not

included on the teachinging certificate. Another principal, whose board

had a similar clause, asked if the teachers were required to seek

qualifications in that area. The "grandfather" clause seemed to

eliminate that requirement. After last year, in fact, if a teacher

went to summer school for further qualification, his or her seniority

in the new qualification would just, start at that time. This seems

to be,a disincentive for improving qualifications.

Bill 100, according to one principal, allows boards to negotiate

away to the teachers many of the duties that were traditional property

of management. The result, with current surplus and redundancy clauses,

is that a principal must re-think how to organize the school because

program must no longer be considered first, but rather seniority must

be the first consideration. A principal in another group commented

that the transference of poWer is what bothers him. "I think, any

principal practising in Ontario now knows pretty well that the power,
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as it presently exists, is in the.hands of 0.S.S.T.F...What I could

do 15 or 20 years ago, I cannot do any longer."

A system that does consider school program in redundancy decisions

was developed in one board and reads "as if it was drawn up by a

Philadelphia lawyer." The principal explained that he first determines

the numbers of classes and sections he needs in the timetable. He then

takes the teacher with the highest seniority and assigns a timetable

for that person. This continuesithrough the seniority list until the

'principal runs out of either sections or teachers. At that point,

he may declare a teacher surplus to the school (or request an extra

teacher or half -time teacher) and thetransfet process begins. The

surplus list for the county is then put together. Those on "green".

contracts (probationary) are released. Others on the list are trans-

ferred. The fiVe who have the most seniority

paid full salary for a year, and assigned to

schools in:the county. The next year; those

(are "de-hired", as the Federation desCribes

are placed in a pool,

one'of the five secoridary.

five move out of the pool

it), and the next fiVe in

terms of seniority move into-the pool. It is possible in. this system.

a
.

, .

to hire probationary people to teach a program where those on permanent

contract lack the qualifications, because the latter may be placed, in

the pool.

An interesting provision was described by one principal. The

collective agreement in his board also allows for a supply pool of five

permanent teachers wtio would otherwise be declared redundant. These are

given a choice. They may be assigned to schools to teach on a supply

basis or they may elect to receive equivalent money to, use in retraining

themselves.

In a board in which the secondary principal's group is quite strong,

the principals reportedly release all teachers on probationary contracts
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and terminate whole groups by year of hiring. In this way, they

actually terminate more pbsitions than they need to. When they re-hire,

they do so according to needs in a subject area rather than seniority

per se.

A principal said that he has no probationary teachers--"They were

wiped out with the initial cuts" --so the teachers he will lose'this

year have had at least nine yearsin the school and are all permanent

contract people. Another principal who has also had serious staff

cutbackS,.a loss of15 teachers in two years, explained that he was

"getting down now to people with from 9 to 11 years' experience, very

senior teachers, supposedly at their prime...You're pldying with some-

body you know pretty well." It is,especially difficult for senior

teachers to understand and accept, even when the agreement allows it,

that a person with five or six years_. of experience can be-declared

redundant while someone with two years or less keeps his or her job

because of subject area needs. Thus, while straight seniority decisions

"are not fair to the kids at all", there are teacher morale problems ,

when program has priority over seniority.
1

We heard of a couple of cases in,which there had been an attellipt

to deal with transfers of surplus teachers across elementary and

secondary panels within the b&ard. In one case, a principal recalled'

that two or three years earlier e secondary teachers' federation had

agreed to accept elementary teacher \for transfer into secondary

schools without loss of the seniority they had already earned. The

elementary teachers, however, took the view that any secondary teacher

transferring, to the elementary panel would have to come in with no

years of seniority. This led the secondary teachers to retract their

stand, and now a teacher moving from one panel to the other loses all
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prior seniority. The principal argued that teacher surpluses caused

by decline create fewer difficulties in the elementary panel where

there are more women who move in and out and more flexibility in terms

of inter-school transfer. It is more difficult for secondary teachers

who, in his opinion, are more career-oriented and more specialized.

The situation in Metropolitan Toronto was described by one

principal. At one point, there was an agreement among three of the

Metro boards, Scarborough Etobicoke, and East York. Sinde°Scarborough

was still increasing in student enrolment, surplus teachers from

Etobicoke and East York were given the first chance for any, job openings

there. They have now lost the reciprocal agreement. In -the elementary

panel in Metro, a good many teachers were declared surplus in the

previous year, but the board agreed to keep.these teachers on salary.

As a result, the board, in the current salary negotiations, came up

"with a magnificent 1-1/2% salary offer, saying that the rest of the

money will pay for these 109 teachers yov -ointed us to keep on...There

is a hue and cry, of course, that it's mr. air."

At the time our interviews were conducted, principals from two

boards mentioned that the contracts had not yet been settled. The

secondary, teacher:, were on strike in one of these boards, and a principal

said that they had been in negotiation all of the past year and had not

met with the board for five weeks. One of the issues was that the

board had no "surplus" policy in writing as part of the old collective

agreement. Within three weeks of the time the interview was held,

the principals had to decide which teachers would be surplus,

with no -agreed-to grounds for making those decisions. The federation's

policy proposal "isn't worth more than the paper it's written on

because the board had not accepted it.
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Timing was a factor of importance even where an agreed-to procedure

had been followed. A principal explained,

I can only emphasize the frustration that occurs in a
school when yol,re told.yOu_have to_,lose staff after_

you've started'a year. Ilive gone through that twice
now, and it is probably__ the most agonizing kind of. thing
to try to reorganize a school timetable, where you're
cutting bits and pieces and making arbitrary decisions
on the basis of seniority. It really shoots down vital
parts of the program you had planned.

\

A good many principals spoke about the impact of surplus-redundancy

clauses on school staff in terms of teaching qualifications. One princi-

.pal said he would lqse his Art program because its teacher is a junior

person to the school board, even though she had 21 years experience in

Scotland before coming to Canada. Others spoke of the choice a principal'

must face either of'putting an unqualified person in an area or of elim-

inating a program. The former is often the decision so that."subjects

'can stay alive." Several principals seemed to agree that "the happy

days when you taught only your subject area are gone, and you have to

accept the fact that you'll be teaching in at least two subject areas."

Core subjects are being affected more than special or optional sub-

jects, argued one principal. The bore subjects are in the larger depart-,

ments which offer more sections. What tends to happen, according to the

interviewee, is that senior people bump fully qualified, junior people

and end up assigned to teach sections of English, Mathematics, or

Science without being really qualified in those areas. Principals tend

to think that "most teachers could cope with teaching a,class of English,

for example." The result is ,that:.

My English department is (letting a whole conglomeration
Of bits and pieces of people from other departments, and
they're not really qualified to do the job in English.
So the department suffers.

Another principal agreed that schools are in the position of losing
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"that good solid core of teacheth in the academic departMentS." Given

the Government regulations which allow people to teach in the general

studies area without special qualifications, the core areas are the

easiest ones in which to move people who are surplus in another School.

"You begin to lose your core of specialists, which I see as a very

dangerous kind of thing for a jurisdiction." This situation is probably

more common in systems where "bumping" occurs within a school before

jteachers are declared to be surplus. It is less likely, according to

many interviewees, where declarations of school surplus are made and

then transfers occur across the entire board.

A principal spoke for many when he said, "I think a lot of teachers

in this province are going to be uncomfortable over the next few years

teaching subjects strange to them." One principal likened the future

.
to the past where teachers taught many subjects in which they had.,no

expertise. He granted that they could not teach these subjects with

the depth and competence that they are being taught now. Another

viewed summer courses as "stop-gap" measures at best, which "don't

really prepare teachers adequately." Such short-term retraining is

going on now in the area of special education because of Regulation

704 and the.new legislation that is proposed. "Where there is an

area of real need and you have an opportunity to hire a hotshot

specialist you'd give your eyeteeth for, it really hurts to have to

use a generalist instead." The reference is to persons trained at a

time when teachers used to qualify in two or even three subjects.

One principal re-1:orted that he was now receiving calls from parents

who felt there is a real difference between the, specialiSt teacher

their 'child had last year and the generalist teacher the student had



this year. Their desire to have their children in classes with specialist\

teachers may cause student transfers to other schools and accelerate

decline in "sending" schools. Another problem occurs in schools in

which decline is affecting smaller enrolment programs, such as Phase 1

(modified or occupations) programs. In these cases, a teacher who is

very well qualifed for the program "starts looking around for a school

where that program is secure; if a job opens up, he'll take it."

Teacher loyalty to a school.is replaced, Under declining enrolments,

with loyalty "to yourself, to getting yourself a secure job."

Other factors besides clauses in collective.agreements affect

teaching quality in certain programs. For example, we were told on

'several occasions that teacher retirements will affect technical programs

all over the province in the very lear future, at a time when these

courses are in increasing demand. A good many technical teachers came
c

into schools at about the same time, as a result of the Robarts Plan:

The average age of these teachers is among the highest in teaching right

now, we were told. Regardless of seniority agreements, a school cannot

simply replace technical teachers with others on staff', and retraining

is not easily done. ',One principal believes that neW\spersons will have

to berhired and given protected sttus. This would 4reate serious

morale problems as "you then have to move deeper and deeper seniority-

;

wise into the academic staff." He believes the technical area is the

one where "the moSeheat is going. to occur related to the whole

redundancy questio' " Another principal remarked that it would not

be easy to hire new technical' teachers under any circumstances because

schools cannot compete with salaries in the private sector.

A teacher's sex was, mentioned in one group interview as another

factor to consider in surplus and redundancy decisions. One
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principal said that his school had always had men teachers for boys'

Physical Education and women teachers for girls' Physical Education.

Since the most senior teachers in his county are men, he may name a

woman as Physical Education department head so that she will have

protected status under the agreement. The same problems may arise, in

other areas such as Business programs. "The men teachers will be

wanting to take the jobs of women who are more junior."

Several principals spoke of the problems associated with an "aging"

staff, as surplus and redundancy decisions eliminate the newer teachers.

One of the problems this will create.is an attitudinal one, in the view

of'an interviewee who 'said, "As we age, we somehow lose our enthusiasm

and become a little more apathetic and perhaps more cynical." Another

principal opined that the more senior teachers are not as flexible/as

they once were, and they will be left in schools at a time when personnel

flexibility will be very important. A second problem with having only
1

senior staff is that these persons are not as willing-or able to be

involved with the extracurricular program. A few principals.had already

/

seen an effect of this in reduced extra -curricular activities.

There are serious morale probleMs among more junior teachers, given

the emphasis on seniority'in job, protection. A principal rliotrd that

there were 26 schbOls in his system, and the youngest teachers get

humped from school to school, with no guarantee of security. Such

teachers, another person observed, end up teaching a of subjects

in different schools, continually having to go back to summer school and

realizing that they will still be junior in the next school. Some have

to travel a considerable distance to accept a transfer. For example,

the secondary schools in one board are some 45 miles apart; there is

an extra inconvenience where teachers live in one area and teach in

another. Even the younger teachers, accor61ng to a'third principal, are.
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saying, "Why should I work my --- off with extra-curricular activities

or get totally involved, when you're going to have to let me go at the

end of the year anyway?"

A principal posed the question of the development of leadership

that will be needed in the schools in the late 1980's and the early

1990's. At the moment, he observed, there are few opportunities for

persons who are not already in leadership roles,.as administrative,

positions are decreasing. One of the few avenues that appears open

in protecting jobs for young teachers is to appoint them to positions

like that of department head, vice-principal, or principal, depending

upon which positions are excluded from surplus Pi'ocedures. One principal

has a "rookie" vice principal piotected in this way and another has

managed to keep the only instrumental musicteacher in his school,

anoer "rookie", by naming her as department head.

A continuing theme in this report is that factors such as collective

agreements will impact differently on individual schools depending' on

the rate and extent of decline. Whilemost'of the comments that we

received were from persons who havesexperienced-or who anticipate'-neg-

ative impacts, one must be careful in generalizing this to all secondary

schools in the province. As one principal wrote,

We have a quite precise collective agreement to deal with
surplus teachers in place and functioning. All sorts of
horror stories are'told about round pegs ending up in
square holes throughout the process, but, by the end of
it, very few actual atrocities remain.

The majority of principali, who have very sincere concerns, may only

hope that he is right.
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The Impact of Government

Regulations and Priorities

Circular H.S.l, issued by the Ministry of Education under the

authority of the Minister of Education, details the secondary school
/./

diploma requirements and is the secondary school principal's guidebook.

As documented in Chapter 2, the requirements have undergone numerous

changesduring the decade of the 1970's, not only in terms o2. required
1

1

-subjects but also iri.ferms of restrictions or recommendations related

to school organization, curriculum development, and the like. As the

1980's decade proceeds, secondary school principals are also

With the necessity of abiding by recent changes in legislation that

impact on school program and staffing. .Emerging priorities of the

: .

.

Government and its Ministry of Education foretell the need for further

changes over the next several years.

This study's questionnaire for principals was mailed_ during the

fall of 1979 and asked principals to describe how their school's

program had been affected over recent yearS by Ministry of .

Education regulations. The responses, understandably, centred on

the late 1970's change to compulsory subjects. During,the interviews,

however, principals were able to reflect upon the future as well as

the past..

One of the major themes that emerged from'the interviews was the

.perception of a growing emphasis upon centralization and uniformity,

as opposed to the early 1970's emphasis on individualization of student

program enhanced by locally developed curricula. The principals

generally saw this move away from local school flexibility as evident

not only in Ministry documents but also in actions taken by adminis-

.

trators and trustees and by teacher federations. This-kind of perception

was expressed by one principal in the following way:
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With ,declining enrolments, there needs to be greater

.412xibility for individual schools. Rather than con-

garing the individual needs of a school, however,
everything has to be done by formulas. There is
increasing involvement of the Ministry in dictating
what we must do. The teacher federations are dc_ng
the same thing. There is a problem of centralization
When we need flexibility at the local school level...
There needs to be a sensitivity on the part .of people
in administrative'positions from principals on up to

the Ministry'.

In response, another principal in this group said, "Somewhere' we

have to sit down together--Ministry of Education, boards, schools- -

and decide to move to a consensus on where we're going."

In another interview group,.a principal reflected that one of the

things that has been difficult for schools over the last few years

has been the constant change in H.S.1 , which he saw as an attempt "to

keep everybody straight." He continued,

Doggone it, you get angry sitting in your office thinkinc
about all these people struggling for control. The Ministry
feels things are getting a little out of whack here and there,

and they suddenly want to get control. Senior officials see
things getting a little out of whack, and they want to get

control. It's like having 5 or.6 bosses and you don't know
which way you're going. If schools could, by any stretch
of the imagination, be run by the community--the principal
and teachers and parents of that jurisdiction reporting
only to a Director and the Board-that would be ideal.
Each school community has a whole different set of values.

While we would not want to attribute this perception to a majority

of principals across the province withoui further study, increasing

'centralization did'appear to be a concern among the thirty principals

whom we interviewed. This general theme was implicit in their dis-

cussions about a variety of issues related to the impact of. Government

\ !

and Ministry regulations, legislation and priorities. We will deal

with this later in more detail.

The responses of principals to the questionnaire item about the

effects of Ministry regulations over the past few years were coded
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into con4.:ent categories for computer analysis. Most of the responses

related t'a one of three effects of the shift to compulsory courses

for s,F.condary school greduation: lower enrolment's in optional subjects,

growth in core subjects, and an effect on.difficulty levels (e.g. the

need to offer regaireri subjects at a variety of difficulty levels).

The "other" category included:a diversity of responses, including

effects Of new special education regulations, emphasis on "trades"

courses, reduction in experimental courses,and the like. Table 22

presents the analysis of responses by these categories.

Slightly less than one-fourth of the principals reported a negative

effect of the new graduation requirements on optional courses. This

factor appeared to be present'in schools of all sizes, although it

was reported with less frequency by the smallest and the largest schools.

We suspect that the smallest schools would be relatively less affected

because they have offered fewer options anyway, while the largest

schools likely have enough studentsto maintain most options despite

core requirements. However, the medium-small schools were'the hardest

hit in this way. Emphasis on enrolment in a large number of compulsory

courses would create less than viable enrolments in optional subjects

in these schools, where optional course enrolments are often marginally

acceptable at the bestoftimes-.

The most common type of statement that principals made in response

to our question was.that core requirements had had little effect on

school program since students had always been encouraged to enrol in

1

core courses even when they were not required. Thus, only 13% of the

principals reported a growth in core subjects as a result of the new

regulations. Not unexpectedly, growth in core areas was indicated

leaSt frequently for small schools, where the human and physical
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resources have not allowed the school to expand much beyond the academic

core areas.. The largest percentage 'of principals noting a growth in

core subjects were in medium-large schools.

TABLE 22

Effects of Ministry Regulations on School Program

(1975-76 through 1979-80)

Size of School

Program
Effect Small

Medium
Small

Medium
Large Large Totals 1

N= 63 N = 92 'N= 119 N= 38 N= 312

Options Suffer 11 (18%)' 24 (26%)' 27 (23%) 7 (18%) 69 (22%)

Growth in Core
Subjects 3 C5%) 10 (11%) 22 (19%) 4 (11%) 39 (13%)

Difficulty Levels
Affected 14 (22%) 20 (22%) 13 (11%) 4 (11%) 51 (16%)

Other 10 (16%) 10 (11%) 17 (16%) 8 (21%) 47 (15%)

Note: Percentages are rounded.
1 Non-response and multiple responses account for column totals not equal
to 100%.

_
The new regulations, hoWever, have had an effectJon-small:and

medium-small schools wial-fe-gard-to-difficulty1771s.able3 in

Chapter 3 indicates, small schools have tended to concentrate their

efforts upon general and advanced level programs. The same contextual

factors that limit their programs,to an academic core are those which

prevent an expansion of that core to various levels of difficulty. The

smaller schools, and especially, the small isolated schools, seem to

be caught between the need to comply with Ministry4recommendations to

offer required subjects at various difficulty levels and the fact that

they lack both the teacher resources to do so and sufficient students

to warrant the creation of separate programs by level. A not uncommon

compromise, according to questionnaire comments, has been to reorganize
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the school's program into "open" or unphased courses, admission to

which is open to basic, general and advanced level students. This

practice allows principals to offer a breadth of program.(i.e. greater

variety in subject areas), but is generally,a matter or expediency.

Respondents note that the wide range of needs and abilities within

subject areas cannot be met adequately in open level courses.

Some 15% of the principals mentioned other kinds of effects of

government or Ministry legislation and regulations. It was clear,

however, that most of these concerns relate to the future rather than

to the past few years. In this section of the. chapter, the comments

and discussions of secondary school principals are organized into

several topical areas. The subsections that follow focus, respectively,

upon Circular H.S.1, legislation and regulations, and priorities for

future directions in secondary education in the province.

Circular H.S.1

The Credit System. The interview comments made about the initial

version of the credit system (i.e. the absence of compulsory subjects)

reminded one investigator of the range of reactions expressed

during 1972-73 as she studied the implementation of the new system

(Ryan, 1974). While there was the same kind of negative reaction

voiced by some principals, there was also a similar kind of positive

reaction expressed by many others. The supporters of the credit

system (or individualized sy'atem, as it was called in 1972) lamented

abandonment of the system but took some blame for not facilitating

its full understanding and acceptance across the province.

One principal had been one of the very first in the province to in-

troduce the credit system voluntarily some 12 years before. He recalled,
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I'll.tell you there was a happiness, a companionship, between
the teachers and students. The thing that destroyed the credit
system was a misunderstanding -- a lack of ability among
teachers, principals, and the community to communicate. There's

nothing wrong with the credit system...

To say a kid could graduate with 27-credits taken only at
Grade 9 and 10 levels, of course that was a falsehood. That's

assuming the principal is a jerk who would allow that to go on.
We always required 13 senior credits, even when the Ministry

said we couldn't make demands of senior students...

Several principals seemed to agree that the Ministry of Education

and the province's school principals should have "sold" the credit

system before they instituted it. "They did the poorest job of com-

munications that's ever been done", summarized one principal. One

principal said that there are still parents who believe that, if their

child fails one subject, he or she will have to repeat the entire grade.

Because of a serious lack of understanding, the credit system report-

edly has taken the blame for educational changes that had little to

do with the system per se. If Grade 9 Latin ceased to exist, for

example, the credit system vms blamed rather than the societal (and

university) de-emphasis on subjects such as Latin.

More seriously, the credit system was blamed for reduction in

.student skills in reading, spelling, grammar and mathematics. Inter-

vieweei:. argued that what parents and the public failed to understand

was :.1.:ese skills were affected diredtly by a completely different

kind of experiment in education at the. elementary level: .Secondary

schools began to institute the credit syStem at a time when elementary

schools reportedly were beginning to allow students to spell words as

sounded, to learn mathematics by-"discovery" rather. than by memorizing

multiplication tables and the\like, and to express themselves in
\

writing without being graded on grammar: and punctuation. One principal

recalled that his school's first.year on the credit system, for

example, was also the first year that entering Grade 9 students generally
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could not spell correctly. The credit system took the blame anyway.

Even though many principals granted that there was room for serious

thought about the time devoted to instruction in subjects such as

.English in the secondary program, they also viewed the return to a

compulsory core as an "overreaction" to"'criticisms which do not refUte

the worth of the overall, concept of the. credit syStem. As one inter-

viewee described it,

To the Ministry of Education or the Board of Education, one r

telephone call was'a serious matter; two calls was a,disaste.
The overreaction to the credit system was almost unbelievable:-'.

Because some parents don't understand it, the credit system

has to be wrong, all standards are falling apart; the sky

is falling in.

The final blow to the credit system, argued a few principals, came,

because of the fears of teachers which increased as the advent of

declining enrolments threatened job security. Teacher lobbies rose

to pressure for their subject 'to be made compulsory. A principal

recalled-that Historians and.Geographers lobbied successfully, so

that now Physical Education teachers have taken up the strategy --

"for the sake of the nation, Physical Education should be compulsory."

The interviewee argued that this was ridiculous. He asked what would

happen if a student falls off a trampoline and breaks a leg, and it

is a compulsory program. "Are the parents going to sue the school

board or the Ministry? .Should an epileptic be on the trampoline?"

The principal admitted that he was a bit "hyper" about teacher.

attitudes -- 'Save us; make it compulsory, save us all." He said the

province has already saved the English teacher for four years, the

History teacher for one year, the Math teacher for two years, and the

Geography and Science teachers for one year. Teachers of Physical

Education, Industrial Arts, Music, Art and Commercial also want to be

"saved" similarly.
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If you take this to its extreme, what we would end up doing
is saving the teacher and not the student. If we keep going

in this direction, we end up with a situation like that when
I was in high school and the vast majority of kids left at
the end of Grade 10 because there really wasn't anything
more fot them. It was the teachers' program; it wasn't for

the kids.

This interviewee said that he has had,a long-standing argument

with his s aff-about maintaining programs like Family Studies and Man

in Society d technical and business programs. "If you want to talk

survival, you've got to talk about keeping those programs in the

school because, without them, we won't keep the students."

The original version of the credit system, he said, showed which

subjects were important to students. Contrary to popular opinion,

'students did not pick courses just because they were easy. (Indeed,

several studies showed that students still tended to enrol in core

subjects, although they might supplement core courses with high-

interest, newly developed options). A principal concluded that

students chose courses "because the teacher knew his business; he

taught it effectively; they liked being in his classroom. They don't

drop out of good teachers' classrooms."

The discussants in this group conceded that you could not equate

a diploma that included optional credits in Latin, French, Physics,

Algebra and Chemistry with one that included credits in options such

as Man in Society, Family Studies, and the like. However, the stu-

dent's transcript should have made such differences obvious. The

probleM was that the public failed to understand that the transcript

was more important than the diploMa.

Even now, the public does not understand that a student who has

a Grade 12 diploma may/have taken most (or all) of his or her courses

at the basic level. /Before the new required courses, furthermore,

the student's prog±am might well have consisted of a wide variety of
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courses with minimal requirements. Thus, one principal thought that

the system had been "misleading" to the public: Today, it is very

difficult for such students to meet the graduation requirements. On

the positive side, the credit system had torn down the walls between,

technical, commercial and academic programs so that "no one knows

who is a technical student anymore", a change the speaker saw as

remarkable.

Principals in a couple of interview sessions spoke about the

change, with the. credit system, to providing graduation opportunities

to "Occupations" students, thoSe who used to be segregated in two-year

programs in vocational schools. The principal of a junior vocational

schobl said that, while his*sdhool is basically a vocational training

school, his students have the opportunity of staying four years and

graduating with an SSGD. "I guess we could be guilty of graduating

students who can neither read not write." His school admits very

few students who can read behond the Grade 5 level. Many of the

students, he reported, are New Canadians who are not correctly placed

in the school. "As s6odas they grasp the language, we get them

shifted into a more appropriate school."

When the Ministry expanded the graduation requirements to include

two required credits in senior level English, the secondary schools

had, to expand Level 1 (Occupations, or in the new terminology,

modified) courses to include senior English. According to one principal;

"It is really not at the level at which the Ministry thought the kids

would be graduating." This principal thought that making it possible

for Occupations students to receive a high school diploma was a "great

disservice dbne to the pUblic." One of his peers totally disagreed.

He argued that, even for university graduates, the student's trans-

cript of courses was more important than the Bachelor of Arts degree.
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In response to the remark that the man on the street does not know

the difference, a third principal repeated the theme that "I think

we haven't done the job if people don't realize the difference; I

think that's our fault."

Lest we leave the impression that principals in general were,

and still are, sold on the merits of the credit system, we shall

report the emotion-charged reactions of two principals in an interview

group. One of them called the Ministry's attitude towards attendance

"indefensible." Attendance in class, or the lack thereof, an

"enormous educational prOblem which has been ignored." He believes

the skipping of school or certain classes is inevitable w th the credit

system and its individualized timetables. He complained that atten-

dance monitoring is an "administrative nightmare" in a school 4f

1,700 students on 1,700 different timetables involving 6 to 8 differ-

ent teachers per pupil. The issue of student attendance, in his view,

is "more important in terms of quality of instruction than tinkering

with the system or program changes".

The students who present the greatest attendance problIem, according

to the two principals, those in the under-16 group in Grades 9

and 10. One of the principals recalled -his experience as a teacher:

\ You have a class of 30 students. On Monday, 6 students are.

away. On Tuesday, 6 different students are out, and,on
Wednesday, 8 students are away, some of whom were away'on
Monday or Tuesday, ,some were ,away both days, and some are new

ones. What continuity do these kids have? How many of these

absences are legitimate? It depends on the devotion and
toughness and tenacity of vice-principals and teachers to

minimize'that...

It's difficult for people:in the Ministry to translate that
mundane thing into some kind of philosophical thing. Bu

many kids are falling by the wayside or getting a_half-baked

education, and so many teachers are gettingfrustrated trying
to maintain continuity under very difficult conditions, under

the credit system where attendance and skipping are real
problems...You know you don't learn as much when you.are absent
as you do when'you are present.
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The otherprincipal concede\that every organization scheme has
N

both advantages and disadvantages. ,One of the significant disadvantages

. \
of the credit system was the-individual,-timetables, making attendance

Checking very difficult. It was a simple\matter to monitor attendance

when 30 students moved as a group from class to class. His staff is

considering offering optional subjects in packages. A student could

chobse one package. In this waY, tile Grade 9 students could be time-

tabled in groups. He was.; aware of schools in which group rather than

individual. timetabling was done, despite the credit system. "Those

schools wouldn't' give that up for all the tea in China," He concluded

that, later in life, he would wonder if students who are in' the indi-

vidualized system "will ever get to know anyone very well"; and-that

.
.

-----
,---

.

is an important function of the school. While the credit systeM has
.--

strengths, this is one of the drawbacks in his opinion.

Another negative-aspect of the credit system, in the eyes of these

two principals, is its de-emphasis on competitiveness among students.

One of them commented, "Competition is real; it exists; and kids.and

human beings are naturally Competitive." He believes there is "nothing

better" in a classroom than competition among students "to learn'things,

to get better marks, to do a better report, present a better seminar,

run.faster, jump higher, or whateVer." The credit system, he argued,

has undermined competitiveness beCause it has taken away the group.

"When there is a group of students studying together day today, there

'is competition." He admitted that, under the old system, the competi-

tion could also be of a disruptive form..:"all the black leather jackets

together in one class and they'd see who could be the most disruptive."

Definition of a Credit.- Since the introduction of the credit system,

a credit has been defined essentially as credit granted for successful

completion of a course for which a minimum of 110 hours has been sched-
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introduced as required credits. As noted earlier, this created

organizational problems for schools such as Hillcrest High School

which had instituted 60-minute periods and granted students .85 credit.

per completed course (see Ryan, in press).

Principals who were interviewed spoke of a criticism much more com-

mon than complaints about organizational problems. This concerned the

absence, from the definition of a credit, of any requirement regarding

student attendance. H.S.1 makes it very clear, E- d one principal,

that you must schedule a minimum of 110 hours of instruction for a

course, but at no time will student attendance form part of the deci-

sionsion as to whether the credit will be given.
1

Despite numerous calls

to the Ministry regional office, he said that nobody had defined

satisfactorily "whether we should be forcing students to attend class."

His school has few problems with Grade 9 and 10 students, who are not

allowed to have spare periods. Senior students, however, "always

come to school, but they don't necessarily go to class." The principal

is in a dilemma whether to encourage them to take the afternoon off

and go to the library to do some heavy research or to ensure that t:-ey

are in class every day.

One of the principals was from a board in which the secondary

teachers had been on striae. The students had missed eight weeks of

school. He wondered whether they would really have earned their

credits for that year. Another principal stated that, when teachers

in his jurisdiction were on strike, the County Board took the view

that it wasn't the students' fault so, unless it was an obvious case

of failure, students were to receive a mark of 50 and be given a

credit. Both agreed, however, that "The kids aren't fooled. They

know they haven't got the background information they need to go on.

1
While the definition of a credit does not refer to attendance, per se,
an entire sectio of H.S.1, 1979-81 (p.22) is devoted to student
.achievement, attendance, and evaluation.
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The Grade 13 kids know .'!y'II be short-changed with scholarships."

Circular H.S.1 gives the principal the freedom to assess both

the past experiences and past grades of his students for diploma

purposes, contended one ?r

possible fora student to

whatever principal he wants

Therefore, he argued that it is

:round and get the best deal from

to by saying "Here's what I've got; how

.Ls it worth?" He had refused to grant a diploma to a Grade 13

who left in April to enter a university program. The student'

claimed the university said the principal did not have the right to

deny him a diploma. The principal told him to write the Ministry;

in his view, the student had not completed the work.

The new priority for training and apprenticeship courses should

be accompanied by evaluation of the definition of a credit and of

'credits required for high school graduation, in the view of one

principal. He said that teachers across his jurisdiction agree that

one cannot accomplish what the apprenticeship profiles expect in the

time normally allocated by the school organization. For students

oriented in this direction, he thought that the schools should look

at alternatives such as "the packaging of the academic side of their

program, which might' mean a relaxation of the 110 hours' restriction."

He thought principals took H.S.1 too literally anyway, chancing

the entire,organization so that periods would be 72 minutes long

rather than 70 minutes long,for example. He thought the Ministry

would allow schools to interpret H.S.1 for example, to grant some

Mathematics credit for work done in Machine Shop or Drafting. Another

principal said that his vocational school had never offered Science

until it became compulsory. They had had to introduce a Home..

Economics -type course called Science, which detracted from the prac-

tical program. In his view,"the student could have used that time

V
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take something much more valuable to them. Before principals decide

that the Ministry is willing to let them "interpret" H.S.1 they should

probably read Hillcrest High School's experience. (Ryan, in press)

Compulsory Subjects (Credits). As noted in the introduction to this

section, the majority of principals stated that there had been little

effect on school program because of the institution of required credits

in Grade 9 and 10. The major effect, where this was noticeable, was

a reduction in optional subjects at those grade levels and an increase'

in enrolments in subjects such as Science, History, and Geography.

Almost all students enrolled in English and Mathematics anyway.

The History and Geography requirements were mentioned most often

as leading to smaller enrolments in other subject areas. In one

school, this meant a reduction in Languages and Music. In another,

the principal wrote that the History and Geography requirements' had

caused them to eliminate four classes of Business sutiects and to

eliminate Grade 10 Geography courses and Grade 9 History courses.

Another principal wrote that 'core program had taken away many studerits

from Industrial 'Arts, Music, Family Studies and Business Practices.

Although all students must now earn one credit in History and one

in Geography during Grades 9 and 10, the increase in enrolments in

those courses seems to be temporary and, ultimately, the core require-
-,

ment's seem to damage the two programs. This issue was discussed ht'

virtually every group of interviewees. Most schools decide to require

one of the two subjects in Grade 9 and the other in Grade 10. Prin-

cipals told us over and over that students finish these compulsory

requirements and then move to other options in Grades 11 and 12'. As

one said, "We find traditional History and Geography are falling by

the wayside, although Man in Society and other related courses are

Maintaining and becoming even more popular."
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In reflecting upon the "serious losses" his school was experiencing

in traditional Geography 'courses, a principal identified two related

factors. One is the nature of the compulsory courses and the way in

which they are strucLured. The other factor is that Geography is

regarded by students as a "fairly intensive, academic kind of program."

The latter has especially been the case in the last few years, he

observed, as Geography teachers have been encouraged to upgrade their

program by making the:courses more structured and closer to a skills-

development process.' This makeS it difficult for students to "opt in

and out" of Geography at various grade levels. Since the courses

have moved away from "a study of this country ,ind this province" towards

the theoretical, structurecUprientation, this interviewee understoof3

why students turn to courses like Sociolocy, Man in Sociaty, Marketing

'or Law. There is a proportional growth in enrolments in these areas

at senior levels because students see them as being less academic and

demanding.

Another principal posited that students sci..e. both History and

Geography as advanced level courses "no matte /know you label then,"

The Law course isn't seen that way by students, s. a good pc.:,y enrol

in it. In his school, the Law course is taught by the Grade 12

History teacher and is "quite a"demanding.cour6 ' Because the

teacher is agood teacher, .the students stay even when it turns

not to be the - 'general level ". course they thought i Mould tq.

The decreasing student interest in History ar_, Geo:Jraph, -e:lects

a societal effect, according to one Principal, who argued thls:.

people's minds at least there are not jobs for people 'Lralaed in

those areas. There are potential job opportenities in Geology, but

students don't identify Geography as closely related to that field.

Even if students want to major in one of the two: areas in ILdversity,
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the universities do..not require. a specialist program from Grade 13

for admission. Students in his school, he said, would'not even enrol

in an unphased Urban Geography course. A principal responded that

"Maybe we should call, it 'The World and Where It's At'...that would

ensure three sections in the first year, alone."

Several principals reported that the decision about which subject,

History or GeOgraphy, to require in Grade 10 affected enrolments in

Grade 11. That is, where History was required in Grade 10, students

were more likely to elect a Grade 11 History course than a Grade 11

Geography course, and vice-versa. The senior level courses in each

suffer because of the lack c' continuity. In one school, History and

Geography used to be offered in both Grades 9 and 10 for one-half

credit in each subject_6ach year, but this was discontinued because

the British History taught in Grade_9 did_ not, meet the Ministryls_

requirement for Canadian content. All in all, it appears that junior

students are not electing one of these two subjects as an option at

the time when ';:'!ey are taking the other subject as a requirement.

Senior level courses suffer accordingly

Some of the principals in one interview group disagreed that

students were less interested in Geography. because of a reported t,rend'

to more emphasis on intensive skill development. One thought that

Geography skills weren't taught as well now as they were 10 years ago.

He also noted that, in his s:Alool, the History textbook was better than

the Geography text currently in use. Another principal said that he did

not think the emphasis in Geography was the critical factor anyway.

Rathek he ,:oncluded that students do not see the course Es relevant.

Despite what people say'about courses like World Religions,
Man in Society, and People and Politics, these courses are
relevant. We tend to underestimate the level of sophisti-
cation of many of our young people, who are not unaware of
the, fact that they are part of society...
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When you look at the course of study in the Guidelines for

Man and Society andt-the like, theres a lot of really

controversial things in there --.ma.1:riage, divorce, death

-- things about man and society that kids are interested in

at 16 years of age. Then tell them what you're going to

study in Geography...

The rural kids in this school tend to be more interested

in Envilonmental'Science (which is coded as Agriculture)

than in Urban Geography, as the kids were in my previous

school. Here, they identify with Agriculture because they

go out and do their.greenhouse stuff and slaughter a couple

of sheep in the spring, etc. That takes away from Geography

where it doesn't take away from History.

The required credits in English appeared to be welcomed by most

-principals. One effect expected by at least one principal was

the probable disappearance of the English Studies credit. His school

had introduced courses such as Modern Literature for students as a

"kind of escape for the student whO didn't maintain credits in the

regular English program." However, now that English is required, there

is a visible decline in requests for those substitute courses.

A few other subjects were mentioned as suffering from enrolment

declines, but the declines were not necessarily linked to the institu-

tionof compulsory credits in other areas. For example, one principa:1

said that Physical Education enrolments are "bad" in his school,

only about half of the' entering Grade 9 students electing this. I

other schools, enrolments are maintained because the school requires

Grade 9 students to take Physical Education. Students also hesitate

to enrol _r Grade 13 Physics, according to another principal, if they

have not taken Physics in Grade 11. This, however, reflected a

discontinuit-, not due to SSG!) requirements.

Speng of he trend toward more and more compulsory courses, a

principal predicted a pressure building up over th.., next few years

from "trying to spread our resources too thinly." Optiorr.7 may be

decreased in number even further. He thinks principals will reach the

point where it might be "logistically impossible to schedule students
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into individualized timetables with so many courses compulsory;

there will be too many conflicts."

Difficulty Levels. A few principals complained about the Ministry's

emphasis on offering required courses at four levels'of difficulty.

For example, one pri.ncipal wrote that the introduction of a Level 2

(basic) program had caused "many problems in a traditional, academic

school." Another wrote that 40% of the students choose general level

courses, "even if their ability is better."

The new Ministry terminology had created difficulties for a

principal who tried to follow this by dropping the label, "Enriched

level" and combining that into a single "Advanced" category. His

school hat always been a "highly academic school, with a reputation

for preparing students for university." Part of the success of

grrlduates of his school has been attributed to the Enriched program,

which has not decreased in enrolment. When they called it "Advanced"

this yearas the Ministry suggested in H.S.1, the students and

parents did not understand that the work was still going to be more

difficult but the credit would appear on the transcript simply as an

Advanced credit, like those of students whose courses were less de-

manding. He said, "We're hoping the university people look at the

course descriptions."

In nearly every interview group, there was some discussion of dis-

satisfaction with general level courses. One principal said that his

school syste now has a Task Force looking into the general level

youngster. He observed that there is a "tendency for teachers to

teach at a greater degree of difficulty in general level courses than

what the course of study demands. He believes this tendency is

province-wide, judging from the OSSTF study. He is going to introduce

an experimental program this year, whereby 25 entering GLade 9 students

zet
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who are poor achievers (but who do not qualify for basic level) will

be taught for four periods -- Engli4h, Geography, History and Science

-- by one teacher, volunteer. They hope to improve the students'

achievement by "looking into their social problems a bit more; the

teacher will be a guidance counsellor as well as a teacher for them."

A second principal also is in a system that was sufficiently

concerned to seat up a similar Task Force. He believed, however, that

there is no such thing as a "General Level Student", unless you can

define what kind of student he is, what his needs are, where he is

going, and then what kind of program is relevant. General level

programs, hesaid, tend too often to be simply/"watered-down" versions

of the advanced program.

Some 65% of all course enrolments in his school are general level,

accorang to a principal. Students are going on to Grade 13

either, which he sees as a spin-off of the general level program as

well as of the tendency for Grade 12 students to enter colleges

(CAAT's), go into apprenticeships, or find a job. When the liewest

H.S.1 -71111e out, his school eliminated all open level courses. Courses

like Biology' 301 became Biology 341 because he felt the open level

courses "were really taught more at the advanced level than they were

at the general level," This change, however, had an effect on program-'

ming,

Like the others in his group, he was concerned about the "whole

process of standardsat the general level." His school used to have

a policy that iC of 40 in an advanced level course, you

were given a general level credit, because there was supposedly a 10%

differential between'the two level:. 7e believes, however, that the

differential is cic::;or to 15%, "I think we hit 'the four-level (advanced)

kids pretty hard, generally speaking; we're just heavy-handed with
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them." On the other hand, many teachers do not give homework to

general level classes, claiming that the students won't do it. The

principal views this as an insufficient reason.

I think particularly the senior students in the general level
programs will do their homework and eventually realize the
value of it...The amount of homework that the kid does in
Grade 1 to Grade 8 continues to amaze me.. Then they suddenly
get to Grade 9, and the general level teacher says 'What's
the sense? They won't do it anyhow so I won't give it.'
And so they go home without any books. It doesn't make sense.
I think there's a difference in what the kids will do and
what the teachers expect in terms of homework.

Advanced and general level students will often ask whether there

isan examination in a course they are considering as an option,

according to a principal, because they already have 5 or 6 exams to

write. His school, to which he is, new, has three sets of examinations

a year, which he views as "over-kill." Teachers tell him that general

level --,tudents do not study for exams any more than they study for

tests, so he thinks it is a waste of time to set aside 5 or 6 days for

each examination period.

An issue that seemed to be of concern to several principals was

the attitude of community colleges to general level students. Many

college admissions persons do not understand the difference between

general and advanced level, according to some principals. They con-

sider a 70% in Math 451 (Advanced) as the same as a 70% in Math 441

(General). The same. is true for English.. Student reaction is that,

if you plan to enter a college, you have a better chance for admission

by taking a general level course and getting .a higher mark. Other

principals thought the colleges reacted in a completely different way.

For example, one principal argued that the colleges were established-

to provide post-secondary opportunities for general level students

who did not take Grade 13 in high school, but he had observed that

some colleges gave preference to advanced level graduates over general
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level ones.

Principals disagreed about the appropriateness of some colleges

admitting Grade 13 graduates or even university graduates in prefer-

/

ence to Grade 12 graduates. Many felt this was a violation of the

mandate of the colleges (see discussion b6low). A few agreed with

the view that "It is a . . . disgrace to be deemed effectively over-
,.

qualified-to go to college at the ripe Old age pf19 or 20." This

speaker thought that it was also a "disgrace" to give preference to

such youngsters; his point was that they should not be discriminated

against. There appeared to be regicinal differences among the colleges

in their admissions procedures.

Several piincipals described a trend they see of more and more

students being emfaoyed while still in school. One said there is a

great deal of peer pressure to be a part-time worker, "and work comes

ahead of school in many situations." Some students even leave school

during the day to go to work, parental approval. This kind of

trend causes many students to elect general level courses so that

there is less class work and more time to spend after school earning

money. Most principals seemed to agree that students who enrol in

general level c(7,12rses are less motivated academically, so "if there's

going to be a drop -out, it's going to be the general level student,"

This applied, said one principal, "no matter how much you want to

pitch a program towards him."

Curriculum Guidelines. In Chapter 2, we documented the emphasis on

local curriculum development during much of the 1970's and the shift

back to more prescriptive guidelines from the Ministry by 1979-80.

A few principals spoke about this and also about related issues.

Th^ rri.cipal of a secondary schocil in a large urban board said that

:as "far ahead of the Ministry" in curriculum_developrent.
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Many of the guidelines developed by committees in his system "are

really the models'for the Ministry'slnew guidelines, in many cases."

The Ministry's guidelines have tended to be very general and, in his

view, "a bit impractical and hard to follow", so his board is now

trying to write more "down-to-earth" guidelines for every subject.

He also noted that most large school boards in Ontario are introducing

their own testing program. This principal recognized that small boards

probably "have much more difficulty providing this sort of thing."

His last comment was certainly demonstrated by the reaction of

the principal of a small econdary school in a small board. Every

change in H.S.1 and in guidelines, he said, means that teachers "have

to get together and revise courses of study." He continued,

We need a rest. We're fatigued. Some school boards are

digging in their heels and saying, 'We will set priorities
on what we will do, and we don't care what new programs you
put in; we're not going to touch thm'...Everything the
Ministry, does results in a Committee being formed that goes

on for two or three years...

I think this is especially true for smaller jurisdictions

where we don't have consultants. We have classroom teachers
working all kinds of hours at this kind of thing...Curriculum
re-development and textbook appraisal have been added to the

department head's role. I wince every time I get another
memorandum, because it's more work for somebody.

Another principal pointed out that, every time there is a program

change announced, the textbook also changes. "Grade 9 Science came in,

for example, and that cost $3,600 for Grade 9 textbooks. Before

you know it, you're absolutely broke." He says that he sets aside

18% of his total school budget for textbooks, but he "can't make do."

When he had specialist teachers, he tried to "cut corners" by having

them gather up material without textbooks. But, as generalist teachers

are "filling in bits and pieces of the timetable (because of decline



and teacher surplus provisions), they need a textbook."

Two groups mentioned their disagreement with the Ministry's time-

lines for introducing changes and the lack of teacher involvement in

the changes'. French instruction was an area of some concern, for

example. Apparently French language textbooks are now listed in

Circular 14 under required stages at whith you move from one textbook

to another As one principal stated it, "They equate hours of expo-

sure to language with skills, which is absurd, it's out of whack with

reality." The result,'he said was that they are using a textbook in

Grade 9 "that we should be using in Grade 7, but it's illegal to use,

it in Grade 7." Another principal said that his French department

head is "going around the bend because he has to phase out this book

and phase in this book." The "phase-in" timeline mandated by the

Ministry, he said, was mechanically impossible given the varied

stages of the French students in his school.: For example, the elem-

entary teacher is supposed to use one book and complete it in half

the hours the secondary teacher would normally take with that book.

When a change in direction was mandated by the Ministry for the

study of Mathematics, one principal recalled that the province's

Mathematics teachers complained about the direction, especially, for

general level students. Implementation was thenpostponed until the

fall of 1982, and it will no longer be implemented in Grade 9 simul-

taneously with that in Grade 7. He hypothesized that the French

teachers' lobby must not be as strong as that of the Mathematics'

teachers. The least the Ministry could do,,he argued,

they were wrong in the date of implementation;

Legislation and Regulations

is to admit

In discussing Government legislation and regulations other than
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Circular H.S.1, principals spoke of program effects from the stand-

point of school grants, regulations governing teacher qualifications,

and teacher right to strike. Each of these is discussed below.

School Finance. The principals with whom we spoke almost never

expressed the view that more money was the solution to all their

problems. Indeed, there were only two areas in which. principals saw

an immediate need for fiscal reform. It is also worth noting that

the principals who spoke about these needs-do not necessarily think

t:ft are provincial problems. Although it may be Board fiscal reform

that is needed, we assume Board allocations reflect provincial poli-

cies ant grant formulas, to some extent at least. Thus, the points

are made under this subsection.

An issue that raised concern among several principals was the

need to replace equipment, especially in the technical commercial

I. programs. Rural areas of the province, one said, were 1 to to take

advantage of the Federal funds for technical equipment that were avail-

able in the late1950's. In his system, he said that the normal grant

structure for capital replacements was adequate "if you're talking

about replacing the odd movie projector, but if you really\ need to go
I

into a machine shop (in excess of $20,000) the money just 't there."

One principal said that he was concerned about the amount of-shop

space that his school has and about the equipment being used, broken

down, and repaired for general level students both in technical and

commercial programs. His school currently is trying to "turn over

all of its manual typewriters, for example, to electric." The total

cost is estimated at $60,000 for the typewriters, in addition to the

costs of wiring the'clasSrooms. He thinks this h's to be done

"because I don't think businesses use manual typewriters anymore."
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When you are talking about shcs, he concluded that "you can just

multiply that by some enormous figure." His school does not have

enough shop space and equipment for the "amount of'shop that the

kids want to take." His students are beginning to:request two double

shops at the senior level (Grades 11 and 12). "They want auto mechan-

ics, drafting, electricity, machine shop or something like that for,

four periods a day, and we're not able to give it to them."

In one interview group, a printipal had suggested-that most

financial restrictions were coming at the local level, and in pro-

gro%ts. "Let's not be stupid about the fact that we don't

hav,, -:nough money to do what we want to do." Another printipal res-

p we'must improvise, and the first principal commented,

7-L pretty tough to. improvise a gymnasium."( Another added; "It's

tough to improvise the maintenance of shopS.which are so terribly

evipensive to maintain." His school had been able to purchase one new

lathe last year for $9,000. They had bought an "import" because the

'Canadian. machine costs $12,000. This purchase is insufficient for

the needs, however, "when you have one lathe in an occupations shop

of 40 boys maximum." Another principal noted that the.mandated shift

to metrication had left his school with obsolete machinery, but the

cost of changing these was exorbitant.

A principal from an urban area said that fewer students means less

money for the schools all over the province. However,-he argued that

urban s:shools have more severe problems because "we have to'pay so

much ourselves, rather than getting grants from the province." He

argued that plates in Northern Ontario get almost 100% of their educa-

tion :costs from the prOvince.1

1Northern Ontario Boards receive funding according to the Ministry's
equalization grants and weighting factors, as do other boards.

_
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Thd'second'issue related to student transportation costs. One

group discussed statements that reportedly had been made by the Minister

about the need to consider offering pecondary programs by jurisdiction

rather than by school. A principal recognized that he might be mis-

taken, but he thought there had been some changes in the last year

or so in the financial structure, which took transportation out of one

category and placed it into another, where "the rate of provincial

suppoit is much less -- a sly little move." Those two changes .if

accurate, are in conflict. "If you want to share programs among

schdols within a jurisdiction", he argued, "you must have the money

for student transplortation to the other school." This situation

might not be as big a problem for a totally urban board, but it would

be for a rural board or a board with both rural and urban areas.'

At the school level, a principal said that his board no longer

provides-a special transportation grant in the school budget. As a

result, his small rural school has to take transportation costs out

of the supply budget. This is a big problem when teams must be taken

long distances for athletic events, for example: Another principal

observed that even the regular home-to-school transportation budget

receives "a much lower rate of support from the province than it used

to." If schools are going to bear more of a burden for regular trans-

portation, "something else will have.to suffer." He noted that the new

special education legislation "will put a lot more heat on the costs at

the local level", for example, as will increased local costs of preserving

program as-enrolment (and, thus, grants) decline. These provincial

funding policieS and program priorities seem to be somewhat conflicting.

A couple of other financial matters were mentioned by a few prin-

cipals. One related to Government policy implemented through the

1 These comments suggest that the regulations about transportation
have not been effectively communicated.
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Teachers' Superannuation Commission. Principals often spoke of early

retirements of teachersas a partial solution to surplus staff with

declining enrolments. A principal said that he had staff members who

would like to "phase out" of education by dropping to half-time status

at first and allowing their income to drop "nice and gradually" before

full retirement. The Commission, however, would penalize these people

because the pension is based on the salary during the last years. "If

you have a half-year's salary, you're going to be hit." For this

reason, the principal said:

Teachers start looking at it and say, 'No way -- I can't
afford to take a double penalty. I was going along,' in
effect, to try to help you out by alleviating your over-
staffing. In turn, the Superannuation Commission is putting
that in as my best seven years, and there goes my pension.'

He thought that the superannuation legislation needed to be examined in

the light of providing incentives for early retirement of teachers.

Another principal commented that some boards az.e willing to pay

retirement gratuities as a portion of the last year's salary, rather

then after retirement, to influence the superannuation to which a

teacher is entitled. However, the Commission reportedly will not

permit this to be counted as part of the 1Fst year's salary for the

purposes of calculating pension.

The researchers are unclear about the exact approval mechanisms

for school construction, either now or in the past. However, we

assume thac the provincial ministry has some control over such decisions.

It is perhaps worth noting that the principal of a secondary school whose

enrolment will decline by 63% within a ten-year period observed that

there were too many secondary schools in his area of the city. "The

board, in retrospect, should not have built the last school which is

about a mile from us." He named seven public secondary schools in the

area. Further, a new separate high school has just been built one-half
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mile from his school and will "siphon off" a lot of his students,

accelerating the rate of decline.

Teacher Qualifications. Many principals spoke of the recent loss of

flexibility they once enjoyed to use non-specialist teachers to teach

one or two classes in a subject area where specialist staff was insuf-

ficient to meet student requests. This concern, related to Regulation

704 (see Chapter 2), is More problematic given declining enrol-

ments and the restrictions generated by clauses in collective agree--

ments with teachers. Indeed, it is in the area of staffing problems

that one encounters the most visible interactive effect of all three

factors on school program.

An example of this multiple impact was provided by a principal

who said that his French and technical programs were most affected.

Because his school communtty includes a large group of French-speaking

persons, the staff had been attempting to offer three levels of French

(general, advanced, and enriched). The Ministry's regulation states

now that a teacher must have French on the teaching certificate.

This caused timetabling problems:

We ran up r7ainst the problem of periods where we had to
cover all of the French that was required with the staff
we had, and we were told we couldn't have any more staff.
We weren't allowed to bring someone else in from the English
department who could teach a class of French, as we have
done in the past.

Similarly, he had used a couple of Science teachers, who had some

Engineering preparation, to teach a "class or two in the technical area

to take some pressure off-the regular instructor." He will no longer

be allowed to do this.

The new regulations would not have been so troublesome in the past

because qyou could go out and hire someone." CUrrently, he is losing
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more people in the technicalarea than in any other, primarily because

of retirements. Since the entire County's technical staff is "getting

old", there are almost no opportunities to transfer technical teachers

from other schools into his school. The result is that he has can-

celled the Welding program for next year because there is no teacher.

A part-time person is teaching the automotive program, which has been

reduced from 12 periods to 6 periods. His school has "one more aca-

demic teacher than we need, but we can't trade that person to some

other school for a technical person 'because they don't have one either."

A different kind of problem arises in the area of general studies.

Under the regulations, a principal explained, any teacher is allowed

to teach up to two courses in the g neral studies area. In his

school, his Art teacher "has done such a super job that we now need

13 periods 'of Art taught." This teacher can take 6 or 7 of them, but

the remainder must be taught, one or two at a time, by other staff

members "who have no desire whatever to teach Art." According to that

Particular section of the regulations, the principal said, "these

people are supposed to be able to teach all these things. Well, not

only do they not want to, but I don't think they're capable."

There were different perceptions among principals of what constitutes

evidence of qualifications to teach particular subjects. In the

technical area, however, most agreed in complaining about the effect

of the recent regulations on technical teachers who had been teaching

for a long time. The effect of the stipulations regarding qualifica-

tions was described by one principal:

The guy who is now teaching Machine Shop, and has been there
teaching for 20 years and has done an excellent job, will be
told he'll have to teach two-thirds for a two-thirds salary
next year. The particular wood program will suffer. Summer

courses are not as available (for upgrading qualifications).

This is a really nasty situation.
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Another principal, in a different interview group, raised the

same issue. In his case, he has a teacher who has been teaching in

the Occupations program for 12 years. The principal complained,

All of a sudden, he is no longer qualified to teach
Occupations because of a little thing that suddenly slid in
this, line -- 'Occupations are classified as Special Education.'
If you are not a Special Education teacher, you cannot teach
Occupations. This is a practical teacher. He has documents
from the Ministry; his certificate says he is qualified to
teach boys' practicalSubjects, technical trades...

He hasn't done one thing differently this year than what
he'll be doing in the future, except in the future he isn't
qualified for doing what he's been doing. I have argued
this at considerable length with the Regional Office and
with Toronto, and they are not backing down one bit. They
say if he wants to teach Occupations in September of 1981,
he will take the Special Education course, Part I...1

So I went to the people who were offering these' courses and
asked what they were going to teach so that my Occupations
teacher would be a better Occupations teacher. (Their answer
was) 'Oh well, basically, how to teach Special Education
students in Grades 1 to 6:' I was very irate with them. I

said, 'I suppose, at the end of the course, each of my tech-
nical teachers will be given a black hat and bag.' They did

not appreciate that comment.

This emotional statement prompted another principal in the group

to relate a similar case. He is also fighting the ruling. One of

his teachers whose speclalty is Auto Mechanics is to be assigned

one class of Machine. Shop next year. The teacher is two years

away from retirement. "To say to this teacher you must go back to

summer school to get.the qualifications to teach this course, well,

he's not interested." The Ministrymight give a temporary appro-

val for one year "if you twist their arm," but definitely it would not

be fore more than two years. The principal has three technical teachers

within five years of retirement. They get "quite upset" when told

to gc back to summer school so they can teach for the remaining years

before retirement.

1This date has since been changed to September 1, 1985.
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The principal of a technical high school in an urban area, in

reaction to one of the above comments, observed that he fully supported

the concept of having qualified teachers in the shops. "There's noth--

ing worse than putting an unqualified person in a shop with all kinds

of sophisticated machinery.".

Another principal revealed that he had served on the Certification

Board for a number of years. He said that the Board has had "a run-

ning battle" onthese issues, especially with reference to Occupations

program, but also with regard to other areas. The Board, he said, is

aware that a person who has been teaching in the technical area for

15 years now might have to go back to get a teaching"de4ree to teach

a Grade 9 course that he or she has been teaching for years. This issue

is an on-going point of contention among Board members, he said.

While the principals. were aware that other subject areas would be

'affected by the revised regulations, the technical area caused most

concern because of program needs and because of the difficulty of re-

placing existing staff; One school had been able to hire a young Auto

teacher, we were told, but he resigned at Christmas time. The two or

three persons who responded to an advertisement for the job "expressed'

absolutely no interest as soon as they found out about the terms of

our contract -- seniority and the like." A person was hired from one

of the local garages. The principal confessed that he was unsure

-whether the person "even received formal permission (from

the Ministry)." He wants this person to return next fall, but he is

unsure whether the Board will let him hire someone, whether the collec-

tive agreement will allow it, and whether the, Ministry will grant a

temporary letter of approval. He had made a request fdr a temporary

letter of approval once, "and it was turned down flat."
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According to our interviewee, it is difficult to attract young

technical teachers to replace ones who are retiring, even when the

collective agreement and the Board allow it. The local person who

filled in temporarily for the school mentioned above informed the

principal that, as owner of two local garages, he is paying more to

the five-year apprentice he has now than he himself is paid'for teach-

ing school. By the time such people have the qualifications neces-

sary to teach, this principal reasons, the starting salary is such

that they would be better off working outside of education. He

opened,"So, when the Minister talks of increasing the trades program,

[she would recognize] it isn't going to happen. As soon as these

fellows retire, we'll never get replacements."

For the past several years persons in teacher training have been

encouraced to gain specialities, even in the academic area. The

schools, one principal said, all wanted a specialist in History, a

specialist:. in Geography, and the like. "We have put ourselves in the

position we're in now, where we have specialists but we need academic

generalists who can teach in two or three areas." Teachers now have

cert%ficates that are restricted to "one narrow band of expertise",

and the regulations limit their teaching in other areas to only two

classes. This creates "a real bird" with collective agreements and

declining enrolments. Another principal said that he was forced to

offer a full. timetable of Music courses because the Music teacher, who

has seniority, cannot teach anything else. At the same time, he has

had to offer a junior technical teacher a two-thirds job "or nothing"

despite the fact that there is a need to offer more technical courses.

A few principals expressed dissatisfaction with the upgrading

process. We have already mentioned the limited type of prOgram offered

in Special I2:ucation,.aa one principal reported it. Another principal
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said that he has a teacher who took his university work in English in

Quebec and did not have to take qualifying French courses "because

he is so fluent in French." The teacher Was willing to he assigned

to teach some French courses.' The principal reportedly was told by

the Ministry that the teacher would have to obtain additional quali-

fication, but admission to the course would only require the teacher

to pass a written and an oral examination. But the universities,

"wanting to protect professors' jobs", would not admit the teacher to

the program until he had taken three or four of their French courses.

He concluded,\ "What the Ministry puts down as the minimal requirement

and what the university proceeds to do are quite different."--

Another principal. agreed that it was a major problem that the

Ministry prescribes the 'guidelines in teacher training, but "you have

12 to 14 Faculties of Education, each responsible to their own Senate."

He said there were marked differences in how-faculties interpret and

apply the Ministry's guidelines, "depending upon what people they need

to take programs they wish to offer."

Teacher Strikes. Although no principal suggested that the Government

withdraw the teachers' right to strike (in Bill 100), there were some

interesting exchanges with regard to strikes. We have already men-

tioned the concern that principals expressed with regard to atten-

dance not being a criterion for the granting for a credit, and the

special concern for Grade 13 students who have missed several weeks

of school because of a strike. A principal from one board said that

the Grade 13 students in the semestered high school had lost over one-

fourth of their program (the equivalent of 16 weekS), so he would not

blame the Government for asking, "If a student can miss that much of

the program and not suffer academically, why do we need Grade13?"
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Principals in one interview session asked about the experience of

one of their colleagues whose teachers had been on strike earlier.

In-particular, they wanted advice about how to get the students "back

to some degree.of normalcy" as soon as possible. The response was an

eye-opener to the researchers:

The students were extremely good when they first came back.
But there was real hatred for the teachers. The teachers
weren't worth any points at all with the community or the
students. 'I heard a lot of students say, 'O.K., don't expect
a lot from us as far as attendance and work, because, if you
can take off that way, then we're not going to do anything
extra for you.' Of course that was short-sighted of them.
But, for the rest of the year, morale was terrible, just
awful...

We had an assembly the first day back to try to allay this,
and one of the kids spoke up and said he was very disappointed
in the teachers; they weren't prepared to bend over and sac-
rifice at all; they were just 'money grabbers.'

We tried to initiate programs and do things to get the teachers
and kids together. But that seemed to open up a battle between
teachers and students...

We were caught on every side; there's no doubt about it. We'

sent newsletters home, apologizing and asking for help in
getting the kids back to school. The vice-principal had a
heck of a time with attendance afterwards. The kids said
'They don't care; why should we?'

The other major problem reported as resulting from the strike

procedures of Bill 100 is the restriction that principals must remain

in the school. The principal whose teachers were currently on strike

said that he and the other principals had tried to make themselves

available every day to attempt to maintain a good relationship with

staff members. The other principal who had "lived through" an earlier

strike replied that there was some resentment because they were still

on salary and the teachers were only receiving strike pay. He said

the resentment remained even though the principals voluntarily contrib-

uted $500 a month to the strike fund and, on balance, took less pay

home than the strip rs, many of whom took outside jobs.
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Bill 100, another principal said, is responsible for creating the

split between the principal and the staff when it comes to negotiations,

and for the fact that principals still, do not have full rights when

it comes to certain sanctions such as strikes. The principals are

concerned about what they perceive as a move to exclude them from the

teachers' federation.

Current and Future Priorities

During the interviews, we asked principals to give their views on

some of the newer priorities that apnear to be implicit or explicit in

'Ministry documents or statements of the Minister of Education. One

topic that drew a good deal of discussion was that of school-to-work

programs, including apprenticeships cooperative education, upgraded

technical and commercial programs, cereer counselling. A second

emerging priority area discussed wa that of special education.

Finally, principals, spoke of their concerns with regard to the ongoing

priority of providing expanded educational opportunities for Ontario

youth and the need for interface or articulation among various educa-

tional avenues. Each of these priority areas is discussed below.

School-to-Work Programs. In one group, it was observed that the

Minister of Education was emphasizing the need to strengthen school-

to-work programs. This comment drew one.rather cynical response that

the Headmasters' Association had been presenting these problems to

the Ministry for years, through their representatives on the H.S.1-

Advisory Committee. Two weeks earlier, this speaker said, the

Minister spoke to the Headmasters' meeting as if "Suddenly there was

this new relevation." For years, industry has been hiring people

from other countries to come here. He said that principals are more

than willing to "open up programs that would involve"apprenticeships
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and training for the future", but the problem he saw is with industry

and the unions. Others spoke of lack of industries in the community

and lack of money and staff for in-school parts of these programs.

As we saw in Chapter,3,,many schools have already managed to overcome

such problems and have developed very effective work experience pro-

grams in a variety of/ways (see Chapter 3, section on "Cooperation

with other Organizations").

We heard several times that one of the problems with apprentice-

ship or Linkage programs in a small, rural community is the scarcity

of places for the students. One of these principals said that, even
1

when an apprenticeship is available, the timing doesn't "neatly cor-

respond"respond" to the in-school program. For example, a local machine shop

owner had called him to advise him that there was an apprenticeship

open that would start the next day.

Then you're in a real bind. What do you do with the kid who
says, 'You can either help me get into-that apprenticeship
or I'll quit school tomorrow to take it.' We have hadlto go
on to advance the programs of independent study in order to
try to accommodate some of these individual students, and
that makes it really rough ori\ teachers. So apprenticeship
is not just an easy thing to get' a kid into.

Another principal said that his school was located in a community

where there are a lot of unskilled jobs available. A good many stu-

dents drop out of school after Grade 9 or 10 to take these jobs. For

them, he said, the dollars in their pocket now are more important than

staying in school another few years and, "Then maybe, if you're lucky

getting an apprenticeship, or, if you're not lucky, going out to com-

pete with others who started a few years earlier." The educational

\

planners, he reasoned, should be aware of changing economic factors

that have led a "great many young people to come to school in the

daytime and work the rest of the time, many 25-30 hours a week outside

of school."
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The introduction of cooperative education programs is causing

some problems as principals see it. While alprihcipal said he be-

lieved the program met,some of the needs of getting young people into

business and industry for training, theVcollective agreement iaS not

recognized the extra burdens placed on supervising teachers and the

rest of the staff.) Unless extra staff and resources are supplied

"you're asking teachers to take on an even greater load than they

already have, especially in small schools."

The Ministry and the Board, he claiMed, expect the principal to

allow teachers to teach regular classes for half a timetable and then

spend the\other peribds contacting companies, supervising students,

etc. If you look at the staffing restrictions and the PTR, however,

you realize that these outside. periods "come out,of the rest of your

staff." The formulas in his bod'rd do not change just- because a school

has introduced a cooperative education program. He was asked to give

a supervising teacher only the equivalent of one class period, but

"I can't do it; he will have to take it on as an extra duty." He

said this was unfair, since if a teacher is employed in a larger

school, he or she would not have to do this as an extra part of work

load.

The staffing prOblems described above were not encountered by

.another principal, who explained that the memorandum of agreement in

his board alloWed the system to hire one person to (coordinate the

cooperative education programs across the county the following year.

After that, each school will have a half-time teacher to "get things

going)" In all, 2.5 new teaching positions will be designated for

these progr4ms..

A principal agreed with this point but added that they had fouhd

some companies unwilling to pay students in the program the suggested
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rate. They will only pay the minimum wage. Even though the Ontario

Government Civil Service stepped in,.he said some of his gitls were

only receiving $3 a day for the afternoon's work. "It's almost like

slave labour. They seem to think they're doing us a favour by taking

them." He also pointed out that many employers are "somewhat unwill-

ing" to take students from vocational schools because they have limi-

tations. When they have a choice, they select students from the

schools with general and advanced levels, especially from the techni-

cal schools.

As noted, schools located in rural communities have greater dif-

ficulties in operating such programs. One such principal said that

the local industry with a machine shop wants one student. The industry

ciose.to another school in his County wantbd 75 students in machine

trades. Although local opportunities are limited, the principal said

his students were lucky to be only a few miles from a city, although

they must compete-with city students for placements. Another princi-

pal agreed, "if you're going.to put kids in industry, the best thing

is to put them in a city." Hiarea is very rural, and he has no co-

operative education program except as it applied in d'limited way to

students in the Occupations group.

Another disadvantage faced by smaller schools is in trying to

provide the necessary in-school part of the program. We have already

seen (Chapter 3) that many smaller schools do not have much beyond an

academic program. The principal-of.,one rural school said that the

.

equipment his school does have is 13 or 14 years old and there are

1

,inadequate funds for repair or replacement, even -if he could find a

el
teacher his COunty, he'

said, had also closed its welding shop because "the equipment was in

a poOr state of repair."



Similar problems arise in the. commercial area, both in terms of

placing students in'cooperative programs with local businesses and in

terms of providing up-to-date equipment for school courses. Even in

large schools, changing technologies have left the school equipment

almost obsolete. In the near future, the entire business program in

secondary schools may need to be revised, according to one principal:

In the business fields, we have to keep a sharp eye out for
things like word processors and minicomputers and the changing
hardware and software that are being introduced at a pretty
rapid rate even in small businesses and at a much faster rate

in large buSinesses. That's going to bring some kind of change

in the business program.

Even where secondary schools have good programs and adequate fa-

cilities to provide in-school preparation for employment, we were

.AnforMed that social influences may deter students from availing

themselves of these opportunities. One very clear example of this was

provided by the principal, of a junior vocational school. His school

as a whole, he lamented, has never recovered from an image problem

since the school started as an orphanage, then became a half-way

house for girls recently released from training schools, and later

"given full status as a junior vocational school. The latter decision

was accompanied with the intention that the school would provide

graduates to serve the employment market. Two programs in particular,

Power Sewing and Hospital Services, were designed and equipped to

meet employment needs that are still present. HOwever, because of

the image problem, students are avoiding these courses. Their parents,

want,them to be able to enter skilled trades. His school, he fears,

its rapidly becoming "obsolete because we're no longer serving the

employment market as well as we should perhaps." To replace these

programs with others, however, would involve very costly plant changes.

Principals spoke of changes that are occurring in secondary school
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Guidance. In earlier times, guidance counsellors "sat. back and talked

in generalities of the kinds of options open to students." A prin-

cipal said that counsellors today muf,t actively prepare to adopt the

role of career counsellor, especially in "non-collegiate" schools.

Counsellors are encouraged to go out, make contact with local industry,

help students get jobs, and the like.

A principal said that, when the Minister makes announcements or

encourages something, "my Board takes it as a directive." Thus, the

Minister's views on career counselling had led to a total reorganiza-

tibn of the Guidance program in his County's secondary schools in the

last year or two. Another principal said that, for about four years

now, his school has offered a full-credit course in career counselling,.

It is an open course at the Grade 11 level, which is permitted withi

the Ministry's guidelines. He has not obtained the qualified staff/

for it, he confided,but his Guidance personnel are responsible for

it. They call upon the community and other teachers to find out what

is happening in the area.

Special Education. At the time when our interviews were conducted,

Bill 82 had not been introduced into the Legislature. Thus, the

principals did not speak in detail about mandated Special Education

provisions. Nonetheless, they were quite aware that legislation was

forthcoming which would be'directed toward improving Special Education

opportunities for students across the proVince.

The few principals who addressed this issue seemed to favour the
7

establishment or designation of separate echools for these young

people, rather than having each secondary school- responsible fora

program. The principal of a rural school admitted that Occupations

'tudents and others who should be in Special Education "are not being

served very well." In his jurisdiction, many students--spend 45

I



minutes on a bus to his school. He wanted the basic level students

to transfer to another bus and travel an additional 20 miles to a

school that can offer them a special program. However, the parents

refuse to let their children travel further. by bus, "so we're getting

kids who haven't graduated from elementary school." To offer an ade-

quate program, there would need:to be'a financial commitment with

specialized teachers and all the problemi that will bring, with staff

numbers and re-training people in Special Education cr hiring new

staff.

Another principal said that his rural school was close to a city

with two high schools that were established specifically for basic

level students. Thus, he has resisted parental complaints about his

school not offering courses at that level. "Our parents are learning

that we can't offer this for 8 kids." Instead, they purchase student

places from the city.. He believes such Occupational schools

should be regional in nature, crossing school board boundaries. His

Board would not be able to provide such a school, both because of

student numbers and financial means. He estimates there would be no

more than 150 such students in the entire County.. Even though these

two principals spoke of basic level, we assume they meant "modified"

level, in Ministry nomenclature.

A principal agreed that there were insufficient programs available

for Special Education students, but he thought that the academic

\\!

'student was "getting the short end of the stick" as more effort and

money are expended inthe area of Special Education. His County has

no special school, such as a vocational school, for Special Education

students, but he thinks "that's the way to do it." Such schools '

-could have special grants. However, he said that nothing should be

taken away from the regular schools, nor should the regular schools
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be expected (as his administration reportedly expects) to offer the

complete range of programs. "If we're going to put an emphasis on

Special Education, it had better be in an old-fashioned way with

special schools."

We were told about special training programs of various kinds

that were already being introduced in some schools. Several of these

were described in Chapter 3, in the section on "Cooperation with

Other Organizations." One such alternative program was described by

a principal as a training program for a maximum of 20 boys,who have

either completed two years of Special Education or two years of a

regular program. One of the major components is Basic Construction.

The students spend 50% of their time in such practical courses in

school and 50% usually outside the school. He is able to provide-

adequate staff because the program is considered to be'Special Educa-

tion and comes under that staffing formula. His school also has a

second alternative learning program for socially maladjusted students,

"largely because there are more of them in our-part of the,County than

anywhere else." The young people in-that program are there from two

Weeks to a whole year. They are sometimes "kicked out of their own

.
homes an&sent to the courthouse for three weeks." A principal from

another board said that his school was cooperating with the Children's

Aid Society in-a trial program for problem youth who are wards of the

Society. Thee Society pays for one qualified teacher and an assistant

to work with these students. )

From another part of.the.province, e principal spoke of the

problem in his area with regard to children who were wards of the

court. He said that there were three group homes in his area, which

were really "a tie between the penal system and the child welfare

system." Half of the children placed.there by the'courts, in his
.
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opinion, have little or no interest in school,

"rubs off on students with whom they associate

he said, many of these students are in Special

and. their attitude

freely." Unfortunately,

Education programs.

The Special Education students "who are here to get an education and

try to do better are very often adversely influenced" byothese people.

He said that the group homes will only accept students up to the age

of 16. Since many have nowhere to go, the girls at least have learned

that, if they get pregnant, they can' go on Mother's allowance and

Welfare. They also are eligible for money if they return to school,

according to this informant. We heard similar cases from other areas

of the province where there are such group homes for problem youth.

The e4ablishment of such group homes, in-lieu of reformatories,

as one, prinCipal explained it, has placed"enormous burden's on the

secondary school. The vice-Principal.has to spend a disproportionate

amount 'of his time counselling and working with these students,, although

he is not paid to do this. He has inuch less time to spend with the

regular students.. For boys, schools have been asked "to takeover the

functions of juvenile detention centres., and-we're finding it-very

difficult to cope, because we'don't have counsellors trained to deal

with problems as severe as the ones we're getting."

An alternative trades program had been established in 1973 in one

of the schools.. The program how has 60; students who "could not cope

with the regular schOol situation." Other schools can send students

to_the program for interview and possible admission. The prinCipa:

reported that they have had "good academic success" with about one-

third of the students, good "Social success" with another third, "and

we can't touch a third of the people involved in the prograt." He
\\

said:the program is very individualiied and, by agreement of the

*nistry, "there is no such thing as keeping attendance recordi",

.\\
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although credit courses are offered. The school also has an Adjust-

ment Program with a supernumefary teacher assigned to be in charge.

Finally, they have a Learning Disabilities program for children of

!

normal intelligence but whose performance varies from expectation.

Program Interface and Articulation. The Government of Ontario, through

its various MinistrieS\, has taken steps to provide a range of educa-

tional opportunities for young people and adults. Further, the

Ministry has demonstrated an interest in, and a concern about, they,

interface between the secondary schools and the province's colleges

and universities. Witness the funding of the Interface Studies and

the move to integrate the Ministries of Education and of Colleges and

Universities. The role of the secondary school has been changed, with-:

out formal statement, by changes in the system:of dealing with problem)

youth. As we have seen, thenew spacial education legislation-and the

desire to integrate.these pupils in the mainstream, where possible,

will create another modification in rdle definitions of'educational

agencies in Ontario; including the secondary schools.

Some of the principals whoth we interviewed, howeVer; expressed a

continuing need for. clearer functional differentiation where secondary

.schools, colleges and universities, were concerned. In an 'earlier

section,-we noted the opinion of some principals-that many of-the

colleges were not-fulfilling their mandate becTise they.were turning.

down gendrallevel, Grade 12 graduates in favou of students who had

taken advanced level courses-and who had completed-Grade 13. One

principal replied facetioUsly that the colleges were doing the secon

dary schools a favour beoause more studentS were stayingin.Grade 13.

in order to gain admission to the colleges.

More seriously, there was a concern .that even universities. are



now "hungry for students" and will admit them before they complete

Grade 13. One principal said that the Headmasters' Association had

been arguing all along that the functions of the colleges and univer-

sities should be distinct as should be their admissions policies.

Since both institutions are competing for the advanCed level students,

general level students reportedly are much more prone to drop out of-

school after Grade 10.

One principal pointed to the OSSTF study that found there were

no significant advantages for these students in graduating from high

school with a general level program, if their 7-gctl was to go to work.

We have already noted the concern of princlis with regard to the

quality of general level courses.and, with the attitudes of students-

who choose these programs as-an "easy way-out." NeverthelesS,.it

appears that most principals-would agree with one who said that,

twenty year ago,..these students would all have dropped Out of school.

He believes'it is much better for them to take courses they consider

to be. easier and to stay in school. Another. principal said the

secondary schools must share the blaMe if colleges will not admit

these students, since even the principals admit that "they have not

been gettinghomeumrk, have not been challenged", and the like. "The

solution is to improve the secondary programs and also to pressure:

\

colleges to live up to their mandate," he said. His concern for the

general level students was shared by Most of the principals inter

.viewed during the course of the study. There was a strong consensus

of opinion that,generallevel programt were in need of a.th rough

/

revision in order to make them more responsive to the-needS of the

group of students, with vastly differing potentialities who enrol

in them.
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Another kind of interface that concerned a few principals was

that regarding alternative ways of earning credits toward graduation

which might include night schools, summer schools, and correspondence,

courses. The principals Were speaking hereof full-time day students,

not adults. One of them called night school'a "big city opportunity."

He is principal of his school's night school as well, and he said

that students take a "million different courses for a million different

reasons." Many students earn credits they need to gradtate. Day-

school students must have the consent ofthe. principal to enrol in

night school, so he says that he refuses "unless there is a compelling

educational-reason.' 1 There are also remedial summer courses.

Anyone who teaches a credit course must be a qualified teacher,

the principal said, but there isa difference in the quality of the

prograM. Another principal agreed that the'standards were different.

Both believed that "the day they allow kids to start counting their

summer school and night school credits toward Ontario scholarships,

the number of Ontario Scholars will increase significantly." As well,

they'felt that the quality of the program was lower because the teachers

often are inexperienced and beCause the course itself was shorter. One

principal observed that, in hit system, night school courses do not

really. meetthe 110'hours for a credit. Both ,principals agreed that'

a person should be either a day-school or a night-schoolstudent, but

not both. They concurred' that the',pressure of day-school students in

night courses has "ruined night schools for the people for whom they

were intended, that is, the'trte ,worldJig- adult." "How can teachers,"'-

they asked,"treat everybody 'equally, if they must maintain day-schoOI'

standards and still assist the person who has been out of school for

ten yearsat the same time ?"

1Consent is needed only when.thettudentis enrolled for credit in
the same course -in day school (H.S.', 1979 -81, p. 17).
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Again, one principal argued that these courses were intended for per-

sons who could not attend a regular school program. Today, some students

who are behind in a credit want to take a correspondence course. Others

want such a course if it is not offered in the secondary school. Because

the success rate is so low, however, at least some prin ipals, believed

this should be discouraged. As some of them said, "It's a terrible

way to earn a credit; it should be treated as a last r sort." If

correspondence courses are going to be seen as substitutes for regular

courses in schools with declining enrolments it appears that some link

with the school must be built into the process. Otherwise, only very

highly motivated students likely will be able to benefit from this

alternative.'

In the subsection on teacher qualifications above, we noted the

discrepancieS that may exist between Ministry-defined minimal require-

ments and the requirements fOr admission,to.progiams in the various

-.Faculties of Edudation. Given the new Special Education legislatiOn

likely-to be enacted, given the already mandated requirement of

Special Education qualifications.for teachers_in Occupations and

similar programs, given_ the need of secondary teachers to have multiple
, .

qualifications.as enrolments decline, and given; the trend within the

Ministry to increasing the role of Faculties of Education in upgrading

.programS., it becomes imperative that the Ministry address this issue.

The program and admissions policies of Faculties of Education in the

1980's probably cannot be left solely in the hands of university

governing structures. .i.This will be a sensitive area indeed.



Summary and Discussion

The impacts on secondary school program of declining enrolments

were examined first in this chapter. Reduction of program is the

major concern of principals since program breadth and depth is related

to size of school. Already, 23% of the schools have experienced the

elimination of some optional courses. Program reduction also takes

the form of the combination of grade levels or difficulty levels within

single classes (a practice referred to as "stacking"). The most extreme

effect of declining enrolment is school closure.

Rideout (1977) has projected that-there will be an overall decrease

of from.18% to 20% in the province's secondary school population during

the 1980's. Moreover, using probability theory, he predicts that the

rate of decline might go as high as 40% for schools that are already

small. Further, he predicts that up to 173 secondary schools (or .31%

of the total) will have fewer than 400 studehts by the end of this

decade.

The findings
,

in our study certainly confirm the expeCtation that

the rate of.decline and' the impact of decline'will,vary-aMong the .

proVince's seCondary schools. It is our hypothesis;' however, that

both rate and extent ,of impact may be greatest for medium -sized schools4r"
that Will become small becauthe of'declining.enrolments. These schools.

S
. 6

may iOsS-the-diVersified.pr.ogrt am they have introduced to meet individual
- .

Student, needs, and they maythave to move to the.narrowly defined academic

program that is characteristic of,small high schools.

While most provincial secondary schools,. will face the need to

reduCe program as enrolments decline, the particular subject areas
h.

affected will vary. As. we have seen in Chapter 3, student choice of

courses is es important in affecting particular course enrolment declines

as is the Ministry shift to compulsdry courses. If princilals and



teachers allow student options to determine program reductions as school

enrolment declines, many principals expect that traditional senior

level academic courses will give way to newer courses such as. Man in

Society, People and Politics, World Religions, and the like. It is

Clear that enrolment declines will affect Languages, Arts, Music, and

Technical courses as well as senior leveijiistory and Geography. In

'terms of offering a choice of difficulty levels, the most

common effect that is anticipated is a reduction in basic and modified

level programs. There will likely be more and more "open" level courses,

which are viewed as educationally undesirable by principals.

The chapter next examined the impacts on school program of collec-

tive agreements,. Around one- fourth of principals-surveYedrepOrted that

there has already been-'an effect on program, of teacher workload ke

etrictions.. .The percentage was higher for small schools, in which

-teachers apparently are becoming than they. were

previously to Carry heavier workloads. . However,the schools

that have already been hardest hit by all types of clausespupil-
.

teacher ratio, workload, class size, and surplus. and redundancy
VI

rovis.Pons7-are the medium-sized schools.

Improved pupil-teacher ratios could help maintain staff and program

as enrolments decline; but thisobviousl, would cost more money. Many

principals view central-office administrators as accountants and stat-

,

- /

isticians, rather than educators,' when it comes to negotiating the

pupil- teacher ratio. A few principals were especially concerned that

they not be forced out of the teachers' -federation because of the

serious loss of credibility with teachers that wouldensue, which would

then affect their ability to gain teacher acceptance of curr ular ,plans

and assignments.
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Negotiated class size maximums may force principals to eliminate

small classes, since they are unable to increase the size of other

classes as a balancing faCtor. We heardei a few instances in which

school boards are trying to includeminimum clasp sizes in the agree-

ment, in retaliation for the Mandated maximum sizes. Where class size

limits of either kind are mandated, the result will be to reduce the

(.2
number of senior level courses and basic levelcourses. Teacher workN.

load limits are expected to have greater impacts on program than are

class size limits, according to several principals. Workload limits

not only affect the instructional program, but also supervision and

the extracurricular program of the school. In summary, one princifPal

expressed the feelings Of many when he

Mathematical.problem,

flexibility." .

not a human one.

said, "Timetabling becomes a

The result is, loss of program

Where seniority determines which teachers will remain in a school
.

facing; enrolment decline, the,nature of the school program will be

shaped to .a large extent by their particular skills and qualifications.

Only il of 47 agreements for 1979-80 mentioned program'as

'cfn decisions,aboUt teacher surplus and redundancy,
- 1

a consideration

and'often this was

less than a specific criterion. .Bumping procedures may result in the

'loss to a school of newer teacherscwith special:qualifications. Indeed,

the only way.to protect new teachers is to name them as'the head of a.-
% ,

department, in systems where heads are protected from the surplus process.

.

.A good many principals said that they were already down to 'cutting fairly

'senior staff.

In the future, principals predict that more and more teachers will
. -

be teaching outside their area 'of specialization. The academic programs

will Suffer.as more teachers teach "bits and pieces" of the prograMin
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2)
academic departments. This situation will arise b cause the regulations

\ .

.

allow staff to teach up to two courses in general studies areas outside

their specialization. It is the "Anyone can teac a class of English"

syndrome. A fear of many principals is that they will be faced with

the choice of putting an unqualified teacher into an area or'Of cutting

the area out of the school. curriculum. Asnoted, principals expect

the "most heat" to arise with regard to the technical area, as schools

m1.hire new teachers to replace retiring teachers, and as the new

regulations require teachers who have taught for many years to upgrade

.themselves with "proper" qualifications in the vocational area.

The need for updating of qualifications will affect other areas of

the program as well, and several principals complained that Ministry

regulations and teacher education programs in universities are not

always compatible.. That is, the faculties of education may require

far more than was intended by, the new regulations, we were told.

Principals not only speak of the serious repercussions for younger

teachers in general,,but also for women teachers in particular, since

women often have less seniority than do the men teachers. A gOod many

principals spoke of the problems of an "aging".etaff who in their view,

tend to be less flexible at a time when flexibility will be Very impor-

tant. Olderteaches, we were told, are often less willing to assume

extracurricular responsibilities. A few principals worry about future

leadership as young teachers who are retained lose their zeal as they

are bumped from school to school.

With reference to small schools, the trends toward negotiated.con-

ditions15f work will cause special.difficulties. TeaChers in small schools,

in the past, have always carried a workload that is.typically. heavier than

'average in the province as a.whole. While such teachere have tradition-
.

ally taught in areas outside theirspecialty, they may begin to be .less.
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cooperative than in the past. We did note, however, that the agree-

ments from some of,the small school boards still carry workload limits

that are heavier than those of large boards' in general.. The principals

of small schools will have to take steps to preserve the cooperation

they have enjoyed in the past from teachers who prefer to assume an

rather than have further reductions in student programs.

The third section of this chapter examined the impact on school

programof Government and Ministry regulations and priorities. Princi-

pals in their responses to our questionnaire were asked to describe how

their sChool's program had been affected over the past several years

by Ministry of Education changes in regulations. Most of the responses

related to one of three effects of the shift to compulsory courses for

secondary school graduation: lower enrolments in optional subjects,

growth in core subjects, and an effect on difficulty levels (e.g.

the need to offer required subjects at a variety of difficulty levels).

Other effects included new special education regulations, emphasis on

"trades" courses, reductiOn in experimental courses, and the like.

A majority of schools reported no effect of the compulsory subject

requirement, since their students had always taken these core courses

anyway.

Slightly lets than one-fourth of the principals reported a negative

effect of the new requirements on optional courses. The medium-small

schools were those most heavily affected both in terms of the loss of

options and in terms of the subsequent growth of core subjects. Small

and medium-small schools most often reported an effect on difficulty

levels'offered. As we have seen, the small schools have most often

offered only two levels. They seem to be caught between the need to
/ .
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comply with Ministry recommendations to offer required subjects at a

variety of difficulty levels anci the fact that they lack both the

teacher resources to do so and sufficient students to warrant the

4

creation of separate programs by level. A not uncommon compromise,

according to questionnaire comments, has been to reorganize the

school's program into "open" or unphased courses, admission to which

is open to all 'students. Respondents note that the wide range of

needs and abilities within subject areas cannot be met adequately in

open level courses, but they are increasing in number as a matter of

expediency.

In the interview sessions with principals, we found many who still

wished to praise the Ministry or to bury it because of the introduction

of the credit, system and the individualized student timetables.' Many

spoke of the poor job done both by the Ministry and by.the principals

themselves in communicating what the new system was about to the public

and to teachers. We were left with the impression that those principals

who were most supportive of the credit system and who had'attempted to

diversify their school programs will have the most difficulty in adapt-

ing to decline, as they will have to supervise the dismantling of some

or much of their program, depending on the extent of program reduction

required by smaller enrolments.

Principals often spoke about concerns they have with regard to.

student attendance, which many wish to blame on the introduction of

individualized timetables and the corresponding difficulty in "keeping

track" of students from class to class. Several complained about the

absence of attendance in the Ministry's definition of a credit. For

example, where Grade 13 students are attending a school with a two-

month teacher strike, have they really earned a credit in each of their

courses? A few principals opined that the definition of a credit should
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be revised in another way--namely, reduced for core subjects taken by

students who wish to specialize in technical areas and wish to engage

in apprenticeships orother work experience programs. Apparently, it

is difficult to timetable students into these programs, given the time

requirements of core academic courses. In one interview group, princi-

pals questioned the extent to which the Ministry is willing to let them

"interpret" H.S.1 for example, by giving partial credit in mathematics

for a machine shop course.

Great dissatisfaction was expressed by many principals about the

worth of general level courses. Some viewed them merely as "watered-

down" versions of advanced level courses, which neither meet the needs

of students nor allow for proper evaluation. While some principals

argued that teachers tend to expect too much from general level students,

others argued that teachers expect too little. Several persons argued

that the community colleges are not abiding by their mandate, since

they are giving advanced level students and Grade 13 graduates preference

over students with an SSGD and those who have taken their courses at

a general level. In summary, the general consensus seemed to be that

there is much work needed in curricular and instructional development

for general level courses.

One of the majo' themes that emerged from the interviews was the

Iperception of a growing emphasis upon centralization and uniformity,

as opposed to the early 1970's emphasis on individualization of. 'student

programs enhanced by locally developed curricula. The principals saw

this move away from local school flexibility to be evident in Ministry

documents, actions taken by school board administrators and trustees,

and actions of teacher federations in negotiations. Several

agreed that the principal could no longer express his philosophy of

education, or that of the school community, in the program of the school.
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Others spoke of the centralization and uniformity as coming from all

directions at a time when local school flexibility was most needed.
4

The move to more prescriptive guidelines for courses was unwelcome

to principals in large systems that had invested heavily in curriculum

development. The newer guidelines were also unwelcome to many small

school principals, who argued that every change of guideline requires

the purchase of new textbooks and heavier workloads for teachers who

must adapt their courses. As more and more generalist teachers are.

assigned to courses, some principals see that they will no longer be

dbl.- to "cut corners" by having specialist teachers develop their own

materials. The generalist teachers, or teachers teaching outside their

subject area, will need good textbooks, and principals wonder how they

will be able to purchase them. Small schools in small boards lack

curriculum consultants who can engage in curriculum development. Thus,

one .is left with the impression that small-school principals may prefer

even more detailed guidelines and materials from the provincial level.

Some principals are concerned about school finance and grants.

Many schools need dollars to replace outmoded commercial and technical

equipment; small schools need money to be able to mount such programs

in general. Student transportation costs, we weretoldi-WOuld become

especially important if schools are to share programs as enrolments

decline. The new special education legislation will also impact on

transportation costs, since most principals feel that regionally based

programs will be needed in some areas of the province. There was an

expressed need .for the Government's superannuation policies to be

changed to provide incentives for early retirement of teachers.

Finally, principals are concerned about the loss of their flexi-

. bility in deploying staff to cover program needs, given the new regu-
_
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lations regarding teacher qualifications. Staffing problems, they

argue, provide the most visible interactive effect of decline, collec-

bive agreements, and Government regulations. They question the new

priorities to increase trades programs and special education provisions,

given the scarcity of qualified'teachers in these areas. They are

cynical about the possibility that retraining will be an easy task,

given that the Ministry has no control over university, admission

policies and program provisions in faculties of education. Teachers,

in some jurisdictions, they argue, will be reluctant to return for

retraining and thus re-enter the teaching force at zero seniority.

During the interviews, we asked principals to give their views

on some of the new priorities that appear to be implicit or explicit

in Ministry documents or statements of the Minister-of Education. One

topic that drew a good deal of discussion was that of school-to-work

programs, including apprenticeships, co-operative education, upgraded

technibal and commercial programs,-and career counselling. Small

schools in particular will_have-gTeat difficulty -in adapting program

to these new priorities. They often lack the in-school component of

such programs. As well,-those located in-rural areas have difficulty

in 'finding places for young people incOmmunitY businesses or industries.
.

Even where such community. places appear available, union rules sometimes

.restrict the use of students in Many'kindS of apprenticeships. Never-

theless, we were told about many innovative efforts to introdUce such

programs in various parts of the province. Where efforts have been

successful, it appears- that-the board and-federation have agreed to -

allow extra staff- (above the PTR) or to allow the prinCipal to provide

the staff time needed for such programs. Supervising teachers require

time outside'the school; and this can increase workloads for 'other

teachers.
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While most principals recognize the need for improved offerings in

the area of special education, small schools and those in rural areas

will be very hard pressed to introduce such programs.One proposed solution

was the" establishment of regional schOols for these purposes. A few

principals spoke of the difficulties encountered in attempting to

.provide prograMs for youth whoare placed in group homes, in response

to the revised penal code for adolescents. While-we were told of some

successful programs, usually taking the form of an alternative:school

within the school, we were also told of situations that led principals

to conclude that problem youth should not be the responsibility of

public secondary schools.

The Ministry appears to have stressed the importance of interface

and program articulation among schools, colleges, and universities.

Yet many principals feel that there is no clearly defined and distinct

0

purpose for any of the three types of institutions. Many are especially

concerned about the variation that exists among the colleget in admission

standards and policies. Others are concerned about the raiding of

Grade 13 students by some universities. As already observed, many feel

that the Ministry must step in to shape faculty of education programs

and admission poliCies in response:to the needs of Ontario education

in the 1980's.

In conclusion, then, it is clear that the problems confronting

secondary schools during the 1980's will not be solyed easily. Second-

ary school organization will be affected by the interaction of decline,

teacher-negotiated restrictions, and by societal expectations expressed

in Ministry policy and regulations. If the organization and delivery

of secondary school program remains static in basic fOrmat, the end

result will be a reduction in the nature and kinds of educational
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opportunities offered to our young people. To offset this outcome, we

must begin to identify and-try out alternative ways of offering program.

Much can be learned from the work done elsewhere in regard to increasing

educational opportunities in small schools. The remainder of this

report is devoted to a description and analysis of alternatives that

should be considered.
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Program Organization in Other Jurisdictions

Chapter 5 presents a survey\and discussion of program practices.

from. other jurisdictions. As well, it inclddes a case study in.the

form of areport made by an external review team to a northern Ontario

school board following a review of its small, isolated secondary schools.

In previous chapters we have indicated that the major effect of

external pressures upon schools was to curtail the program. In small

schools, size was also curtailed.- -Consequently, our examination

of this chapter of practices in other jurisdictions is primarily con-

fined to documenting ways in which schools and systems have tried to

increase program offerings. Furthermore, because the problems of

progiam adequdcy are centred more often in smaller rather than.larger

schools, much of the material-in this chapter relates to small schools.

However, many of the ideaS seem capable of being adoPted and adapted

by larger schools. We elaborate upon this process in the diScussion

section of the chapter.

To gather the data from other jurisdictions, we used the resources

of the Council of Ministers of Education to make contact with provincial

curriculum coordinators or program superintendents from whom we requested

information about secondary school programs.. References in this chapter

are to the various curriculum documents from which material is selected.

Approaches in Other Canadian Provinces

British Columbia. The large number of small secondary schools in
4

British Columbia prompted the Ministry of Education there, in 1976, to

commission a study of"them. The.results are reported in Schools and

Their Communities: A Study of Educational Opportunities in Secondary
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Schools in British Columbia (Johnston, 1976). This research found

that the size of the school wasmot as important a factor in dis-

criminating among secondary schools as were seven other differentiating

dimensions which were proposed. These are: (1) Community/School

Transience, (2) Utilization of Staff and Facilities, (3) CoMmunity

Alienation from the DoMinant Culture, (4) Specialized School Resources

per Pupil, (5) Teacher Preparation Workload, (6) Community Economic

Disadvantage, and (7) Opportunities for Specialization and Curriculum

Choice. All seven dimensions,, but especially the Community Disadvantage

dimension, are related to university entrance.

Two other studies centred in School District #27 (Cariboo-Chilcotin)

have been summarized by Handfield (1977). His report notes that "...

teachers have. a work load which includes multi-grade classes in subjects

outside their specialty areas.." As a result, the District has produced,

a series of specialized:Curriculum Guides and Program Kits. The latter

are so specific that they may be used by unqualified teachers. Yet,

it _claimed that that use produces an educational experience for the

student which is closer to the perceived policy of the Ministry of

'Education than might be the case if a course were being taught by a quali-

fied teacher without recourseto the Kit.
,

The_majOr difference between education received through using a

kit and (teacher directed) correspondence courses is that -the kits,

which have been described as "teacher-proof", have a high hands -on

component.-lit present, ten types of kits have been developed and cover-,

besides a Family Studies section, an-Industrial Education component

comprised of Arc Welding, Drafting, Gas Welding, Hand Tools, Heat

Treatment, Sheet Metal, and Threading.

The same school district hlso inveStigated the use of mobile

-facilities, and although the concept ,Oas rejeCted because of the
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particular nature of the district, it was felt to have..merit. A mobile

Industrial Education slop, for example, would make it possible to cover

a course more thoroughly and would permit more comprehensive training

and skill.develOpment; It was also noted that "A mobile facility

operated in conjunction with a community college would allow greater

use of the unit, while cutting costs as well." (Storey, 1975.)

The British Columbia Ministry of Education's Correspondence Divi-

sion provides courses to students, in all secondary schoOls, who'need
? /

subjects which' are,notApart of the school curriculum. As well, certain

correspondence courses apply (solely) to small schools/unable to offer

regular options because of lack of facilities. Teachers, too, in

many schools will need assistance -as enrolments decline and they have.

P
to cope with multi=level or multi-grade classes, individualized instruc-

tion, etc., and the .Ministry has been called upon to provide appropriate

in- service training to assist such teachers (Schwartz,- 1977).

'Program funding requests have also been made to the Ministry but,.

as yet, no decision has been made on this matter.

Alberta. A recent study commissioned bithe Alberta Education Planning

and Research Branch (Collett, 1978) speaks indirecty to some of the

issues raised by our research. Collett's study involved collecting

information from 2,754 Grade XI students, a random sample of the total

Grade XI provincial enrolment. With respect to program, Collett reports

(1978, p. 126) that,

In looking back, students' later'views on course selection
tended toward:
(a) an. increased recognition of the need to include Business,
Vocational,Physical Education, and other Practical Arts courses
(b) seeing the "academic" courses as less important.

The report recommends (Collett, 1978, p. 137) that:

Steps should be taken toward the provision of more and
better practical work experiences, development ofmore
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individUal'management skills, and preparation for the
world of work.

Alberta EducatiOn's Junior and Senior High Schpol Handbook 19807

1981 includes a section e titled, 'Special Circumstances', from which

the two following quotations are taken (pp. 14,15). Although not all

of the guidelines are applicable to 6ntario schools, the quotations

are included here as an example of an approach to a common program.

Special Circumstances

Note: This section replaces the one on "Small High Schools"
which appeared in previous editions:of this Handbook.

The intent of provisions under this section is to enhance
the learning opportunities for students whose programs may
be restricted because they attend low enrolment high schools;
or, in cases where the ratio of full-time teacher equivalents
to grades, is less than one. The provisions are not intended
to be used as a substitute for sound program'planning and
timetabling procedures in regular high schools.

Flexibility in-scheduling.of courses .and in timetabling.
instruction may be facilitated by:

-offering some courses which have variable credit value;'
for example, P.E. 10, Fine Arts

-reducing, if necessary, the instructional time require
ments from 25 hours per credit (see #3, p. 13)

-alternating courses in sequential semesters
-using correspondence courses to supplement the school
program

-offering not more than two sequent or alternate
courses (e.g. Math. 10, 20; Math.. 10,13) in the same

period. (double programming)

NOTE: Double programming and reduction of the usual
- time allocation!per,credit will be approved
only in exceptiOnal circumstances. If con-
sideration is to be given to these circumstances,
it should be done only after the school board,
or designated authority, is consulted.

The Alberta Correspondence School offers correspondence courses

during the school year "to students who are enrolled in-a high school

but are unable to arrange for classroom instruction in certain high

school subjects" (Handbook, p. 15). It also offers a special summer

school program. This has been. described by E.A. Torgenrud, Director
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of the Alberta Education Field Services Branch.
1

Correspondence courses designed for summer schools are
the regular courses offered throughout the school year
but,are-made available for a six week period during, July

and August.'

Residential summer schools as such ds, not exist. However,

larger school systems offer summer schools during July and
part of August in which a full year's work in one or two
courses may be taken. The systems may permit non-resident
students to attend fora supplemental fee from the resident
system. . Boarding allowances are available if.non-resident
students wished to attend. However, the number of non-
resident students who participate is minimal.

Students who successfully complete a correspondence course receive

arebate of the fee.

The government makes capital grants available for the purchase

of mobile units. These units operate in three different ways. Some

offer only a Six-week unit of work which is incorporated into larger

school-based/program. Others remain on site for a whole semester.

Still others;remain at a school for the total ten-month year. In both

the latter cases, the mobile unit offers a complete course.

InasmuCh as school offerings are directly affected by economics,

Alberta EdUcation has developed a special policy of making grantS to

schools which are either small or affected by declining enrolments.

Of:special interest are grants to small schools which are paid on the

basis of the number of students and teachers, and a special grant to

boards with a small assessment, such grants to be used as the boards

see fit. Grants are also paid to boards "in lieu of the loss of.revenue

resulting from resident pupils attending an approved private school

within the geographic boundaries of the board."2

1Personal correspondence, July 3, 1980.
2The quotation is taken from a mimeographed bulletin, How Education

is Supported by the Government of Alberta, which outlines the type
and amount of provincial support for basic education in 1979..
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Work experience programs in both rural and urban secondary schools

are an important part of the program. Technological delivery systems

are still beihg detigned. Cross instruction among systems is common.

This is manifested by a tremendous number of transitional, transpor-

tation and boarding agreements. Discussion is currently underway with

the Calgary and Edmonton boards to provide special services to other

boards for a fee which will be reclaimable from grants. Exploration

is being made of the use of community colleges to expand secondary

school programs-,

Saskatchewan.

Problems associated with staffing and program delivery
in schools with severely low enrolments are perhaps the
most significant effect of enrolment decline.
...there is no single solution to the enrolment decline.
situation. It is perhaps fair to say that problems
caused or aggravated by declining enrolments will not
be solved by a single breakthrough but rather will be
managed by taking a series of initiatives both locally
and provincially (Melvin, 1979, p. 36).

The above quotation is

Association Research Centre

for Saskatchewan Education:

taken from the Saskatchewan School Trustees

report, Implications of Declining Enrolment

The author summarizes current-practices

in schools and systems and suggests cektaih directions for the future.

He notes and/or.encourages:

(a) the sharing of services of !administrative, consultative

and support personnel between and among school divisions

(b) alternate year programming

(c) the use of programmed instruction and other individualized

techniques

(d) the combining of schools into a multi- campus and the

location of special subjects in one school with students

being bussed to it or, alternatively, assigning a teacher
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who would move to various schools, thereby taking the

program to the students'

(e) the use of computers (and computer terminals), cable

or satellite transmission of educational television

and correspondence courses in order to broaden programs

(f) the personalization of correspondence courses through

the uSe o conference calls,, and audio-video cassettes

(g) the creatio of modularized curricula

(h) the revision 'of the school year to a quarter system..

Melvin suggests\(1979, p. 73) that,

...a quarter system might beused...to maintain and extend
the range of edudational opportunities. Within a quarter
system a teacher might teach in three different schools
during the year....Such.a system might allow high school
pupils to take a quarter of their school year in a residen-
tial setting but devote their time in such a setting to
courses of study unavailable in their honie school division.

He further adds (p. 74)

...hew courses of study will need to be supported by'rather
large in-service education efforts aimed at'assisting imple-
mentation and improving teachers' ability to practise their
profession in increasingly complex educational settings.

Manitoba. Much of the research on program organization in Manitoba

1
has been done by the University of Manitoba in Winnipeg.

A summary of a Manitoba Seminar on Declining Enrolment,held in

April 1979 concluded (HuSby'andRiffel, 1979, p. 22) that

The challenges relating to...programs and adininistrative
arrangements as .a.result of current enrolment declines
are probably best handled-at the sandal system level -

because of the differential nature and effect of declining
enrolments, in different areas oi-the province.

1We acknowledge the kind assistance of M.P. Yakimishyn,, Director
of Research for the Manitoba Department of Education, in providing
inf rmation related to out study.



The Department of Educational Administration at the University

of Manitoba has published a series of research reports dealing with

the impact of declining enrolments in Manitoba schools. One report

(Benoit et al., 1976) which dealt specifically with alternatives,

documented the following practices.

(a) sharing a curriculum development specialist among

three school divisions

(b) rotating teachers among schools

(c) teaching courses in alternate years

(d) creating a multi-campus Vocational area. Four

collegiates in 'four different jurisdictions operate

as four composite high school units with each school

offering general education courses and also one or

more vocational courses unique to each school.

Students wishing to take vocational subjects at

other schools can do so. The organization of this

program is in the hands of a special coordinator.
1

(e) combining two campuses to make one school

(f) bussing students from smaller community schools to

larger secondary schools for special subjects

(g) using correspondence courses when courses are not

available in the school

(h) using the province's Correspondence Branch to provide

lesson helps to teachers of new subjects

(i) assigning, for supervision, correspondence students

within a school to a teacher whose subject is closest

to the correspondence course taken.

1For further in about this cooperative effort see Benoit
(1976, p. 42).

t
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The report also contains a proposal for four 60' x 14! mobile units,

one each for graphic arts, energy and power, home economics and electrical

;electronics. A teacher, permanently assigned to each unit, would travel

with it according to its schedule.

Benoit 'eCal. (1976) emphasize the necessity of holistic long-term

planning;in order that effective alternative programs not be curtiled

because the necessary funds, used to establish the programs, were rift

provided for over a larger period of time.

The Maritime Provinces. Material in this section is drawn from one

source, a Technical Report, No. 16, by Hughest et al. (1978), from the

Atlantic Institute of Education. In common with the present study,

Hughes (1978, p. 18) observes that the period of declining-enrolments

in the Maritimes "has also been a period of program expansion and

diversification." The reason for this has been the increase in the

number of course options. The example is cited of a Halifax high school

with over 140 different course options. The report notes that once

declining enrolment begins to affect significantly the level of funding, '

the consequences will be "some curtailment of the range of programs,

and even some negative impact upon the quality of programs."

Some suggested strategies for program organization included the

following:
4

(a) increasing the size of 'regular classes' in order to

retain small enrolment specialist courses

(b) retaining courses simply because teachers are willing

to assume an additional work load

(c) experimenting with alternative instructional procedures.

In this respect the report continues,

There is considerable attention being given to correspondence
courses, to package programs such as cassettes and film strips,
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and more "independent learning." Associated with this
is the greater use of teacher aides in order to allow
teachers to concentrate on purely instructional tasks.

The report notes a greater desire among administrators to hire

teachers with multi-qualifications in terms of both subject matter

and grade-level competencies. It further identifies a need for the

knowledge of long-term funding arrangements, in order to plan wisely,

and for financial support from the provincial government based upon

factors other than student enrolment.

Newfoundland. The final report of the Task Force on Education (Crocker

and Riggs, 1979) summarizes and expands upon information from several

other reports commissioned by the Task Force. One of the concerns

of the Task Force 000Ethat of examining ways in whiCh breadth of program

could be achieved. Consequently, its deliberations and recommendations

are germaine, in many ways, to the Ontario setting. The following

measures are proposed (Crocker and Riggs, 1979, p. 125).

(a) Simultaneous teaching of two courses in the same

classroom where numbers are small

(b) block scheduling and alternative course offerings in

small schools, so that not all courses are offered

simultaneously.

A concern of the Task Force was that the level of service in

school systems should, as much as possible, be made independent of

enrolment. Some of its recommendations with respect to teacher allo-

cation (e.g. more teachers to small schools) reflect this concern.

Small Secondary Schools: The American Context

'In most of the literature reviewed, the "small" American school

had an enrolment of less than 100. in this respect, the small schools

2 30



were similar in size to those in Western Canada.

1

A major problem of small secondary schools is that of

the basic program required for the Students. For several

semestering seems to be the answer. Students are required

continuous development courses sequentially. Trimestering

quarter years are also

A major

proposed. J

problem of program in the

providing

authors,

to take

and four-

small secondary school is the

provision of courses suited to-non-university bound students. In fact,

several authors decried th e. lack of relevance of many school programs

to the rural context in.particular: Accordingly, a trend in small

remote schools has been towards the development of work - experience,

community-oriented programs. Although most remote areas offer few

large-scale occupational opportunities, opportunities do seem to be

available in places such as feed and seed stores, farm implement firms,

service stations, fertilizer plants, offices, distribution agencieg, and

trades. In addition, several schools have developed student-run busi-

nesses to serve the local community.

Another approach to adapting the curriculum locally was reported

by a group of schools in Maine. They pooled their resources, hired a

full-time coordinator and developed.an outdoor education site for use

by all students and the community at large. An environmental studies

program was integrated into the K-12 curriculum and curriculum units

were developed.

In order to keep class sizes viable, many schools have opted for

"open" courses, especially special-interest elective courses. Several

schools have capitalized upon the special expertise of particular staff

members.or community members to.offer arts and crafts and enrichment

programs.
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The problem of staffing small schools to provide a broad program

is mentioned often in the literature. One solution emphasizes the

importance of in-service training for tedci 'rs, facilitated either by

a regional education centre or by close cooperation with the nearest

universities and_colleges. A second solution calls for the hiring of

only multi-qualified teachers. Shaw (1978, p. 93) describes succinctly

the problem of staffing in the face of declining enrolment.

The central problem as staff members decline is that some
be hit very hard whilst others are relatively unscathed.

The -chool must try to compensate for this by manipulating
optio s and timetabling; but the extra constraint of keeping
spec'alists decently busy and equalising the misery will
hav a distorting effect on curriculum intentions. Careful

longsighted staff recruitment, seeking out staff who.
can teach two subjects or will accept an integrated approach,
andattention to the age structure of the staff so that natural
wastage can help with reductions, will be more important than
ever.

Initructional Materials

Small remote schools have two problems regarding instructional

materials. To begin with, thei\r district boards can rarely afford to

\

purchase large quantities and a suffibient variety of current materials

for Bach individual school. Secondlyibecause these schools are remote,

sharing of resources among schools often becomes costly and time -con-

suming. The local community itself also may lack educational resources.

To. combat these problems, many small schools have turned to modern

communications technology for the answer. Hagerman, Idaho, for example,

developed an "Exemplary Individualized Learning Centre" featuring tapes,

videotapes, films, overhead projectors, books, microscopes, slides,

programmed instructional materials, models, charts, globes and tele-

vision equipment (Carnie, 1970). A school in Alaska has a totally

individualized program consisting of programmed packages for self-

instruction, and uses multi-qualifed teachers as resource persons
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(McCarl, 1971). In fact, a major project of the Northwestern Regional

Educational Laboratory is to develop these units, particularly in such

specialty courses as welding, plastics, electronics, drafting, short-
_

hand, advanced mathematics, science and speech (Heesacker, 1970).

The Western States.Small Schools Project ,develoW a program of art

instruction by amplified telephone, with visual supplements mailed to

the schools. One school in Gunnison, Colorado, has even equipped its

buses with headphones and tape decks, offering programs. in academic

subjects, AM radio, and news of school and community events (Heesacker,

1970).

For these schools, communications technology seems to have .reduced

the problems of smalllibraries, small staffs, and restricted programs.

However, this approach relies on the initiative and self-discipline of

the students and the flexibility of the teacher/resource staff:

Discussion

Three major conclusions may be drawn from this review of the

literature.

1. All of the small schools studied emphasized the positive

approach. They sought for ways to improve the quality

of education offered while at the same time capitalizing

upon the strengths of the small school.

2, The most successful programs seem to be those which

result from ingenuity and imaginative thinking in the

face of low enrolments and small budgets.

3. It follows that there is no single solution applicable

to all small schools. Each school must tailor its

approach to the resources available, the needs of the

staff-and the students, and the attitudes of the.local

community.
-224-
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It seems obvious that small schools cannot offer the breadth of

that large schools do. There are fewer options and even the

core program, which is usually quite academic in nature, is limited.

In their attempts to expand or maintain their programs, small schools

and schools in the throes of declining enrolment have that effort in

common. Consequently, although the literature reviewed in this chapter

tends to focus on the problems of small schools, 'the solutions seem

generalizable to schools of all sizes.

The conclusions immediately preceding this discussion apply to

the review of American literature, yet they are a good summary of the

chapter as well. However, at the risk of duplicating their content,

the following generalizations are made based upon the material included

from each jurisdiction. The points below are expanded upon in succeeding

a
paragraphs.

1. The difficulties facing small schools across the

continent seem common to all those schools. These

problems, which are reflected in program offerings,

centre.around the following factors.

(a) organization of the school system as a whole

.(b) organiiation of programs within each school

(c) modification of the existing program

(d) use of human and instructional resources

2. The solUtions to the problems listed above are arrived

at, in part, through several courses of action.

(a) ingenuity and creative thinking

(b) wide-scale cooperation

(c) appropriate use of technology
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Problems

Four common problem areas have been identified in the survey of

other jurisdiCtiOns. These are listed below, along with .some of the

measures being taken to solve them.
4

Organization of the School System as a Whole. In areas of small enrol-
-

ments, there is usually reduced financial support for school programs

and for instructional staff. Consequently,, there is a trend to integrate

the schools in a district more closely together. Organizational de-

cisions made at the system level are used to facilitate the sharing

of resources. For example, some school districts have semestered all

their school so that mobile facilities may be used in one area during

the first s ester and in another area during the-second semester.

In other areas, several schools have been organized tO-create a multi-.

campus complex. Block timetabling has been encouraged in order to

permit students from one school to attend classes in another.

Also at the system level, cooperation between school distribts

has been noted in order to permit sharing of both human and physical

resources. The essence of all such plans is to create a larger in-

structional unit than. the single school.

Organization of Programs Within Each School. Many schools have devised

similar procedures to organize their curricula. Semestering is often

mentioned since it permits greater cooperation between schools as well

as between schools and the community, and facilitates different types

of, teaching - learning methodologies such as multi-level or split-grade

classes: Similarly, the procedure of creating open classes is in itself

a commonly used technique.
1

The procedure of scheduling classes in

1
It should be recalled that open classes are not looked upon favourably
by the Ontario principals we interviewed during the course of this study.



alternate Years is often mentioned. Use of paraprofessionals in order

to.free teac ers (for instructional tasks only) is also cited.

Modification of Existing Programs. It has already been noted that

it is fairly common praCtice to modify program content in such a way

that several grades or levels of instruction may be taught in one class.

Another popular way in which programs have been modified is to incor-

porate a work experience component into them. This practiceT as well

as making the course more relevant to post-secondary school employment,

is also claimed to be effective in attracting and retaining students,

This activity is paralleled by an effort, in some school districts,

to increase the number of vocational - technical subjects offered, again

for the same' reasons noted above and for the further reason that many

school administrators are convinced that even small schools should
ti

offer a wider range of courses than those usually conceived of as

'academic.'

Use of Human and Instructional Resources. The problem of how to best

use human and instructional resources confronts most schools irrespective

of their size. However, possibly because necessity is the mother of

invention, many systems and schools with limited programs seem to have

developed ways of using these resources to good advantage.

--Where it has-beenpssible to hire new staff, preference has been

given to persons with' qualifications in more than one field. For

existing staff, a concerted effort has been made to provide a compre-

hensive program of in-service training. Where staff members have not

been available in certain. subject areas, courses, kits, and communication

devices of various kinds have been used to provide instruction. As well,:

the resources of the'community and region have been utilized. Sharing

- of staff and resources'with other schools has also helped diversify
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the program.

Solutions

Although the discussion of problems has al o included a survey

of solutions, the three aspects of solutions note earlier are worthy

of further expansion.

Ingenuity and. Creative Thinking. In all the jurisdicti ns reviewed as

part of this study, the ability to think, plan, and act, eatively

seemed to be-a major part of the answer to problems posed y small

enrolments. Ingenious, creative school staffs and administrators

seem able to deploy existing resources in ways that maximize the

benefit's to students. The unique, personal dimension of this aspect

of the solution is very apparent.

Wide-scale Cooperation. There is also a personal dimension in the

ability of individuals to\initiate or accept participation in cooper-

ative ventures. A structure or framework can be setup on a School.

or system basis in order tolmake cooperation potsible. However,

although ventures among schOols and boards can be legitimized on paper,

it is necessary to have follow-through on the part of individuals.

Reports from other jurisdictions suggest that wide-scale cooperation

is indeed possible.and that it has improved the breadth and quality

of programs in the schools and systems involved.

Appropriate Use of Technology. Every jurisdiction reported the use of

some new technological device in extending school programs. Video-

-tapes and two-way communication systems-were frequently reported. Of

,

special note are the kits in science, vocational and technical subjects,

areas where small schools face great difficulty in offering a sufficient

number of courses.



Conclusions

This survey of other jurisdictions has yielded sufficient infor-,

mation to suggest that some of the program problems of small or declining

enrolments can be solved through teacher, school, and board cooperation

with other teachers, schools and boards. The breadth of this cooper-

ation, in turn, will depend to a large extentAlpon the personalities

of those involved.

At the same time, matters can be facilitated by appropriate edu-

cation policies at provincial and municipal levels. The creation of

new technologies is expensive, and extensive cooperation between

levels has been a feature of the most successful plans.

c
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A CASE STUDY

Introduction

During the course of this research, one of the principal inves-

tigators was a member of a team
1
who were invited by the Lake SUperior

Board of Education to review the program o f 2.ts small secondary schools.

After a visit of several days to the schools, the team prepared a report

which was duly presented to the Board. At its June, 1980 meeting,'the

Board kindly gave permks
k
ion for part of the report to be incorporated

into this study. In the following edited version of that report,

school names have been deleted, as have sections of the report not

related directly to program.

Review of-the Lake Superior Board of,EducatiOn Secondary School

Background

Problems facing small secondary schools in Ontario are. exacerbated

in areas where great distances separate those schools. This is the

situation in the Lake.Superior Board where the three secondary Schools

are at least fifty miles apart. Enrolment in the schools is, in one

school, 400;'in the second school, 278; and, in the third school, 230.

It might be easy to accept the inevitability of this situation with

resignation, or even despair. Howevert'it is to the credit of the

Board and its Director that they have decided not only to examine

their Itotal secondary school organization themselves, but to open it

1
The team was composed of

W.M. Morgan, Superintendent, Northwestern Ontario Region,
Ministry of Education.

W.W. Watt, Education Officer, Central Ontario Region,
Ministry ofEduAtion

D.W. Eaton, Executive Assistant, Ontario Secondary School
Teachers' Federation

J.E. Davis, Head, The Ontario Institute for Studies in
Education, Midwestern.Centre



to observation by an external review committee in order to secure data

which may be used to effect improvements. -This spirit of openness on
I

the part of the Board seems to be reflectedjn its schools.

Methodology

Data for this report was secured by visits to each school where

on-site observations were made and a series of interviews conducted

with administrative and teaching staff, students, parents and repre-

sentatives from the business community. In addition, each staff member.

was asked to respond to brief.questionnaire which solicited infor-

mation about the teacher's perceptions both of positive features of

the school program and also of those areas where improvements are

required.

Contents of the Report

This report is composed of 'six sections: (a) Program, (b) Staffing,

1

(c) Organization, (d) Enrolment, (e) FinancAng, and (f) Communication.

.

(In the interest of brevity some of the recommendations have been omitted

from this edited version.)



A major concern of the external review team and also of

the questionnaire respondents was that agreement'should be reached

on :a minimum core progr for the basic, general, and advanced levels
tl

in each school. piis-program should not be limited exclusively or

primarily by the provisions of Circular H.S.l. It should, however,

be a major concern of the Board, occupying a position of priority in

its deliberations.

Recommendation 1 ',,thejake SupekiOn Boakd
.

'Idkation shoidd pubtish

4tatement ai6 az pkogkam ob-

jedtiiies and, in dome detaie,

ogtine ion .the community the

purwo4c6 o6 4choo.e 40tem.

Course. Offerings Many of-the students interviewed by.

, -

'members of the external team indicated that art, music and drama were

major options which they would have liked to have seen offered in

their schools. The absence of these subjects is also recognized by

staff members as creating real gaps in the secondary school program.

Other subjects, especially in the technical area, were also seen as

desirable, but, on the whole, both students and staffs seemed to feel

that, when all factors were consideredthe schools were offering-a

satisfactory range of programs.

Th 'committee were impressed with the popularity and diversity

1 and noted

. They.

of the techn'cal and family studies Courses at
4r

the underuse of the family studies facility at
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felt that the matter of enrichment versus diversity must be addressed

at and wondered if, at all campuses, there was room

for more unique, local course offerings. More general level courses

with specific content seem necessary, as well as courses which speak

to social issues such as Family Life, which relate to the school

communities.

Programming at the Grade 13 leVel was cited by many

teachers as a problem area. Issues related to a core program,

additional offerings, and alternative organizational approaches should

be addressed.

Recommendation 2 A study showed be made oti the

neceozity 06 utabti,shing a

iikm, basic coke pkognam at

the Grade 13 &yd..

The committee, noted lack of clearly defined content and

learning expectations in courses offered at the general level of

difficulty - a circumstance prevalent in many schools throughout the

Province: Similarly, the "open" course, by admitting students with a

wide range of ability, may create a number of different problems from

those it attempts to answer.

At the Basic Level, the committee confirmed that there are

few course offerings and practically none beyond Grade 10. Consequently,

it was not surprising to find only small numbers, of Basic level students

identified in each school. Several teachers suggested that remediating

the lack of courses *Might raise the student retention rate. To get a

____learer picture of course offerings at the Basic level, the scope and

range of Basic level courses at each school should be documented.



Clarification in specific terms should be sought from the Ministry

about the qualifications needed by teachers of Basic level students

with a view to providing the maximum amount of flexibility.

Reeommendation'3 -The .scope and range os Bazic tevet

coutoe ofitieninp at each achoot

zhoutd be documented and compared

with a view to estabtizhing a

coke totognam at the Basic tevet.

A partial solution to some course problems was noted in the

ability of certain teachers to cope satisfactorily with the challenge

of accommodating two levels of difficulty within the same class. Perhaps

this method,,).logy could be used more widely, thus obviating the need for

so any "open' courses.

Regardless of the level of instruction, the provision of

1 rning rasources is, a major task. .Audio-visual equipment, library

materials, and. special equipment need to be considered as a total pack-

age which could be developed to enhance the learning environment within

the system. The precedent, already set, of soliciting donations by

industry of capital equipment, library materials, and machines should

be considered for action.

Present A.V. equipment should be upgraded and a teacher-aide

cum technician employed to keep it properly maintained. A central

file of all learning resources should be developed in order that shar-

ing may be facilitated. If upgrading costs of new equipment seem

prohibitive, the use of refurbished, overhauled equipment might be a

practical alternative. Expansion of resources by cooperating with the

Separate School Board should be investigated, inasmuch as there are
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many precFlents for this type of action. Continuing frequent use of

the film services at the Thunder Bay Ministry of Education office

should be encouraged and the potential of video-tape usage explored.

In a world of rapidly expanding communication systems, use of new

technology is recommended. The external committee found that the

schools have already made their first purchase of microcomputers.

(Students and staff were obviously enthusiastic about their use.)

These and other types of computers offer an exciting variety of

program options.

Recommendation 4 Leanning-AzzouAcez needs b6 the

zyztem 4houtd be azzezzed accu-

'Lately and, as pakt o6 thia

azzezzment, a centnal 'Luau/tee

4houtd be developed in

mde& to 6acilitate both uzage

AaAing and upgAdding.

Several students told the external review team that they

were enrolled innight school, summer school and correspondence courses.

Undoubtedly these courses - increase the number of curriculum options

open to students. To the same end, the use of packaged course materials

from other school systems, OECA's experimental Telidon service, and

closed-circuit T..V. among the schools are other sources of curriculum

materials which should be considered. A note of caution seems in order

at this point. The use ofothel than regular classroom\curricula and

methodologies must be preceded by careful planni in order to integrate

all innovative and supplementary courses with those of the regular

program in order that students can plan a long-range total program
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rather than just take unrelated courses. Furthermore, communication

with parents is necessary in order that they may fully understand the

role of the "new" courses in their children's education.

RecOmmendation 5 Contact .should be made with the

Ditectok the Minihtty'4

Corftwondence Education, and

with the Dinectok the Ontartio

Educational. Communication4 Authority,

in order to determine how the

4 avice4 pkovided by .hue

mganization4 might be adapted

to meeting the needz the

Boakd'4 zecondaky 4choots.

Recommendation 6 AdMiniztAative peAzonnet likom

the 4econdany 4choots 4houtd be

uked to make necommendationz

With negartd to the integkation

day-time, coviezpondence,

evening and zummen 4choot

cotazez.

Work experience; cooperative education and linkage programs

seem to be increasing in the secondary schools. They are viewed very

favourably by students, staffs and by representatives of local business

and industries in which the practical part ofthe program takes place.

These types of programs seem to offer courses that are relevant to

daily life, interesting, and hence potentially popular. Expansion
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such programs into various types of credit-producing courses should be

considered, and the necessary liaison with employers and unions estab-

lished to begin discussipn in order to effect that expansion.

Recommendation 7 The Di4gctoit. o6 Education 4houtd

gatha in6o4mation Otom othelt.

4matt 4choot boaA4.6 in the atea4

cl6 wwdz expeAience and coopetative

education with a view to uviaing

both the in,ochoot and the milk-

Aztated component4 cl6 the pusent

pitogizam o66e4ing.6.

. The committee noted that, apart from their formal programs,

the schools also-endeavoured to mount active co-curricular programs.

Therefore, close liaison with community recreation centres could be

potentially rewarding, with, students having access to the full

range of activities offered there. A volunteer program to provide

assistance could be useful.

Field trips were cited by staff members as a desirable part

the co-curricular package.' There are obvious limitations upon

these because of high transportation costs, and the'committee wondered

whether there might be merit in bringing more attractions to the schools

rather than subsidizing students to travel out of the community. On

the other hand, since affluence was often cited as a major character-

istic of the coNfttAties,-perhaps students could pay a large share of

most field-trip expenses with schodls assuming the major responsibility

of planning and coordinating the excursions. Here again a greater use

of volunteers might provide some relief to the small numbers of staff.
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members presently involves in this activity. "The committee suggest

that both the co-curricular and the extra-curricular events planned

by each school sholild be re- examined to determine their nature, scope,

imPadt,\cost, and possible use of volunteers;

Recommendation 8 Each 4choot 4houtd estabtihh a

human nesounce data bank o6

community pensonnet, inctuding

teachen4,,whO.coutd'be invotved

in both the CaittiCuZak and co-

curmicuZat.pnogitamo c) the 4choot.

See aLso Recommendation 9.

II STAFFING..

The role of. teacher is most important: A poor teacher

can breaka program; a good teacher can expand program possibilities.

In these rather LlIolated schools, some way should be found to attract

and/or to train the unique specialist who is qualified to give instruc,

tion in more than'one area, and especially' in areas where there are

presently gaps in the program. For example; a teacher qualified in

Enc,1ash, Drama, and Music would be a valuable, asset in any of the

schools, A well-coordinated, long-range professional development

program should be designed to help teachers. broaden their experience

and certification. Such a program could also facilitate the sharing

of suiject expertise on a system-wide basis. The merits and feasibility

.4 both internal and external teacher exchange programs should also

be considered.

*--
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Recommendation 9 The D.,,Lectoit. ol5 Education 4houtd

eztab.eizh a penzanat data sheet

tiara each teacher., identitiying

penzanae ztAengAz, pkotieulionae

quatitiication4, careen inte&eztz

and azpinatianz, and ouch other

intimmation az wia tiacititate

p&ovizion oti putiemionme devel-

opment oppontunitie6.

The external team suggests that serious consideration be

given to estaplishing a regular courier system among the schools. Also,

the feasibility of a system-wide internal phone system shoUld be in-

vestigaied. Follow-through on these suggestions would facilitate the

sharing and transfer of (information and resources and also help further

the development of a senseof cooperation and unity within the system.,

III ORGANIZATION

The external committee strongly recommends that a study be

conducted to determine the feasibility of coordinating the organization

of the school year in all the secondary schools. For 'example, if

schools were semestered, the sharing of resources and the transfer of

students would be facilitated. There could be easier movement among

the, schools of persons designated as key teachers. It would permit

the short-term Secondment of teachers to become coordinators and it

would help establish a concept of "system" among the schools in that

it would permit a closer working relationship among them. Of course,
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other organizational patterns, such as trimestering would also facilitate

the accomplishment of these objectives.

Recommendation 10 Con4ideution 4houtd be given

to comdinating the oltganization

o the 4choot yeah in att AecondalLy

Achoot4 operated by the board.

IV ENROLMENT...

Since the present enrolment statistics seem to be based

upon straight line projections, there would seem to be an urgent need

for a five-year projection based heavily upon business and industry

.

-input since the major employers strongly influence the population

trends.in the community. The data should be updated' annually. It

Would:also seem advantageous to determine retention rates in each

subject area and ineach 'school and, as well, try to determine factors

responsible for these rates. In the same way, accurate drop-out rates

should be compiled. Again, it 'is.suggested that an exit interview be

conducted with each drop-out in ordeeto compile'data on why students

are leaving.

Recommendation 11 FutuAe enkament 4tatiztiu 4houtd

be hazed heavily upon buhine44 and

..i..ndurtILy input.



V FINANCING

The external review committee, believes that schemes to

maximize the resources already existing within the Lake Superior Board
- ,

will, over 'the short run, be more successful and have a.greater return

than plans-to secure alternatives or additional large-scale funding.

However, the concept of Ministry of Education funding on a minimum

program basis should be pursued, since per pupil funding does not

appear to provide a sufficient base for necessary programs in this

jurisdiction. Officials in the Grants Policy Branch of the

Ministry Of Education should be contacted and A discussion arranged

during which small school board financing problems could be reviewed.

The committee recommends that intensive effort toward maximization

of existing resources precede official representation to the Ministry

of Education for major revision of funding formulae.

VI COMMUNICATION

Communication networks both within the school system and

between the system-and the could be greatly improved.

first concern of the system should be the identification and develop-

ment of human and material curriculum resources in both the school and

the community. As an outgrowth of this action, the identification of

support and resources within local business and industry should be

made, a priority.' If the "movers" can be identified, their capabilities
. /

could be used to advantage within the /system. Creation of advisory

committees at both the board and school levels might provide a foruni

in which these movers might be of real assistance both to the educational
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system and to the community by addressing themselves to very real

issues such as schOol and community limitations, sharing of resources,

A
and even the task of fund-raising as another source of capital funds.

Conclusion.

This report addresses itself to some of the_issues raised

by and with the external review team during its visit to the

Secondary Schools of the Lake Superior Board of Education. Among

these issues, several of paramount importance have emerged. The first

concern is that of maximizing existing resources through system

(instead of school) planning. Indeed, developing the concept of

system is seen as,a matter of overriding-priority. Establishment of

a couriersysteM, a common school organization plan, short-term

secondment Of teachers to act as coordinators, and development of

centralized resource banks and advisory committees are all designed

to both develop the system and improve the learning environment for

students. When internal, esources haye'been fully organized and maxi-

mized, some effort should be made to investigate new funding and

program arrangements to be directed specifically to the needs of small

boards, and especially the small isolated boards of Northern Ontario.

Ontario.
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Ismr implications and Alternatives

Data collected for this study suggest that many factors underlie

the difficulties in program organization faced by a large percentage

of secondary schools today. Furthermore, because the genesis of these

factors lies in several levels of government as well as in the system

and school, solutions are not conceived easily. It seems safe to say,

however, that the action which brings the most rapid and possibly

the most satisfying results will be that taken by individual schools,

groups of schools, and systems. At the same time, action taken by larger

administrative units could have far-reaching effects, especially where

matters of policy. are concerned. In this section of our report, we

suggest some strategies which may help to remedy the basic problem of

providing program options and flexibility in schools with low and/or

declining enrolments. These are grouped into three categories:

(1) School-Originated Strategies,.(2) System-Originated Strategies,

and (3) Ministry of Education Assistance.

Although we recognize that program issues are closelyinterWoven

with issues related to teacher redundancy, collective agreements,

legislation and economics, we have tried, in this chapter, to confine

our discussion to matters related directly to program.

School-Originated Strategies

Policy. To help guide the course of their.program decisions, schools,

as well as school systems, should formulate aims and objectives of a

practical nature. These should specify the nature and extent of the

programs to be offered at each level and take into account

the realities of the human, physical and economic resources available.

Without a statement of aims and objectives, programs may be organized
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in a haphazard way and not utilize effectively the resources that are

already available.

Personnel. Where schools_have the option of acquiring new staff members,

they should endeavour to hire staff members who hold multi- qualifications.

It would be helpful to havome staff members qualified in other than

"core" areas, especially in small schools, so that those members could

assist in the supervision of independent study courses. A regulated,

updated file should be kept of teacher qualifications and interests.

Some secondary schools have used persons from the community to

assist teachers in the.classroom both by performing a variety of non-
)

teaching tasks and by actually instructing students in\mini-units of

work. These mini-unit activities may take place in the'school or in

community. facilities. Art, Music, Drama, Family Studies and some

Technical units are examples of where community-based persons have

assisted in instruction. Such assistance, for example, can help ease

the teaching' load in a class which is itself extra large because of

the necessity of offering one that is correspondingly small in another

core area. Also, the involvement of the community may heighten student

.interest in a subject area that might otherwise disappear because of low

enrolment.

Community-Based Programs. As program options decline, many schools-
.

are considering the implementation of Co-operative Education, Work

Experience, or Community Involyement programs. All three have proved

themselves to be valuable in preparing students for the world of

work. They provide on-site training in facilities that schools would

be hard-pressed to duplicate and, as well, may help students gain' a

deeper appreciation of community life.

Because students can be placed in a variety of working experiendes
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ranging through industrial, commercial, and social services, it is

possible to greatly extend the range of the school curriculum. It ha4

been our experience that schools who have opted for this type of pro- 1

gram and have pursued it with vigor, have usually been able to locate

sites for the community aspect of the program even in rather unlikely

environments. A key factor seems to be the presence of an enthusiastic

staff member.

School-Based Community Programs. Maintaining or increasing enrolment

figures by attracting adult learners is a growing trend. A vigorous

advertising campaign by two schools in our sample resulted in an adult

enrolment of over 60 in one school and over 100 in another. The adults

were enrolled in special classes such as typing and business practice

or vocational classes. Night school classes for adults have had a

long history but recently there has been a pronounced growth in evening

credit classes for secondary school students. In some jurisdictions

these credit classes are offered as a supplement to the regular day-

time program and, according to a procedure outlined in H.S.1, students

take them in preference to options offered during regular class time.

Occasionally, a few classes are taught by community college instructors

since there is no regular staff member availa;:le.

It seems imperative, in school'systems where evening classes are

used to supplement regular day-time classes, that a high degree of

coordination exist between the night-school and day-school and that

long-range plans be made and z,ablicized so that students can plan their

programs with full knowledge of all the options open to them. Under

such circumstances, the evening school becomes a useful way to provide

program diversity.
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correspondence Courses ana use or TecnnOlogical uevices. wrrespuxiuence

courses are available to secondary school students in the senior division

through the Ministry of Education's Correspondence Division. A wide variety

of courses is available and many courses are currently being revised and

updated. The major problem with correspondence education is that only a

small percentage of day=school students successfully complete the courses.
1

The dropout rate is high. Schools intending to supplement their program

offerings by using correspondence courses are strongly urged to

institute a system whereby correspondence students are regularly super-

vised by teachers Of similar or related subject matter. A useful sup-

plement to the correspondence material the large selection of films

and tapes available from the Ministry's. Regional Offices. The' Ontario

Educational Communications'Authority has an enormous bank of resources

which can bo.. used'to enliven the material provided by the Correspondence

Division.
/`

Other useful technology is looming on the horizon. Telidon and

communication by satellite are two interesting developments which will

be able to facilitate direct interaction between students in cne setting

and a teacher in another. Like correspondence coursed and night-schools,

however, best use is made of these facilities when their implementation

is carefully planned and monitored. This includes the supervision of

students studying througn the use of these technological devices.

.erimental Courses. H.S.1 makes provision for experimental courses

to accommodate genuire local needs of a particular school or that

cannot be met by the adoption of a guideline course." The authors feel

that this provision may have great potential for increasing program flexi-

bility in many secondary schools.

1 Official Ministry figures show a 15% completion rate.
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Climate. It is perhaps impossible to legislate school climate. At

the same time the general attitude of a school staff seems to be re-

flected.. in the quality and variety of program provided for the students.

For example, teachers who volunteer to teach an extra class certainly

contribute to the flexibility of the school program. Popular teachers

attract students even to subjects which are usually considered not to

be in demand. We call attention to these facts without making sugg.s-

tions or recommendations.

System-Originated Strategies

Into the category of system-originated strategies we have placed

procedures that involve cooperation both along schools and among

systems. Also included are'methods which are facilitated by a degree

of central administration. The same sub-categorie's will be used as

were used in the discussion of school-originated strategies..

Policy. Inasmuch as many individual schools have determined what shall

be considered a minimal offering for each level of instruction, it seems

important that a system take the initiative in this decision and set

its own general objectives for different categories of students. This

seems to be most important for students in the basic and modified levels

and is also important in those systems where small enrolments at any

level mean that the cost'of offering courses,at that level,are propor-

tionately higher than they are at other levels.

Systems should also create policies which are designed to promote

program flexibility. Experimerits in western provinces with multi-

campus schools deserve close,study to determine their appropriateness

to the Ontario scene. We already have certain secondary schools which

have been successfully twinned, so a multi-school concept seems a
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logical extension of the idea. Many secondary schools have a long his=

tory of making their facilities available to local elementary schoQ1s,

espetacc-Ily in areas of Home Economics and Industrial Arts. Policies

/

which encourage the movement of staff or students to participate
/

in

prOgrams taught by qualified teachers in the elementary panel might

help resolve program difficulties in the secondary schools'in such

areas as Music and Art.

In some school systems, policies have been developed-to coordin-

ate the organization of their secondary schools. Blo/ck timetabling

in some or all schools permits the use of closed circuit--terevision.

and also permits the use of two-way communication devices. Semestered

-schools permit the sharing of human and physical resources. Trimestered

schools fulfill the same function. On the other hand, policies are

sometimes needed to monitor arapid move to semestering which has been

made for no other reason than to attract students from non-semestered

schools.

Above all, it is necessary to remember that policy is,,a-discre-

tionary guide for future action. In the area of program its pUrpose

should be to create optimum conditions for schools to effect such pro-

gram change as suits their particular needs. At the same time, the

guidelines should be proactive rather than reactive in flavour so that

they help set directions rather than merely confirm the status quo.

Of course, system regulations r7.annot be overlooked. Because

staffing concerns are common to both schools and the system, this

responsibility should be shared. The qualifications of teachers is a

matter for special deliberation, and the system should be prepared

to take the initiative in providing teachers with opportunities to upgrade -

and expand their professional qualifications.
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Personnel. Although the system may have a special responsibility to

"establish guidelines for the hiring of teachers and for their allo-

cation And professional development, it may also contribute toward

greater program flexibility by hiring, or identifying, a group of

teachers who are prepared to be mobile, and are willing to teach in

more than one school. In urban areas, this may pose no special

problem. In isolated areas, however, the availability of teachers

who"will either travel many miles a day, between schools, or spend part

of a week or even a whole semester in another community, is a real asset.

Such,teachers need the special consideration that emanates from a system

rather than from the school level.

Community-Based Programs. Programs such as Co-operative Education,

Work Experience, and Community Involvement may be generated at the

school level. On the other hand, their support by central adminis-

tration and "the Board can help increase their scope and their general

acceptance by the'businesses and agencies who ultimately will be

working with the students: Furthermore, support by the'system for a

program such as Co-operative Education is necessary in order to qualify

,

\ti
for certain types of grants, such as hose recently made available by

the federal government for Co-ope e Education. Certain benefits

also seem to accrue when local employers feel they have an on-going,

working relationship with their Board of Education.

School-Based Community Programs. We have mentioned that many schools

have opened their day-time classes to adult learners and that some

schools have vigorously advertised, such classes. If adults are to

become a more accepted part of the secondary school student population,

they must feel welcome in all schools, rather than perceive that they

Are wanted only to stem the tide of declining enrolment in a few schools.
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At the present time, the culture of secondary schools is predominately

that of the adolescent, and the teaching method:Aogy reflects that fact,

resulting in teaching-learning situations in which adults may

feel uncomfortable. Consequently, integrating large numbers of adults

into regular classes of adolescents is not common. Adults-only classes

are reported more frequently.

If adults are to become a more visible part of the secondary

schOol picture, schools and systems must plan carefully in order to

attract them, place them appropriately and meet their needs. It will

not be enough to let this happen haphazardly or, like Topsy, "just

grow." The designation of special classes or schools for adults (in

multi-secondary school systems) may be a desirable procedure. For

systems deciding to encourage adults to attend day-time cla::.E..es, a

vigorous personal advertising scheme seems to achieve better results

than the procedure of placing a general advertisement in the paper and

hoping that something will happen.

Evening schools and summer schools can offer programs which ex-

tend the range of subjects open to students. At the same time, they

seem more open (evening schools especially) to adult students.

We have already stressed the necessity of coordination of these pro-

grams with those of the day schools. Coordination is often done best at

the system level, involving all the schools concerned; it is seen as

essential when the programs offered in the evenings Or during the

summer are considered as extensions of the day-time_programs

rather than as separate entities.
ti

Correspondence Courses and Use of Technological Devices. Although the

use of correspondence courses after Grade 11 is largely a matter to be de-

cided at the school level,it is feasible that support for students taking sud
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courses'could be coordinated centrally.. This might most profitably

be accomplished through allowing released time for teachers to super-

visecorrespondence students, or through the provision, centrally,

of additional resources, such as print and audio-visual materials.

It would seem necessary that small schools have better-than-average

library facilities, especially in settings where numbers of students

are enrolled in correspondence courses. Allocation of funds in order

to ensure such facilities should be the concern of local Boards.

Modern technology is making other types of learning methods pos-

sible. Certain packaged courses are already available for individual-

ized computer instruction. Through requests made directly to the

Ontario Educational CommunicatiOns Authority, boards may obtain assist-

ance in maintaining program flexibility.

One of:the most promising methods of providing that flexibility

//
may be through the use of packaged curriculums. These have already

been referred to in our discussion of practices in other jurisdictions.

The work of the Northwestern Regional Laboratory in the United States

and the local efforts of the Cariboo-Chilcoten Board in British Col-

umbia maybe examined as prototypes of what might be done in Ontario.

One of the special merits of such courses is that many of them have

been developed for technical-vocational subjects, an area of study

which is often weak in schools with low enrolments.

We see potential in these courses in at least, three ways. They

could be used generally to expand a school program; they could also

be a valuable supplement to already available correspondence courses,

and they could be source material for related courses. Obtaining and

assessing the value of packaged courses should be the concern of a

system rather than of an individual school. A recommendation of th

designers of special packaged courses is that local teachers be involved
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in their preparation and/or adaptation. Again, coordination of the

teams of teachers necessary for this should be a central board function.

In a similar fashion, the system (albeit in cooperation with the Ministry

of Education) should assume responsibility for investigating the poten-

tial Contribution of other technological devices such as Telidon (two-

way,television) conference phone hook-ups and:correspondence by sat-

ellite. Naturally, we would expect that any move to use different

materials would be preceded by thorough discussion and marked by care-

ful coordination.

Experimental Courses. Courses referred to in the previous section may

be courses developed from Ministry guidelines. On the other hand,'

they may be designated as experimental courses. Most such courses

will likely be developed at the school level, but it seems reasonable

to assume that some experimental courses might be designed at the

system level, possibly in response-tb and in consultation with

the local community. Thus, in areas dominated by a major employer,

such as a 'mine or mill, it would seem eminently reasonable to have

courses related to that industry in the curriculum. Such courses

could deal with production-safetyi-marketIng-r-etc., as well_as_With

skills that\might be directly transferable to the work site.

Climate. We have not made suggestions or recommendations aboUt school

climate. Neither do we do so about system climate. We simply

observe that teachers do develop a type of mental set towards their

employers. Questionnaire returns mentioned the nebulous "they", the

system, and indicated various degrees of empathy, apathy or antagonism

towards it. School systems can.take neither full blame nor praise for

the attitudes their employees have towards them. Personal, factors

and attitudes towards the schools, community, the MiniStry and life in
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general mediate an individual teacher's attitude towards the system.

Nevertheless, and at the risk of sounding unduly trite, we observe

that system decisions that have a direct impact upon employees should

be made only after a serious consideration of the consequences of such

actions.

Ministry of Education Assistance

At the time that this report was being completed (September, 1980)

the Ministry of Education had a special task force investigating secon-

dary school education in Ontario. That task force, because of its size

and the resources available to it, will be able to make a far more

exhaustive study than could the principal investigators of the present

research. However, inasmuch as this study may become part of the input

to the task force, we offer the following points for consideration.

Policy As the number of regulations and amount of legislation directly

affecting program organization in the secondary school increases, the.

general effect is to decrease the program flexibility in larger secon-

dary schools and limit the number of options in smaller schools. This

of course is to be expected, for as more and more courses become mandatory,

teachers must an increased amount of time on mandatory courses

and, consequently, less time on optional courses. Since courses are

to be offered at several, levels of difficulty, small schools especially

are faced with an impossible situation which can be met only by creating

open level courses, or by combining levels in one classroom.. Even so,

it is often impossible to mount more than one or two successful

courses at:the basic level. In many jurisdictions, schools can 'combine

their resources in order\to meet a wider range of student needs than

could be met by any one school. However, in more isolated areas, this
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is just not possible. The stark fact is that the smaller the school

and the more isolated it is, the less the probability exists

for equality of educational opportunity for the students. Those

students who can profit from a basically core program will manage

satisfactorily. Those students who want occupations, technical-voca-

tional or aesthetic courses will be short-changed.

Personnel. Since the greater part of educational expenditure is for

personnel, the Ministry of Education should consider matching its

mandatory courses with grants to ensure sufficient staff to teach

those courses. In larger schools, this policy would have minimal im-

pact, but in smaller schools this type of program funding would allow

a significantly greater diversity of program. It still would not

achieve the goal of equality of educational opportunity, but it would

gq a long way towards ensuring that schools could meet the minimum

program requirements set by the,, Ministry.

Community-Based Programs.. The Ministry of Education has officially

endorsed Co-operative Education programs of many types. However, the

value of co-op courses does not seem to be fully realized by many

schools. Other schools, although realizing the value of the program,

experience great difficulty in actually organizing it. We suggest

that the Ministry move a step beyond permitting co-operative education

courses to providing active support and assistance to schools for

launching such courses. To this end, making available the services of

Education Officers from the Regional offices should be considered. In

order for these persons to do the job well, special training will

undoubtedly be necessary. Knowledge of the experience of school systems

already heavily involved in co-operative education schemes would be

valuable to those persons.
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School,-Based Community Programs: Because of its knowledge of school-

based community"programs across the province; the Ministry of Education

should be in a position to offer sound advice to schools and school

systems who wish to launch programs to attract adults into the schools,

or who wish to extend their programs by offering a variety of evening

and summer courses. We recommend that the Ministry set up a file of

school-based community programs which would include information about

the type of-programs offered, the methods by which a program was

advertised, and details of course enrolment, program evaluation, and

so on. Such a file should be open to other interested schools and

Boards.

Correspondence Courses and Use of Technological Devices. It is in the

area of correspondence courses and the use of technology that we,feel

that the Ministry should be able to make a significant impact upon

secondary school programs. A major reason why this should be so is

that the Correspondence Education Branch and the Ontario Educational

Communications Authority are both part of the Ministry's central oper-

ation. We suggest that schools in which students take correspondence

courses should be asked to suggest ways in which those courses could

be made more relevant to the needs oftheir_students and that changes

be made accordingly. There seems to be a basic difference between the

needs of an individual taking a corresponderze course and the needs of

a group of students in a school taking the same course. A degree of

flexibility in'the latter example would seem advantageous in order to

match more closely the'course with the school. Whether this is feasible,

practical, and desirable should be investigated.

A common cause of criticisms of correspondence courses has been

their heavy reliance upon print material. One of the recommendations
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in the case study was that representation should be made to the Ontario

Educational Communications Authority and to the Correspondence Education

Branch in order to determine whether the two agencies could cooperate

in producing self-study materials that would have both audio-visual

and print components. We repeat that recommendation here, except that

we further recommend that the initiative for such representation

come from the Ministry itself. Also, we note in passing that at least

two other provincial ministries of education are pursuing the same

endeavour.

We 'observe that the Ontario Educational Communications Authority

(OECA) has produced a great deal of audio-visual material to support

various course offerings, including some appropriate to students working

at the basic and modified levels. However, there is a dearth of material

designed for students working below the general level, and material

designed"by OECA and Correspondence'Education with the special learning

needs'of those students in mind would surely be useful in many schools,

not only as direct instructional material for students but also as

guidelines for teachers who, because of new Special Education,legis-

lation, may find themselves required toteach at a lower level than

that at which they have previously taught.

The Ontario Educational Communications Authority is also presently

experimenting with Telidon, a type of two-way television. The Ontario

Institute for Studies in Education, under contract with the Ministry

of. Education, is pioneering work in computer-assisted instruction.

Both these devices, by providing immediate feedback to the student,

should be a useful adjunct in schools where additional program is

needed but where standard types of .correspondence courses haye not

proved successful.
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A further alternative for providing program flexibility, that of

instruction by satellite, would be possible only through the

Ministry of Education, probably through OECA. Experiments

'have already taken place in British Columbia (Martin, 198P), using the

Anik B, a Canadian Federal Government Satellite. These suggest that

instruction by satellite is feasible, although the necessary

adaptations for itsuse in secondary schools may be one or two decades

into the future.

An initiative by the Ministry of Education (rather than a school

board) to establish regional summer schools would see to be worthy

of serious consideration. This initiative might to a the form of

encouraging boards to establish such schools, or might involve direct

Ministry administration. The purpose of the schools would be to offer

courses which local schools for a variety of reasons are unable to

offer. The program for such schools could be made up of two components.

The first of these could be correspondence courses similar to those

.offered throughout the school year but made available for a six-week

period during July and August. The big advantage in taking such

courses at a summer school is that there would be constant teacher

supervision of the work. The second component would be those courses

--)t readily available in small schools, such as technical, commercial

courses and a program in art, music, drama, etc. We would envision

students who attend the summer schools receiving various subsidies.

One of these would be a. course. registration fee from their home boards

if they came from another system. The Ministry could provide boarding

allowances for. non-resident students. Experience elsewhere tends to

show that the number of non-resident/students at such summer schools

is minimal. However, in remote areas, the Ontario picture may be sub-

stantially different since it is in those areas that prOgram options
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are reduced.

A further course of action suggested for the. Ministry is that of

coordinating' production of packgedhands-on types of courses, based

on Ministry guidelines and designed tb fill gaps in school programs

caused by the shortage of qualified staff. Similar courses have been

mentioned in various contexts in previous sections of this report.

At this point, we mention that the need for them is not confined to

any one region of/the province. Consequently, a coordinating role on

the part of theMinistry seems.called for. The aspect of Ministry
.

/ .

coordination rather than actual constructlion of the course is emphasized,

Other jurisdictions using these packaged courses strongly recommend

that they be created by teachers familiar with the settings which

they will be used.

Experimental Courses. In our examination of implications and alter-

natives at the school and system level, we discussed the place of

experimental courses in the school program. We suggested that such

courses might originate at the school or system level, as outlined

in H.S.1, 1979-81. We now further suggest that the. Ministry, under

sub-section. 13.2, Experimental. Courses, make provision for courses

initiated for, or by, individual students. The usual conditions.

attendant upon such courses would remain, but for those students who

take the initiative it: would present a rather unique experience in

relevance.

Climate. The gulf between school systems and the Ministry of Education

is a mixture of the real and the artificial: real because of the diffi-

culty faced by any supra-System in communicating with its sub-systems;

artificial in that it is occasionally convenient to have a scapegoat

to blame for the vicissitudes of professional life. Problems in
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communication between the Ministry, school systems, and schools seem

to vary from region to region and even from school to school within

the same region. The prOcess of transferring a vast quantity of Ministry

information on paper creates its own set of problems. Our research

suggests that'many schools have exploited the provisions of H.S.1 for

the fullest benefits of their students. Other schools have seen the

same provisions as a stumbling block. Still others try to ignore:

directions which do not match their particular situations.

In times of economic stringency and their attendant concerns with

evaluation and accountability; in times of public reaction against the

perceived excesses of the early 1970's; and given the political aspect

of education which ensures a certain amount of government responsiveness

to public opinion, it is difficult for the Ministry to maintain a popular

image in educators' eyes. Yet,'it must balance its responsiveness to

both the educational and public sectors. This often means that it must

be prepared to pay for new programs, while at the same time trying to

hold the line on expenses.

The Ministry of Education, then, operates. in a climate that is

not altogether of its own making. One aspect of that climate results

from the Ministry's communication procedures and, of course, the

regulations and legislation which are disseminated by those procedures.

We strongly recommend that,; insofar as it is consistent with its finan-

cial and human resources, the Ministry should attempt to individualize-
,

its relationships with Ontario school boards and schools in order to

communicate more effectively with them. Communication at a very per-

sonal level might help obviate some of the misunderstanding that

presently characterizes some school board-Ministry relationships.
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Discussion

In our discussion of implicats and alternatives, we have argued

for responsive, responsible and creative thinking on the part of schools,

systems, and the Ministry. Most schor. :.)ssess characteristics

that make them unique in one way or Yet, at the same time,

they face common problems such as the nucessity of providing a wide

range of lIrr.;-;L!--s at various levels. of difficulty in schools of differ-

ent sizes. 1:chools and boards try to do this on their own. We

have recommended an approach that may call for cooperation among

schools and among boards, and between those institutions and branches

or divisions of the Ministry of Education. The purpose of this co-

operation is rot to lessen local autonomy but rather to increase the

program options available to students.

Having now recommended cooperation among jurisdictions, we hasten

to recognize that because this is not the usual pattern of operation,

it will be a slow process. Most school boards, we believe, would

prefer to be self-sufficient: in cooperative ventures there are usually

losses as well as gains incurred. Nevertheless, we feel that there

is more to be gained than lost. This applies to relatively small

isolated schools as well as to schools in more built-up areas. In

schools soon to Lecome small, cooperation seems almost essential in

order that students may continue to have a variety of options from

which to choose. As well, some of the alternatives presented earlier

in this chapter may help/serve the same purpose.

Two watchwords of educationists as they face, the 1980's may well

be "creativity" and "cooperation."
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tool

SECONDARY SCHOOL ORGANIZATION STUDY

Board Principal

.ease check [N4] all applicable categories in the questions below.

School Characteristics

Levels of instruction offered Gr. 9 to 13

N
, Modified Basic General Advanced

Junior\High School [ ] C J C J C J C J

Secondary School Gr..9 -12 C J C J C J \C J C J

Sec:ondary School Gr.9-13 C J C J C J C J C J

SecOndary School Gr.10-13 C J C J C J C J C J

Secondary School Gr-13 C _I C J C J C J C J

Alternate School. Please describe. This space may also be useu for comments
related/to school characteristics.

Language of Instruction

English [ French ]

Other J Please describe.
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SECONDARY SCHOOL ORGANIZATION STUDY' (Cont.)

1. Enrolment
Sept.1979 1978 . 1977 1976 1975

2. Please list any \subjects and courses in which there seems to be a pronounced
trend toward declifii.ng enrolment. Then for each entry, code any apparent
reason for this trend, using the code letters explained below.

Reason Use Code Letter

(a) changes caused by Ministry policy (e.g. new core subjects)

(b) societal trends towards vocational subjects related to
post-secondary employment

(c) declines caused by student choices of less demanding
subjects

(d) other reasons. Any explanation you can give would be
appreciated. 0

Subject/Course Code Subject/Course Code Subject/Course C de

Comments:

3. Over the past few years, how has your school program been affected/changed by
Ministry of Education legislation and regulations? (For example, introductiox

of core programs, changes in levels of difficulty, etc.)

4. Give details of any organization/program changes in your school whicil have

occurred over the past five years. (For example: (1) changes fro.' or tow- 2(3

semestering or traditional forms of organization (2) timetablinq of
(3) stacking of classes (4) offering subjects every second yera. 'etc.)



5. If there h4ve been organization/program changes, please comment upon the

reasons for them (e.g., declining enrolments, new Ministry regulations

regarding compulsory credits, etc.).

6. Please list and comment upon any cooperation that exists tween your school

and any other school, or organization such as a church, library, business,

industry, etc\(e.g. subjects offered in only one school, shared staff,
facilities, twinning, cooperative education, work experience).

7. In what ways, if any', has the size of your school and/or declining enrolment

restricted the range of program which might_be offered.

8. During the past few years, what effect have collecti -greements between

your board and teachers' federations-had upon school ! ograms? (Include

supervisory duties, timetabling, etc.)

We would like to follow up this survey by documenting some case studies of selected

schools which are going through the throes of declining enrolment or which face

program restraint because of their size. If,you would be agreeable to participating

in this follow-up, please check here.

Thank you! [ ] Willing to participate
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Appendix B: Collective Agreements COP5 taining Pupil-
Teacher Ratio, Instructional Load, Class Size, and
Surplus/Redundancy Provisions Related to School Program

1. Carleton 19. Niagara South

*2. Central Algoma 20. Nipissing

3. Durham 21. North Shore

*4. Espanola 22. Northumberl'nd and Newcastle

5. Essex County **23. Ottawa

6. Frontenac Count- 24. Peel

7. Grey County **25. Peterborough County

8. Halton 26. Prescott and Russell

9. Hamilton 27. Renfrew County

10. Huron County 28. Siincoe County

11. Lanark County 29. Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry

12. Leeds and Grenville **30. Sudbury

13. Lennox and Addington 31 Victoria Countl,

14. Lincoln County 32. Wellington County

15. London 33. Went-orth County

16. MetLo Toronto 34. Windsor

*17. Michipicot-en 35. York County

18. Muskaka

* *

BOards with only one school

Boards using formulas to detrmine PTF for individual. schools
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Collective Agreements Containing

Instructional Load Provisions

(as of Winter, 1980)

1. Carleton 18. Michipicoten

2. Espanola 19. Niagara South

3. Essex 20. Nipigon-Red Rock

4. Geraldton 21. NipisSing

5. Haldimand 22. Norfolk

6. HalibUrton 23. North Shore

7. Hamilton 24. Ottawa

8. Huron County 25. Peel

9. Kent Count- 26. Prescott and Russell County

10. Lambton County 27. Red Lake

11. Lakehead 28. Renfrew County

12. Lanark County 29. Sault Ste. Marie

13. 1,:i.ods and Grenville 30. Simcoe County

14.- Lennox and Addington County 31. StorMont, Dundas and Glengarry

15. Lincoln County 32. Wentworth County

16. London 13. West Parry Sound

17. Metropolitan Toronto 34. Windsor
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Collective Agreements Containing

Class Size Provisions

(as of Winter, 1980)

1. Central Algoma

2. Frontendc County

3. Hamilton

4. Huron County

5. Kent County

6. Lakehead

7. Lake Superior

. LambtOn Count

9. Leeds and Grenville County

10. Lincoln County

11. Metropolitan Toronto

12. Michipicoten

Niagara South

Nipigon-Red Rock

15. Nipissing

16. Norfolk

17. North Shore

18. Northumberland and Newcastle

19. Ottawa

20. Sault Ste. Marie

21. Sim .oe.

2:. Temiskaming

. 23. Windsor
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Collective Agreements Containing

Surplus/Redundancy Provisions Related to School Program

(as of Winter, 1980)

1. Central Algoma

2. Dryden

3. Elgin County

4. Lambton County

5. Lennox and Addington County'

6. Lincoln County

7. Peel

8. Simcoe County

9. Sudbury

") . Timmins

11 Wentworth County
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